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MUSIC in the Age of Confucius

C HINESE ARCHAEOLOGISTS digging in central China

in 1977 unexpectedly uncovered two of the earliest

and most extensive surviving groups of musical instru-

ments in the entire ancient world, dating from nearly two

thousand five hundred years ago. Since these percussion,

string, and wind instruments were in near-pristine condi-

tion— some still playable, others inscribed with musicolog-

ical information— they provided hitherto unimagined pos-

sibilities for the study of music and the history of musical

instruments in ancient China.

Presented here are the insights of six specialists who

describe these instruments’ sophisticated tuning systems,

techniques of manufacture, and inscriptions revealing their

musical and nonmusical significance in ancient Chinese

society. It has become apparent that different types of

music coexisted in Bronze Age China (2000-500 b.c.) for

state rituals as well as for private entertainment. The

authors place this evidence in the context of recent archae-

ological discoveries and reassess it in light of classical

history and literature on Chinese music. The three main

families of instruments are also examined in detail in

individual chapters.

Lovers of art and music, as well as enthusiasts of

archaeology, musicology, and cultural history, will find this

a compelling and readable presentation of the latest

research and ideas on one of the world’s oldest and most

profound artistic expressions.
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Foreword

MILO CLEVELAND BEACH

Director, Freer Gallery ofArt and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery

T
he discovery in 1977 of the undisturbed tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng

(Zeng Hou Yi) is one of the greatest archaeological hnds in recent

Chinese history. The tomb housed the bodies of a nobleman, laid out

within an elaborately decorated coffin; twenty-one women, each of whom had

been strangled; and a dog. The burial also included almost ten and a half tons

of bronze ritual vessels, weapons, and other fabricated items— an astonishing

statistic, especially when one remembers that this is not an imperial tomb. Even

more uniquely, however, two of the four burial chambers were hlled with musi-

cal instruments: the central room contained all the instruments for a ceremo-

nial ensemble, while a room to the east, where the marquis himself was found,

housed an eight-instrument chamber group intended for private entertain-

ment. Those instruments, which can be dated to about 433 b.c. and earlier,

formed the oldest musical ensembles surviving from any culture. They are the

central focus of the research published in this book, which accompanies an

exhibition at the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery.

The discovery of the Marquis Yi of Zeng burial in 1977 immediately fol-

lowed the end of the Cultural Revolution, a decade-long period dehned by

Chairman Mao’s directive to attack the “Four Olds,” which included “Old

Customs” and “Old Cultures.” During this period, when museums anci libraries

were sacked and universities, music schools, and art academies closed, many

young students from urban centers were exiled to the countryside to remove

them from the influence of bourgeois and elitist cultural standards. Sent to

work with peasants and farmers, several inventively used their time to learn

about the people with whom they lived. Among other activities, some docu-

mented village folk tunes, while others formed village bands— in one case

using farm implements and cooking pots as the only available instruments.

FOREWORD 7



Preceding page: detail of bronze

fitting and support on the middle

tier of the set of sixty-five hells

from the tomb of Marquis Yi of

Zeng. Photograph by )ohn

Tsantes.

With the end of the Ctiltural Revoliftion, a few of these young people were so

affected by their experiences that they determined to enter music conservatories

and art academies, and the most talented now form an exciting new generation

of creative artists. For musicians, the Marquis Yi of Zeng hnd, discovered

exactly at this time of renewed contact with and respect for traditional music in

China, has provided further inspiration. While too little is known of the actual

music performed in this early period, these instruments and the information

they provide nonetheless have revealed the historical root-system of a distinc-

tively Chinese music. Whereas an earlier generation of composers in China had

emulated Western music practices as their ideal. Marquis Yi’s tomb confirmed

the respect that younger musicians instinctively felt for Chinese tradition. Few

archaeological finds have had so immediate an effect beyond the world of

archaeologists and historians. Today, composers of Chinese background

are among the most vital contributors to the international world of

contemporary music.

The Arthur M. Sackler Gallery and Freer Gallery of Art at the Smithsonian

Institution in Washington, D.G., together form the national museum of Asian

art for the United States. Since ancient Ghinese art is a particular strength of the

museum’s collections and exhibitions, and because research in Chinese art and

archaeology is a continuing commitment of the museum, it is a great honor for

the Sackler to present the instruments found in the Zeng tombs together to the

American public for the first time. The project draws on the Sackler Gallery’s

international symposia. New Perspectives on Chii Culture during the Eastern

Zhou Period (1991) and Bells ofBronze Age China (1997), as well as the continu-

ing presentation in the museum’s public programs of both traditional music of

Ghina and works by contemporary composers.

Discussions about this exhibition were initiated in Beijing and Wuhan in

1988 by Kenneth J. DeWoskin, professor at the University of Michigan, and

myself. The Sackler Gallery is especially indebted to Sun fiazheng, minister of

culture for the People’s Republic of Ghina; Zhang Wenbin, director. National

Administration for Cultural Heritage, and Wang Limei, deputy-director; Chen

Zhongxing, director of the Hubei Provincial Museum, Wuhan, and his prede-

cessor Shu Zhimei; the Honorable lames R. Sasser, former United States ambas-

sador to the People’s Republic of China; and to His Excellency Li Zhaoxing, the

Chinese ambassador to the United States. Without their strong support and

help neither this book nor the exhibition would have been possible.

Every aspect of Music in the Age of Confucius has been ably directed by

lenny F. So, curator of ancient Chinese art for the Freer Gallery of Art and

Arthur M. Sackler Gallery. We are grateful also to the scholars who have con-

tributed important new research to this book: Feng Guangsheng, Robert Bagley,

Lothar von Falkenhausen, Bo Lawergren, and john S. Major, as well as Dr. So,

who also served as the book’s editor.
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This project has been a major undertaking for the galleries, which would

not have been successful without the enthusiasm shown by the Visiting

Committees of the Freer and Sadder Galleries. We acknowledge in particular

the efforts of Nancy Fessenden and Michael Sonnenreich in securing funding

for this exhibition. A grant from the New York Community Trust— The Island

Fund, made possible by Elizabeth Meyer, was also instrumental to this project,

and we deeply appreciate the financial support of Visiting Committee members

H. Christopher Luce, Frank H. Pearl, George Fan, Robert S. Feinberg, Robert G.

Tang, Marie Lam, Cynthia Helms, Kenneth X. Robbins, and Shelby White.

We are delighted by the participation of Federal Express in this project and

thank the corporation for its major in-kind support. We are also grateful to the

Smithsonian Educational Outreach Eund, the Ellen Bayard Weedon

Eoundation, the Marpat Foundation, and the Sylvia and Alexander Hassan

Family Foundation and its president, Lois Raphling, for their grants. The back-

ing of central Smithsonian administration was crucial, and signihcant funds

were made available by the Smithsonian for this project, for which we would

like to extend our appreciation to former Secretary I. Michael Heyman and

Provost Dennis O’Connor. Einally we are particularly grateful to the E. Rhodes

and Leona B. Carpenter Eoundation for its generous grant toward the produc-

tion of this book.
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ONE Music in Late Bronze Age China

JOHN S. MAJOR and JENNY F. SO

T
hroughout Chinese history, musicians and connoisseurs of music

have looked to the past for inspiration, conJident that music was held in

high regard in antiquity. Remarks emphasizing the significance of music

appear in the works of virtually all of the major thinkers of early China,' so that

its importance in early Chinese culture has always been taken for granted. It is

ironic, then, that over the centuries reliable information about the nature and

character— to say nothing of the actual sound— of ancient Chinese music

gradually disappeared. For lack of a system of written notation, knowledge of

how to perform ancient music vanished; instruments fell into disuse or evolved

into new forms; and terms used to describe music sometimes acquired new

meanings or could no longer be clearly understood. Texts that might have pre-

served the salient elements of ancient musical theory and practice were lost and

not transmitted to posterity. For example, what may have been a key ancient

work— the Yue Jing (Classic of music)— has been lost for some fifteen cen-

turies. While tradition continued to affirm the importance of music in ancient

China, its precise nature was left increasingly to the imagination.

In recent decades this loss of information has been reversed to some

extent, so that it is now possible to describe the music of China during the

Bronze Age (2000-500 b.c. ) with some confidence. This is due in large part to

archaeological work that has brought to light a great deal of material bearing on

ancient Chinese music. There are representations of ancient musical perform-

ances in wall and lacquer paintings, inscribed on brick and stone ( see figs.

3. 6.4-6; 3.8.5; 3.10.4-6), and modeled in the round in pottery, wood, and

bronze (see figs. 1.6, 1.11, 5.1). Actual musical instruments, especially chime

stones (or lithophones) and bronze bells, have been recovered from a number

of tombs. Some of these, in turn, bear inscriptions that have yielded much

MUSIC IN LATE BRONZE AGE CHINA 13



Preceding page: detail, fig. 1.3

Fig. 1.1 Aerial view of the tomb of

Marquis Yi of Zeng ( Zeng Hou Yi

)

at Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province, just before opening in

spring 1978. Hubei Provincial

Museum. Photograph by Pan

Bingyuan.

information about the theory and practice of music in ancient China. Of all the

archaeological sources for early Chinese music, the tomb of Marquis Yi of the

state of Zeng (ca. 433 b.c.) is overwhelmingly the most important.

THE DISCOVERY

In the winter of 1977, a unit of the People’s Liberation Army, sent to level a low

hill for a factory site at Leigudun in the town of Suizhou, about 155 kilometers

north of Wuhan in Hubei Province (see map on page 115), discovered a large,

stone-lined burial pit dug into the hill. Trained archaeologists were called in.

After extensive excavation, they uncovered an irregularly shaped pit about 220

square meters in area, completely roofed with massive timbers (fig. 1.1). By May

1978, the entire tomb was exposed (fig. 1.2).^

The layout and contents of the four chambers of the tomb suggested an

underground palace. The northern chamber, filled with more than four thou-

sand bronze items— including weapons, armor, and chariot fittings— was the

armory. The large central chamber, equivalent to a ceremonial courtyard or

hall, held nearly 130 bronze ritual vessels and most of the musical instruments

( fig. 1.3). The eastern chamber, regarded as the residential quarters of the palace,

contained the lacquered double wooden coffins of the tomb’s occupant ( fig.

1.4), a middle-aged man, together with eight smaller coffins containing the

remains of eight young women who accompanied him in death. Thirteen more

women were buried in the western chamber, which perhaps represented the

women’s quarters of the palace. These twenty-one women probably included

14 MUSIC IN IHE AGE OF CONFUCIUS



Fig. 1.2 Aerial view of opened

tomb revealing four separate

chambers. The central chamber

contained most of the musical

instruments and ritual vessels.

Marquis Yi’s outer coffin is visible

lying on its side in the eastern

chamber. Coffins for thirteen

female attendants are scattered

about the western chamber. Hubei

Provincial Museum. Photograph

by Pan Bingyuan.

Fig. 1.3 Excavators with bells in

situ in the central chamber of the

tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng. The

chimestone rack can be seen

toward the far end of the compart-

ment, parallel to the short arm of

the bell stand. The largest drum,

lying on its side, is partly visible at

the bottom right edge of the

photograph. Hubei Provincial

Museum. Photograph by Pan

Bingyuan.
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Fig. 1.4 Inner of two nested coffins

( with detail of design ) from the

eastern chamber of the tomb of

Marquis Yi of Zeng, Leigudun,

Suizhou, Hubei Province. Fifth

century b.c. Lacquered wood.

Height r32 cm, width 05-27 cm,

depth 250 cm. Hubei Provincial

Museum. Photograph by Hao

Qinjian. (See also Checklist no. 1.)
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favorite consorts, musicians, dancers, and attendants to serve their master in his

afterlife.

The occupant of the tomb has been identified through the inscription that

appears on many of the tomb’s bronzes as Zeng Hou Yi, or Marquis Yi of Zeng.

This identification is confirmed by an inscription on one of the bells in the cen-

tral chamber, which states that it was a gift presented in 433 b.c. to Marquis Yi

of Zeng by the king of Chu, a powerful neighboring state to which Zeng was

subordinate (see fig. 2.4). The tomb can therefore be dated to 433 b.c. or soon

after, its occupant the ruler of a small state in the Yangzi ( Yangtze ) valley during

the fifth century b.c.

Three years later in 1981, about one hundred meters west of the marquis’s

burial, a second tomb was discovered belonging to his consort or a descendant

from a generation or so later.^ The second tomb yielded a similar but slightly

smaller chime of thirty-six bronze bells in graduated sizes, preserved in less

ideal condition, with no evidence that they were buried with a rack, and only a

few surviving bronze mounts (fig. 1.5; see fig. 2.25). Drums and chime stones,

also much degraded, accompanied the thirty-six bells. These two sets of bells

form the two largest, most complete, and best preserved chimes of ancient

Chinese musical bells known.

Fig. 1.5 View of Tomb 2 at

Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. The bells were placed on

the tomb floor rather than dis-

played on a rack as in Marquis Yi’s

tomb. Twenty-nine were laid on

their sides in two rows near the

south wall; the remaining seven

were grouped next to the west

wall. A bronze base for what

appears to be a pole drum lies next

to the seven bells. Reconstruction

of the stand (see fig. 2.25) was

based partly on the locations of

the bells hi situ. Only twenty-two

suspension devices for the bells

were found in the tomb.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian.
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To discover an intact and dated tomb furnished with the riches of its time

is every archaeologist’s dream. But the two Zeng burials are outstanding even

within such a dream because of their unique treasure of musical instruments.

From Marquis Yi’s tomb alone, two entirely different musical ensembles were

recovered in nearly pristine condition: a large ceremonial or court ensemble,

including a chime of sixty-five bells and a set of thirty-two chime stones in the

tomb’s central chamber, and an eight-instrument chamber ensemble placed

near the marquis’s coffin in the “residential” eastern chamber. Although smaller

in number and less spectacularly preserved, the instruments from the second

tomb confirm that the marquis’s ensemble is not an archaeological accident or

anomaly. The marquis’s sixty-five bells form the largest assemblage known in

China and have been much discussed by Chinese and Western scholars for their

importance as indicators of bronze-casting technology in the fifth century b.c.;

of Chu artistic influence along the Yangzi River Valley; as the supreme achieve-

ments in two-toned bell technology; and, with the inscriptions on the bells and

stone chimes, as the most complete written record of early Chinese musical sys-

tems (see Chapter 2).'^ Together the two ensembles form the largest group of

ancient musical instruments known, not just in China but in the entire ancient

world. There is nothing like it from other ancient cultures in Mesopotamia,

Egypt, India, Greece, Rome, or Mesoamerica.

THE COURT ENSEMBLE

The centerpiece of the court ensemble is the chime of sixty-five bells in gradu-

ated sizes hung on a three-tiered, L-shaped lacquered wooden rack, nearly

eleven meters long and more than two and a half meters high (see fig. 2.1). A

large drum supported by a wooden pole is placed at the end of the short arm of

the rack (see Checklist no. 5). Facing it, completing a u-shape, is a bronze stand

for thirty-two chime stones (see figs. 1.3, 2.22). This u-shaped array, bounded by

percussion instruments on three sides— bells, chime stones, a pole drum, and

two smaller drums (see Checklist no. 6)— surrounds stringed instruments.

There were seven twenty-five-stringed se-zithers (see figs. 3.2, 3.3) in the center,

with eight wind instruments— four mouth organs (see fig. 4.3), two panpipes

( see fig. 4.2), and two transverse flutes ( see fig. 4.1a, b )
— relegated to the sides.

The number of wooden hammers and posts recovered with the bells suggests

that five musicians played the bells (see Chapter 2). String and wind musicians

might be seated on the floor in front, as suggested by a group of wooden funer-

ary figures from a tomb at Mawangdui in Changsha, Hunan Province, of the

early second century b.c. ( fig. 1.6). A total of twenty-four musicians would be

required if all the instruments were played at the same time.

The marquis’s arrangement is visually impressive, with the tall bell rack.

)8 MUSIC IN THE AGE OF CONFUCIUS



Fig. 1.6 Group of wooden funerary

figures of musicians from Tomb i

at Mawangdui, Changsha, Hunan

Province. Early second century

B.c. Heights of figures 32.5-38.0

cm. After Hunan sheng bowuguan

1973: pi. 203.

the pole drum, and the chime-stone rack forming a monumental backdrop to

the stringed and wind instruments played at floor level in front. This layout is

probably also effective acoustically, with the softer sounds of the strings and

winds nearer the audience, and the louder percussion sounds farther away. The

more than five-octave range of the bells and chime stones suggests that they

may have sounded the melody in unison with the strings and winds, if and

when they were played together, while the drums carried the rhythm. Some of

the music that the marquis’s grand ensemble played might be similar to that

mentioned in the Shi Jing (Classic of poetry), a compilation of poems, folk

songs, and ritual hymns from the first five hundred or so years of the Zhou

dynasty (1050-221 b.c.):

They strike the bells, kin, kin,

They play the se-zither, play the cj;n-zither.

The mouth organ and chime stones sound together;

They sing the Ya and Nan Odes,

And perform flawlessly upon their flutes.

( Ode 208, Gii Zhongf

Other times, the ensemble may have played music for more boisterous revels,

suggested by a passage in the Chii Ci (Elegies of Chu), written in the fourth or

third century b.c.:

Before the dainties have left the tables.

Girl musicians take up their places.

They set up the bells and fasten the drums

And sing the latest songs: . .

.

MUSIC IN LATE BRONZE AGE CHINA 19



Fig. 1.7 Detail of a design on a

bronze hu, ritual wine vessel, from

Baihuatan, Chengdu, Sichuan

Province. Fifth century b.c.

Drawing by Li Xiating after

Wenwu 1976: pi. 2.

Bells clash in their swaying frames;

The catalpa-wood zithers’ strings are swept. . .

.

Pipes and zithers rise in wild harmonies,

The sounding drums thunderously roll;

And the courts of the palace quake and tremble

As they throw themselves into the Whirling Chu.

Then they sing songs ofWu and ballads of Cai

And play the Dalii music.

Men and women now sit together,

Mingling freely without distinction;

Hat-strings and fastenings come untied:

The revel turns to wild disorder.

( CIju a, Zhao Hull, i: 106-23 f

Stylized pictorial motifs on bronze vessels of the period show bells, chime

stones, pole drum, panpipes, and mouth organs— though no strings— per-

forming in a grand architectural setting presumably similar to the marquis’s

ceremonial hall ( fig. 1.7). The studied grace of this scene gives no hint of the

bacchanalian abandon described in the Chu poem, a mood better suggested by

the scenes painted on the duck-shaped box buried with the marquis (fig. 1.8).

By their sheer numbers, size, appearance, and sound, percussion instru-

ments clearly dominated the court ensemble. This is consistent with what we

have already known about ancient Chinese musical instruments: percussive

instruments have a long history going back to the late Neolithic period in China

(ca. 5000-2000 B.C.; see Chapter 5), and sets of bronze bells, though much

smaller in number, had been produced by the late second millennium b.c. ( see

Chapter 2). Although ancient texts like the ones above suggest that stringed

instruments may have existed in antic]uity as solo instruments or in ensemble

playing,' the marquis’s ensemble presents the earliest surviving evidence of

their use in court ensemble music.
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Fig. 1.8 Duck-shaped box with

details of two music-making

scenes, from the western chamber

of the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng,

Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered wood. Height 16.5 cm,

width 12.5 cm, length 20.1 cm.

Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian. (See

also Checklist no. 7.

)

detail a detail b

THE CHAMBER ENSEMBLE

The marquis’s much smaller chamber ensemble seems to present a very different

picture. The chamber ensemble, made up of just eight instruments buried with

the marquis and eight young female attendants in the residential quarters of his

tomb, is dominated by strings. There are no bells, just two mouth organs and

one small, tambourinelike drum supported between the antlers of a fabulous,

one-and-a-half-meter-tall bird (see Checklist no. i6). The key sounds came

from stringed instruments— three twenty-five-stringed se like the ones in the

court ensemble (see figs. 3.2, 3.3),*^ one ten-stringed instrument identified as a

type of qin (see figs. 3.4a, b), and one five-stringed z/m-zither (see fig. 3.5). This

string-dominated ensemble would have provided intimate chamber music that

entertained the marquis in a more private setting.

The se and zhii instruments are highly decorated in multicolored lacquer

in characteristic Chu style, with intricately intertwined pictorial motifs among
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Fig. 1.9 Design of constellations

on a lacquered wooden garment

box from the tomb of Marquis Yi

of Zeng, Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Fifth century b.c. Hubei

Provincial Museum.

which snakes (or dragons) and long-tailed birds are prominent (see fig. r.4).

The juxtaposition of birds and snakes is common in Chu iconography. The

motif is almost certainly an early manifestation of the concept of complemen-

tary pairing {yang-yin, heaven-earth, south-north, bright-dark, hot-cold, male-

female, and so on ) that later played such a prominent role in Chinese philoso-

phy. That the state of Zeng in the fifth century b.c. was already conversant with

this kind of correlative-cosmological thinking is shown by the design on the

cover of a lacquered wooden garment box from the marquis’s tomb (fig. 1.9),

showing the Green Dragon of the East, the White Tiger of the West, the

Northern ( Big) Dipper, and the names of the twenty-eight Lunar Lodges

( constellations).

The most striking instrument in the chamber ensemble, however, is the

ten-stringed instrument (see figs. 3.4a, b). It is generally considered to be the

earliest surviving ancestor of the much-admired seven-stringed qin (zither) of

Han, Tang, and intervening periods ( 206 b.c.-a.d. 907). Both visually and

musically, this qin stands out among the marquis’s instruments. It is simple,

almost austere in appearance, being covered entirely with black lacquer like its

descendant, without the intricate carving and multicolored decorations of the

other instruments. This suggests an origin outside the milieu of Chu culture

( see pp. 30-32 ).’’ As a musical instrument, the qin is not nearly as powerful

sounding as the se. Its system for fine-tuning— by tightening the silk strings

wound around tuning pegs instead of using movable bridges— required the

use of an additional accessory, a tuning key, which suggests foreign connections

(see Chapter 3).
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MUSIC IN LATE BRONZE AGE THOUGHT AND SOCIETY

Fifth - Third Century b.c.

Early Chinese thinkers viewed music as a crucial aspect of culture, and they

wrote about it with attention to its moral value and its role in a larger cosmo-

logical understanding of the world around them. From these writings we can

learn much about the importance of music in ancient China and in particular

about the quite different cultural messages implied by the marquis’s two musi-

cal ensembles.

In the view of most early Chinese philosophers, music was a manifestation

of virtue and one of the pillars of a properly ordered society. This idea appears

prominently in writings traditionally attributed to Confucius (Kongzi; ca. 55r-

479 B.c. ): “The Master said, ‘If a man lack benevolence, what has he to do with

the rites? If a man lack benevolence, what has he to do with music?”’ {Atialects

3 ). “Yan Yuan asked about ruling a state. The Master said, ‘Follow the Xia calen-

dar, ride a Yin carriage, wear Zhou ceremonial headgear. For music, use the

Shao and the Wu. Get rid of the tunes of Zheng, and keep glib people at a dis-

tance. The tunes of Zheng are lascivious, and glib people are dangerous’”

{Analects 15).

The role of music is elaborated in later works in the Confucian tradition.

In the writings of Confucius’s most famous pupil, Mencius (Mengzi, ca. 371-

289 B.c. ), the disciple Zigong says: “By seeing the rites of a ruler, we may know

the character of his government. By hearing his music, we may know the char-

acter of his virtue” (Mencius ii.i.ii.27). And the Yue Ji (Record of music.

Chapter 27 of the Li Ji, or Record of rites; ca. third-second century b.c. ) says:

“Therefore the early kings, when they instituted rites and music, did not do so

to gain full satisfaction for the desires of the mouth, stomach, ears and eyes. But

they intended to teach the people to regulate their likes and dislikes, and to turn

them back to the normal course of humanity. . . .Therefore the early kings insti-

tuted rites and music to regulate human conduct.”'"

Describing the efficacy of both rites and music, the chapter continues:

The rites regulate people’s minds. Music unifies their sounds. Government serves to

carry this out, and punishments serve to guard against its violation. Rites, music,

punishments and government: when these four have full play without irregularity or

conflict, the Kingly Way is complete. ... It is the business of [music and rites] to

attune people’s feelings and give elegance to their outward manifestations. . . . Music

comes from within; rites act from without. Coming from within, music produces the

serenity [of the mind]. Acting from without, rites produce the finished elegance [of

manner). Great music must be easy. Great rites must be simple. Let music achieve its

full results, and there will be no resentments. Let rites achieve their full results, and

there will be no contentions. I’he reason why bowings and courtesies could set the

world in order is that there are music and rites.”
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It is significant in this passage that the rites are treated as inseparable from

music— without music and dance there were no rites, properly speaking. This

reveals a key concept in Chinese philosophy and musical performance: that

one of the sources of music’s power is its capacity to unite (he) the feelings and

movements of large numbers of people through dance, song, military drill,

or other activities based on melody and rhythm. Music and rites, in their

power to unite people’s efforts in approved ways, were thus seen as manifesta-

tions of benevolence and righteousness, and as such, essential to good

government.

The Giianzi, a work (named after its supposed author) from the fourth

century b.c. not particularly Confucian in its sympathies, recounts an incident

that elaborates on the connection between music and good government. It tells

how Duke Huan of Qi was admiring his bell chime in the company of his min-

ister Guan Zhong and commented on how pleasing the bells sounded. Guan

Zhong responded that music was pleasing only when a state was well governed,

but in a state like Duke Huan’s, in which government was neglected, the sound

of bells was sad. Duke Huan approved of this rather audacious speech. Drawing

a sword, he cut the silk ropes holding the bells and chime stones so that they fell

to the ground. He immediately embarked on a comprehensive program of gov-

ernmental reform that eventually brought peace and stability to his realm. Only

then, with Guan Zhong looking on approvingly, did he order that the bells and

chimes be reinstalled in their frames and remark that at last it was possible to

take pleasure in music.

The twentieth chapter of the Ximzi, the work of Gonfucian philosopher

Xunzi from the third century b.c., contains Ghina’s earliest extant lengthy trea-

tise on the theory of music. It says, in part:

Music is the expression of joy.^^ This is something which inevitably arises from

human feelings. ... In a person’s conduct, his sounds, movements, and pauses are

expressive of all the changes in his mood. . . and when there is joy, it must have a

physical embodiment. When this embodiment does not conform to right principles,

there will be disorder. The early kings hated this disorder, and so they established the

music [genres] of the Ya and Song to guide it. They caused its music to be joyful and

not to degenerate, and its beauty to be distinct and not limited. They caused it in . . . its

rests and notes, to stir up the goodness in men’s minds and to prevent evil feelings

from gaining any foothold. This is the manner in which the early kings established

music. . . .When music is in the temple of the royal ancestors, and ruler and subject,

superior and inferior, listen to it together, all of them are attuned in reverence; when

it is in the household, and father and son, elder and younger brother listen to it

together, all are attuned in kinship; when it is in the neighborhood, and elder and

younger listen to it together, all are attuned in obedience.''*

This ceremonial music of the Zhou court struck Gonfucius as being profoundly

beautiful: “When the Master was in Qi, he heard the Shao music performed. For
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three months afterwards he did not even notice the taste of the food he ate. He

said, ‘I had no idea that music could reach this level of excellence.’” (Analects 7)

Such attention to the virtue-promoting character of music was not limited

to the central states of the North China plain. On the basis of epigraphical evi-

dence, the rulers of the great southern state of Chu appear to have been scrupu-

lous in their performance of the prescribed rituals of ancestor veneration.'^

They were conservative musically and liturgically and orthodox in their formal-

ities, perhaps in an attempt to counter the widely held opinion in the north that

the people of Chu were indolent quasi barbarians. From the ensemble’s hon-

ored place in the central chamber of Marquis Yi’s tomb and the adoption of

Zhou pitch standards in the tuning of his bells ( see Chapter 2 ), we may suppose

that when appropriate, he too was orthodox in his observance of the rites.

Nevertheless, however uplifting the Master himself found the “pure” or

“elegant” music (ya yue) of the old Zhou court, many other people found it

boring. An anecdote in the Yue Ji tells of Duke Wen of Wei ( fourth century b.c. )

complaining to his minister, Zi Xia: “Whenever I put on my ceremonial robes

and cap and listen to the ancient music, I have to be careful not to fall asleep.

When I listen to the music of Zheng and Wei, I do not feel tired at all. Let me

ask, why do I feel so differently about the old music and the new?”'" By the

Warring States Period
(
480-221 b.c. ) the old Zhou aristocracy had largely been

shouldered aside by a new breed of social elite, risen from the middle ranks of

the nobility or from families of hereditary functionaries, infatuated with power

and uninterested in the ancient rites. This “new elite” might have used “virtu-

ous” music when it suited their needs politically, but for entertainment, they

preferred something a bit more lively.

Music is powerful and therefore potentially dangerous. The Confucian

insistence on music as a force for virtue and an essential element of good gov-

ernment assumes, at least implicitly, that it can also be a force for vice. As can be

seen in some of the passages quoted above, the texts advised rulers to be vigi-

lant in rooting out debased or depraved music. But of course not all rulers, nor

all commoners either, were watchful. Some indeed were ardent in their pursuit

of unwholesome stimuli.

If “music as virtue” was linked to ceremonials, ritual, and the proper con-

duct of government, “music as vice” was unrestrained by ritual or propriety.

The music of vice was found in public entertainment; in emotional ( and partic-

ularly sexual ) arousal; in “wildness,” “excess,” and abandon of all kinds; and in

“lewd rites”— by which was meant any ceremonial performance that involved

actions beyond the bounds of ritual and decorum or that usurped the preroga-

tives of higher ranks of the nobility or royalty. But mostly, in this context,

“indecency” meant simple, old-fashioned sexual excess and depravity, to musi-

cal accompaniment.

The last king of the Shang dynasty (ca. 1600-1050 b.c.), whose realm was
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overthrown by the virtuous founders of the Zhou dynasty, was held up by his-

torians of the Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) as the epitome of the wicked

king whose depravity cost him his throne. In possibly highly imaginative

accounts of his reign, degenerate music looms large:

He loved wine and licentious music, and devoted himself to his concubines. . . . Thus

he had Shi Zhuan create new and depraved sounds, the “Northern Suburb” dance,

and the “Fluttering Earthwards” music. ... He assembled a large company of musi-

cians and actors at the Shaqiu Garden, filling a pond with wine and hanging up meats

to make a forest; he caused men and women to disrobe and pursue each other

through this scenery, as part of a drinking feast lasting long into the night.'^

The philosopher Yang Zhu, in the fourth century b.c., advocated a kind of

hedonism that he called “living to the full.” The author of the Gtianzi regarded

such hedonism as a prescription for disaster:

It means indulging in gluttonous tastes, music, and sexual pleasures, and considering

this to be taking care of their lives. Thus they will follow their desires and behave with

reckless abandon. Men and women will not be kept separate, but will revert to being

animals. Consequently the rules of propriety, righteous conduct, integrity, and a sense

of shame will not be established, and the ruler will be left defenseless.''^

And as for the ruler himself:

If he constantly pursues his own pleasure and awards positions to actors and clowns;

if when outside the court he indulges in fast horses and hunting while when inside

the palace he lets himself go with beautiful women and licentious music, those below

will become lazy and careless. If the various functionaries lose their sense of upright-

ness, trouble and disorder will result, and the ruler will lose his country.^"

Music and ritual were assumed to be vital to the proper ordering of society and

the conduct of good government; but once the means to produce music existed,

it was hard to control what sort of music might be played.

For rulers and social theorists of the central states of the North China

Plain, the notion of “lewd music” was inevitably entwined with ideas of what

constituted Chinese, as opposed to “barbarian,” culture. As the territory of

ancient China expanded, “Chineseness” came to be defined not ethnically but

culturally— by the acceptance of Chinese norms of food, clothing, ritual

behavior, and the like. Departures from these norms marked a person as for-

eign, or “barbarian.” It appears likely that much of the new music that so agi-

tated Confucian moralists was imported from “barbarian” cultures on China’s

periphery. Such music would be associated with non-Chinese clothing, cus-

toms, dances, poetry, and perhaps also religious shamans and mediums.

In this context it is important to note that the realm of Marquis Yi would
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Fig. 1.10 Drawings of figures on

fragments of a lacquered wooden

se-zither from Changtaiguan,

Xinyang, Henan Province. Fourth

century b.c. Drawings by Bo

Lawergren after Huang Xiangpeng

1996, Henan: 132-34.

have been regarded in his own time as reflecting the culture of the powerful but

“semibarbarian” state of Chu. The scenes painted on the sides of a duck-shaped

box buried in the marquis’s tomb, which show a dancer in fancy dress swaying

to the beat of a drum while a birdheaded or masked figure strikes bells sus-

pended from a rack supported by dragons, may represent a musical event

involving shamanistic practices (see fig. 1.8, details a-b). Figures with long-

sleeved, trailing robes depicted on the inner coffin of Marquis Yi may represent

shamans or deities (see fig. 1.4 detail); similar humanoid shaman images in rit-

ualistic postures have been found on a lacquered se from a Chu tomb from the

fourth century b .c . at Xinyang, Henan Province (fig. 1.10). On both the coffin

and the se, the shamans are surrounded by birds, dragons, snakes, and hybrid

monsters. The presence of beings of this kind on a musical instrument suggests

an overt link between the performance of music, and religious beliefs and prac-

tices, including shamanic possession.’’

An unusual bronze model of a house excavated from a tomb of the fifth

century b.c. in Shaoxing, Zhejiang Province, suggests that small musical ensem-

bles might have been popular in the south (fig. 1.11).^’ Inside the bronze model

are six very informally dressed ( bare-chested
)
performers: one plays a drum,

another a mouth organ; two appear to be singing; and two play elongated

multistringed instruments [zheng; see fig. 3.11 ), apparently to accompany the

singers. The informality— and by central states standards, the positive inde-

cency— of the performers’ clothing suggests that Chinese cultural conserva-
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Fig. 1.11 Drawing of a bronze

model of a house with musicians

from Tomb 306, Shaoxing,

Zhejiang Province. Fifth century

B.c. (Dimensions of the model are:

height 17.0 cm, width 13.0 cm,

depth 11.5 cm. ) Drawing by Li

Xiating after Wenwii 1984, 1: 17, 24,

figs. 17, 38.

fives would have regarded the performance as both lewd and barbarous. The

small size of the ensemble and the combination of strings with the human voice

suggest the kind of chamber music Marquis Yi might have enjoyed in his resi-

dential quarters.

The two ensembles from tbe marquis’s tomb present archaeological evi-

dence for the coexistence of two different types of musical ensembles in late

Bronze Age China. They illustrate the different settings in which the music was

performed (central hall versus private quarters), as well as the number (large

versus small ) and types of instruments
(
percussion-dominated versus string-

dominated) used. For reasons of state Marquis Yi, like Duke Wen of Wei, spon-

sored performances of the more traditional ceremonial music; but left to him-
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self, he seems to have preferred the more intimate and seductive sounds of the

popular, local music of his time.

Of course, the link between music and morality is a familiar one in the

West, as much a part of Greek philosophy as of Chinese, and certainly a con-

cern in contemporary life as well. One can sympathize with the earnest

Confucians of twenty-five centuries ago who saw in various styles of exotic,

wild, unrestrained music the symptoms of moral degeneracy eating at the heart

of their society. On the other hand, there was more to the Confucian fear of

popular music than a kind of generational disapproval of the Warring States

equivalent of hard rock or disco. The Confucians’ view was more akin to the

view of Johannes Kepler (1571-1630) that music is inherent in the fabric of the

universe itself.

Most early Chinese philosophers saw music as a natural phenomenon that

was discovered, not invented, by the ancient sages. There are a number of early

Chinese accounts of the origins of music, differing in details but similar in

spirit. Some legends say that music was discovered by the Yellow Emperor

( Huangdi), a mythical ruler who by the early Han dynasty was credited with

the invention of many fundamental aspects of Chinese culture, including met-

allurgy and the calendar. Another theory was that wise men heard the singing of

feng and himng phoenixes and imitated the sounds they made, thus giving rise

to the five tones and the twelve pitches.’^

A passage from the Yiie Ji elaborates on this theme: “The qi [resonant

energy] of Earth ascends on high, and that of Heaven descends below. The yin

and the yang act upon one another, and the qian and the knn trigrams copulate

with each other. They are drummed on by thunder, excited by wind and rain,

moved by the four seasons, warmed by the sun and moon, so that all the

processes of change and growth vigorously proceed. This being so, music repre-

sents the attunement of Heaven and Earth.”’"*

Music’s role in cosmology made it an essential component of the gnnying

theory of resonance, in which things in similar categories of being were

believed to sympathetically affect each other via resonant action at a distance

( and without any visible physical connection between them). Music was there-

fore explicitly and intimately a part of magic in early China. Many texts from

the third and second centuries b.c. (and later) elaborately correlate the lengths

of the twelve pitch pipes with various weights and measures, endow the correla-

tions with numerological significance, associate the five tones with the wnxing

or Eive Phases (wood, fire, earth, metal, and water), and so forth. There was a

ritual called “watching for qi” in which a pitch pipe was expected to produce a

tone spontaneously in an appropriate direction at the change of a month, a sea-

son, or a year.’^ This may seem bizarre to us, but it derives from a consistent set

of assumptions about music and the cosmos: the universe is permeated by har-

monies and resonances, which the sage can understand and employ to achieve
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Fig. 1.12 Detail, Playing the Qin

under Pines. Ming dynasty

(1368-1644). Ink and color on

paper. Overall height 22.2 cm,

width 105.3 cm. Freer Gallery of

Art, Smithsonian Institution,

F1953.84.

his aims. But if music was a part of public affairs, in court ceremonials and rit-

ual feasts, and in the calculations of astrologers and adepts, or indeed in the

debaucheries of unfit rulers, it also had a private dimension.

THE MYSTIQUE OF THE QIN

“Because of the deep influence which music exerts on man, and the change that

it produces in manners and customs, the ancient kings appointed it as one of

the subjects of instruction.”^ Since music is capable of touching the deepest

chords of the soul itself, it was considered a true external manifestation of the

inner state of one’s being. For this reason, personal performance of virtuous

music was an important aspect of self-cultivation, part of the effort by mem-

bers of the ancient Chinese elite to perfect their moral and spiritual power.

The Yne Ji notes that “music encompasses the totality of moral relations

and principles. Even beasts comprehend sounds; ordinary people know about

different tones; but only the nobleman knows music. . . One examines music to

know about government, thus perfecting the Way [Dao or Tao] of creating

order.” The comment that “only the nobleman knows music” was enough to

incite later generations of scholars to perfect their qin technique and cultivate,

or at least affect, a taste for morally uplifting music. Indeed the familiar image

from later Chinese art of the scholar playing the seven-stringed qin (fig. 1.12)

derives from the tradition of Confucius accompanying himself while singing

the classic Odes of the Shi Jing.

The Analects only hints at the Master’s prowess as a musician, and it is by

no means certain that the qin would even have been invented in time tor
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Fig. 1.13 Detail, back of a bronze

mirror showing Bo Ya playing a

qiti underneath a tree. He is

flanked by his teacher Cheng Lian

and Zhong Ziqi, who appears to be

clapping his hands and tilting his

head to the music. Western Han

period. Second century b.c. Freer

Gallery of Art, Smithsonian

Institution, F1935.13.

Confucius to have played it. But in later accounts of Confucius’s life, the idea

that he loved to play the qin had become firmly established. Confucius was

described in the Li Ji as being an expert player of both the qin and the se,

stringed instruments that particularly lent themselves to introspective solo per-

formance. Only extreme mental agitation, and a long period of being out of

practice, could mar Confucius’s technique: “Five days after completing the

period of mourning [for his parents], Confucius began playing

his qin again. But he was unable to produce any perfect notes.”

The musical and expressive range of the qin, and its associ-

ation with Confucius, ensured that from the Han dynasty

onward, it came to be regarded ( in its classical seven -stringed

form, see fig. 3.8.4) as the ultimate vehicle for self-cultivation

and individual expression for the gentleman-scholar. It was an

instrument to be enjoyed in quiet solitude or shared among kin-

dred spirits. Wonderful stories were told about this instrument,

the most famous being those describing the intense relationship

between a legendary qin player. Bo Ya, and his most devoted admirer, Zhong

Ziqi. The two were apparently so “in tune” with each other that when Zhong

Ziqi died. Bo Ya broke his instrument, cut the strings, and vowed never to play

again, convinced that there was no one left who could understand his playing.

Early popularity of this story is illustrated by its occurrence on the back of

bronze mirrors from the second century b.c. (fig. 1.13).’'^

In view of the close association of Confucius and the qin, and the later

admiration of the literati for its virtuous connotations, it is ironic that the qin

was perhaps itself of non-Chinese origin. We have already noted that the ten-

stringed qin stands out among the instruments of Marquis Yi’s chamber ensem-

ble. Its unusual tuning mechanism suggests links with the cultures on China’s

northern frontier (see Chapter 3). The fact that the qin and the se are men-

tioned with about equal frequency in the Shi Jing, a northern compilation, but

only the se, and not the qin, is mentioned in the Chn Ci, a southern poetic com-

position, further supports its possible northern origin.^" Finally, the complete

lack of Chu-style decoration, not only on Marquis Yi’s qin but also on examples

excavated from other Chu tombs, seems to indicate that the instrument was

regarded in Chu as being non-native in origin and in appearance appropriately

set apart from other Chu instruments. In the context of Marquis Yi’s small

ensemble, the qin may have been regarded as an exotic instrument lending a

distinctive voice to the performance of his chamber ensemble.

But if the qin was exotic in Chu, it may nevertheless have had some follow-

ing there. At least this is suggested by persistent hints in the texts that associate

the qin with the state of Chu. Bo Ya and Zhong Ziqi were natives of Chu. Some

of the best-known qin melodies were supposed to have been created by Chu

composers; the oldest surviving tune for the qin— the “Lonely Orchid” ( Yon
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Lan

)

— is said to have been based on a Chu melody. Whatever its origins, the

qin evidently lent itself as readily to the “new” music of the south as to the tra-

ditional music of the Zhou court in the north.

Although later accounts of the qin seem to ascribe to the instrument itself

an almost mystical virtue-inculcating quality,^' it is important to bear in mind

that, within wide limits, very different sorts of music can be played on any given

musical instrument or by an ensemble; the difference lies in the composition

and performance style, not so much in the instrumentation. The marquis’s

court ensemble could have played a somber hymn in the Shi Jing and partici-

pated in the lewd musical revels of the Chu Ci just as the same violin, for exam-

ple, might be used to play the mathematically austere theme of a Bach fugue or

the sobbing cadenzas of a gypsy lament. Even if the qin indeed originated as a

foreign instrument, Confucius nevertheless accepted it as a wholly Chinese one,

if we are to believe the later traditions. Though Marquis Yi might have enjoyed

listening to his female musicians playing licentious music on his ten -stringed

qin and the other instruments of his chamber ensemble, Confucius was thought

to have used the same sort of instrument to perform the music of self-cultiva-

tion a half-century or more earlier. The evidence from the tomb of Marquis Yi

tells us that the early history of the qin was not necessarily so simple and pure

as later literati musicians would have liked to believe.

Future Ends may shed further light on the origins of the qin and other

early Chinese musical instruments. What is already clear is that the instrumen-

tation represented by Marquis Yi’s chamber ensemble was the wave of the

future in ancient Chinese music. The marquis’s grand ensemble for playing per-

cussion-dominated court music must have been one of the last glorious exam-

ples of its kind. Large bell sets were rare from the fourth century b.c. onwards.^^

For instance, in a Chu tomb from the late fourth century b.c. the only musical

instrument buried was a seven-stringed qin.” By the Flan dynasty, the technol-

ogy of casting two-toned bells, like those of Marquis Yi’s chimes, had been lost.

From the Six Dynasties, Sui, and Tang periods onward, even formal court cere-

monial music was played by ensembles dominated by strings and wind instru-

ments (along with various types of drums), while the seven-stringed qin and

the music composed for it were universally admired by China’s rulers, literati,

and poets.

The grand court ensemble of Marquis Yi of Zeng is a spectacular embodi-

ment of a musical tradition that had been lost for more than two millennia; his

chamber ensemble presents a glimpse of the earliest “modern” Chinese music

that emerged during the same two thousand years.
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TWO Percussion

ROBERT BAGLEY

T
he percussion instruments in the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng com-

prise a set of bronze bells ( fig. 2.1 ), a set of chime stones ( fig. 2.22 ), and

four drums (Checklist nos. 5, 6, 16). The drums are not in playable con-

dition, but they were probably instruments of indefinite pitch used for rhythm

and emphasis. ( The bass drum and snare drum of a modern Western orchestra

are instruments of indefinite pitch; the timpani are tunable instruments of well-

defined pitch, so composers write for sets of two or more. ) One drum belonged

to the small ensemble of zithers and mouth organs in the east chamber of the

tomb. The other three, of three different types, were found in the central cham-

ber, along with the bells, chime stones, and fifteen wind and string instruments.

Winds, strings, and drums probably formed the core of any musical

ensemble in ancient China. Chime stones may have been a fairly common sup-

plement, but bells must have been so costly that only the wealthiest aristocrats

could afford even modest sets. Those sets could contribute sonorous accompa-

nying notes to the music of the other instruments, punctuating the melodies

played on winds and strings, but only in one or two keys could they have played

even the simplest melodies themselves.

The set of bells found in Marquis Yi’s tomb, however, has no such limita-

tion. It is a fully melodic instrument, supplying all twelve notes of the chro-

matic scale— in other words, all the notes found on a piano keyboard— over a

range of three octaves (a less dense scale continues for two more octaves). It is

not likely to have been the principal melodic instrument of the marquis’s

ensemble, if only because the lingering sound of bells made them unsuited to

follow the fastest melodies. The winds and strings, not to mention singers, were

more agile and lyrical. But at moderate speeds the bells were not limited to

accompanying notes; they could play any melody that we could play on a piano.
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THE BELLS

Preceding page: detail, fig. 2.3

Marquis Yi’s bells and chime stones are extraordinary in many ways. No other

ancient musical instruments tell us so much— or raise so many puzzling ques-

tions— about musical performance, music theory, and acoustic technology.

The very existence of tuned sets of bells is not easy to explain. In ancient China

sets of bells were both aurally and visually the most prominent instruments of

musical ensembles, but in the ancient world outside China they were unknown.

A typical Near Eastern bell of Marquis Yi’s time, the fifth century b.c., is

depicted in the Persian relief shown in figure 2.2. The largest known ancient

Roman bell is about six centimeters high. In Europe, church bells grew large

only in the middle ages, and groups of bells able to play short melodic phrases

( for instance, to strike the hours ) were a still later development. Even today,

tuned sets of bells have only a marginal role in Western music, in the form of

carillons or as occasional supplements added to the orchestra for programmatic

reasons ( as in the witches’ sabbath movement of Berlioz’s Symphonie

Fantastique)} Yet two millennia before the first carillons were made in Europe,

Marquis Yi owned a set of sixty-five tuned bells that weigh altogether two and a

half metric tons. The technological achievement is formidable, and another fea-

ture of the marquis’s bells and chime stones is more remarkable still: they have

inscriptions about music. These inscriptions are the oldest record of musical

thinking known from China.

Unlike the other instruments of ancient ensembles, bells are often found

in playable condition, making it possible to measure their pitches and study

their acoustic properties. Marquis Yi’s set has a range of five octaves that begins

two octaves below middle c. Its three-octave chromatic stretch begins a fifth

above the lowest bell. That bell, two octaves below middle c, is located at the

outer end of the short arm of the stand ( fig. 2.3). It weighs 203.6 kilograms and,

including its 66-centimeter stem, measures 152 centimeters high. The stand on

which the bells were displayed, made of lacquered wood with bronze fittings,

survived intact despite the weight it carried (see fig. 1.3; the present stand is a

replica). One of the sixty- five bells does not match the rest (fig. 2.4). Instead of

a musical inscription, it has an inscription recording that it was a gift presented

to Marquis Yi in 433 b.c. by the king of Chu. Apparently the bell closest to it in

pitch was removed from Marquis Yi’s set to make room for it on the stand; the

displaced bell was not in the tomb. In figure 2.1 the Chu king’s bell, suspended

differently from the others, is on the bottom tier of the stand, the sixth bell

from the left on the long arm. It is important for the information its inscription

provides— not only a date for the tomb but also evidence of close relations

between Zeng and the powerful state of Chu— but it is not otherwise relevant

to a discussion of the musical bells.

The bells on the top tier of the stand were probably not played. They are
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Fig 2.1 Set of sixty-five bells from

the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng,

Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Ca. 433 b.c. Bronze.

Long arm of stand 265 cm high,

748 cm long; short arm 273 cm

high, 335 cm long. On the middle

tier, the eleven bells on the short

arm are the subset designated by

the archaeologists as mi. Moving

from left to right, the first twelve

bells on the long arm of the mid-

dle tier are the subset m2, the next

ten are the subset M3. Within sub-

sets, bells are numbered from left

to right; thus for example the

largest bell in M3 is M3 -10.

Similarly, the lower-tier bells are

numbered Li-i to L1-3 on the

short arm, L2-1 to L2-10 on the

long arm. The Chu king’s bell ( fig.

2.4) is L2-6. The upper-tier sets

are ui (on the short arm), U2, and

U3. Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by )ohn Tsantes.

out of reach (the stand is 2.73 meters high); they duplicate pitches available on

the middle- and lower-tier bells; and their inscriptions suggest another purpose

that will be discussed further on. The forty-five bells in the middle and lower

tiers were evidently played by five performers who stood on both sides of the

stand (the bells tilt toward the performers). Two in front of the stand played

the large bells in the lower tier; three behind the stand played three distinct

subsets of bells in the middle tier. The middle-tier bells were struck with mal-

lets, the lower-tier bells with long poles of lacquered wood (figs. 2.5a, b). The

players behind the stand used two mallets each; six mallets were found in the

tomb. Two poles for the two players in front were found leaning against the

stand (see fig. 1.3).

The use of five performers tells us that the bells played rather complex

music. In modern performances like the one shown in figure 2.6, the middle-

tier bells carry the melody while the big bells on the lower tier, which have a

more lingering sound, contribute accompanying notes. The three middle-tier

subsets differ in decoration (figs. 2.7-2.9 show one bell from each), and each

subset seems to be musically more or less self-contained. One of them, seen

from the performer’s side in figure 2.3, consists of eleven bells on the short arm

of the stand. The other two, one of twelve bells and one of ten, are on the long

arm of the stand; the performers in figure 2.6 are playing these two. Each per-

former had to memorize the layout of the pitches in his subset; for reasons that
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Fig. 2.2 Bactrians bringing tribute

to the Persian king. East Apadana

stair, palace of Darius and Xerxes,

Persepolis, Iran. Early fifth century

B.c. Stone. Photograph courtesy of

the Oriental Institute of the

University of Chicago.

will emerge in a moment, the pitches are not in ascending order, like the keys of

a piano, but more irregularly distributed, like the pitches of a woodwind or

brass instrument. The subsets have curiously interrelated inscriptions, and it is

an unsolved problem to understand the logic, musical or other, by which the set

as a whole was put together. There is reason to believe that the bells and stand

as found in the tomb represent only the latest of several stages of expansion and

rearrangement, but the earlier stages are difficult to reconstruct.

Each of the middle- and lower-tier bells ( always excepting the Chu king’s

bell ) bears in the central panel on one side an inscription that says “Marquis Yi

of Zeng made this, cherish it” (see fig. 2.9, detail). All the other inscriptions on

each bell, front and back, have to do with music. Written in spectacular calligra-

phy and inlaid with gold, these musical inscriptions are unique. Several thou-

sand bells from Marquis Yi’s time and earlier have been unearthed, and many of

them are inscribed, but the inscriptions invariably are commemorative texts,

like the dedication on the Chu king’s bell. Outside the marquis of Zeng’s tomb,

not a single bell with a musical inscription has ever been found. When we

examine the content of the inscriptions, it will be clear that they were not writ-

ten for the benefit of the performers. They were surely addressed to a more

exalted audience, including no doubt the marquis himself, and the significance

they had for him must have gone beyond their ostensibly musical content. But

what that significance was remains a mystery.

The first thing the musical inscriptions draw our attention to is something

very unexpected. The bells are not circular in cross section, they have an

almond-shaped cross section (fig. 2.10), and their inscriptions alert us to the

surprising fact that a bell of almond-shaped cross section can produce two
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Fig. 2.3 Short arm of the stand,

seen from behind. From the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng. After Tan

Weisi 1992: pi. 2.

different fundamentals: the player can obtain two different notes from the bell

depending on where he strikes it. The inscriptions make this clear, for they label

the strike points with the names of the notes. The inscription in figure 2.11a

names the note obtained if that particular bell is struck on its central axis; the

one in figure 2.11b names the note obtained if the bell is struck near the side

( only one such point is labeled, but of course the same pitch will be heard if the

bell is struck at any of four symmetrically located points). In figure 2.9 the

labels of both strike points are visible. The two notes can conveniently be

referred to as the a- and B-tones. The A-tone is sounded by striking on the cen-

tral axis of the bell (on front or back); the B-tone, which is always higher in

pitch, by striking near the side. Obviously it was to exploit the two-tone phe-

nomenon that ancient Chinese bells were struck on the outside with mallets or
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Fig. 2.4 Bell of the type ho

donated by the king of Chu, with a

rubbing of the inscription (which

includes a date equivalent to 433

B.C.). From the tomb of Marquis

Yi of Zeng. Bronze. Height 92.5

cm, weight 134.8 kg. Though some

details are uncertain, the inscrip-

tion can be translated approxi-

mately: “It was the king’s fifty-

sixth year. Returning from Xiyang,

King Yan Zhang of Chu made tem-

ple implements for Marquis Yi of

Zeng and placed them at Xiyang.

May they be forever cherished and

used in sacrificing.” Hubei

Provincial Museum. After

Zhongguo wenwn 2 (1980): t8.

poles instead of being sounded with clappers: to produce a clear tone the bell

must be struck at exactly the right spot. Of the forty- five middle- and lower-tier

bells— the ones that were played— thirty-one produce notes a minor third

apart, fourteen produce notes a major third apart: the B-tone is either a minor *

or a major third higher than the A-tone. ( The bells thus cannot be suspended ji

with all the notes in pitch order; to play a chromatic scale requires a sort of !

zigzag progress along the stand. ) The tone labels use a do-re-rni nomenclature, j

as in our Western major scale, do-re-mi-fa-sol-la-ti-do. The bell shown in

figures 2.11a, b sounds mi and sol Do-re-mi-fa-sol-la-ti-do are what musicians
jj

call solmization syllables. The Chinese equivalents of these syllables make their j-

earliest known appearance in the inscriptions of Marquis Yi’s bells: the strike
j

points of his bells are labeled with solmization syllables.
i.

Solmization syllables do not specify absolute pitches ( a chorus warming :

up may sing do-re-mi-fa-sol-la-ti-do over and over again, starting each time at a

higher pitch do).' Thus the labels tni and sol in figures 2.11a and b are not

enough to tell us the pitches produced by that bell; by themselves they tell us
|

only that the two pitches are a minor third apart. However, longer and more
j|

extraordinary inscriptions on the other side of each bell relate its pitches to a ;i|

series of named absolute pitches. These inscriptions take the form ot multiple i
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Fig. 2.5a Mallet, lacquered wood,

one of six for playing the middle-

tier bells. From the tomb of

Marquis Yi of Zeng. Length 62 cm.

Flubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian. (See

also Checklist no. 3a.

)

Fig. 2.5b Pole, lacquered wood,

one of two for playing the lower-

tier bells. Found leaning against

the bell stand in the tomb of

Marquis Yi of Zeng { see fig. 1.3 )

.

Length 215 cm. Flubei Provincial

Museum. Photograph by Hao

Qinjian. (See also Checklist no. 3b.)

Fig. 2.6 Players at the second and

third of the middle-tier subsets.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian.

definitions of the bell’s two tones. From them we learn among other things that

the do of the strike-point labels is a reference pitch called Guxian; if we measure

the pitch at any strike point labeled do, we will find that Guxian is very close to

our pitch c. Figure 2.12 shows the A-tone definition from one of the lower-tier

bells; figure 2.13 shows part of the B-tone definition from the same bell ( the
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Fig. 2.7 Bell from the first middle-

tier subset ( Ml -11, the largest bell

in Ml ). Height 71.8 cm, weight 26.8

kg. Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by Pan Bingyuan.

Fig. 2.8 Bell from the second mid-

dle-tier subset ( M2-11 ). Height 68

cm, weight 24.2 kg. In the decora-

tion of the M2 bells, the absence of

bosses or knobs is unusual (com-

pare ligs. 2.7, 2.9 ). Hubei Provincial

Museum. Photograpb by Pan

Bingyuan.

definition begins near the right-hand B-tone strike point and concludes near

the left-hand strike point). These tone-defining inscriptions are the most fasci-

nating and also the most perplexing feature of the set of bells. More will be said

about them after we have considered some of the larger problems raised by

tuned sets of bells: their manufacture, their history, and the musical scales they

were meant to play.

CASTING A TUNED SET

The problems involved in manufacturing a musical set of two-tone bells are

daunting.^ In Marquis Yi’s set, the inscriptions that name the notes on the strike

points were cast with the bell, implying that the bronze founder was able to cast

a bell that came out of the mold with two predetermined pitches. In other
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Fig. 2.9 Bell from the third mid-

dle-tier subset ( m3-8) with detail

of gold-inlaid dedicatory inscrip-

tion “Zeng Hou Yi zuo chi

[Marquis Yi of Zeng made this,

cherish it]” in the central panel.

Height 75 cm, weight 32.2 kg.

Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph hy Pan Bingyuan.
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Fig. 2.10 View of the mouth of a

middle-tier bell ( M3-8), showing

its almond-shaped cross section

and A-tone label {do). Hubei

Provincial Museum. Photograph

by John Tsantes.

Fig. 2.11a (lower left) BellM3-6,

A-tone label ( tiii). After Rao and

Zeng 1985: pi. 40.

Fig. 2.11b (lower right ) Bell M3-6,

B-tone label (sol). After Rao and

Zeng 1985: pi. 41.

words, the caster did not obtain those pitches by accident; he knew in advance

what they were going to be. If a bell came out of the mold with one or both

pitches sharp, its timing might be improved a little by filing on the inside wall,

and most of Marquis Yi’s bells are said to show signs of abrasion on the interior.

But this postcast tuning was subject to the awkward limitation that filing a two-

tone bell lowers the pitch of both notes, not just one. Depending on which parts

of the interior were filed, one pitch could be lowered more than the other, but it

seems unlikely that large shifts of pitch could have been made in this way. If a

bell came out of the mold seriously out of tune, the caster’s only recourse would

have been to melt it down and cast another. Even for bells less extravagantly

decorated than Marquis Yi’s, mistakes were costly.
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The caster of a musical set of two-tone bells can be thought of as having

solved two distinct problems. First, he knew how to shape a bell so that there

would be a specific musical interval between its two pitches ( in Marquis Yi’s set,

either a major third or a minor third ). And second, he knew how to cast

another bell at a specific musical interval away from the first. Neither problem

is simple. Consider, for instance, the problem of making the next bell. Let us

suppose that the founder has one bell that has an agreeable tone and sounds

middle c; how does he make a bell that sounds d— preferably with the same

agreeable tone? He can do it by reducing the size, or increasing the wall thick-

ness, or changing the shape, or any combination of the three; but unfortunately,

no matter how he chooses to do it, he will not get musically decent results if he

follows a mathematically simple formula (he needs a formula with logarithms

or exponentials). The maker of the Zeng bells presumably did not have a for-

mula that he could rely on, but if he was not following a formula, then it is hard

to guess how he was operating. No doubt he drew upon centuries of experience,

but what exactly did those centuries of experience tell him to do? How did he

pass on his knowledge to an apprentice? He needed to be able to explain: “Here

is a bell that sounds c; when you want to make a bell that sounds d, you . . .

.”

You what? Physicists have studied Marquis Yi’s bells, and they have learned a

great deal about the acoustic behavior of almond-shaped bells; they understand

why an almond-shaped bell has two fundamentals, and they have identified fea-

tures of the bell that can affect the a-b interval or the tone color. But they have

Fig. 2.12 Bell Li-i, A-tone

definition. After Rao and Zeng

1985: pi. 7.

Fig. 2.13 Bell Li-i, B-tone

definition, right half. After Rao

and Zeng 1985: pi. 8.
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not been able to deduce any sort of rule— a design procedure— from measure-

ments of bells. We do not know how the ancient caster went about setting the

A-B interval, nor do we know how he cast a second bell at the desired interval

away from the first.

FROM SIGNALING INSTRUMENTS TO MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 2.14 Clapper bell from

Erlitou, Henan Province.

Ca. 1500 B.c. Bronze. Height

7.7 cm. After Kaogu jittghiia 1993:

pi. 94:2.

When we review the thousand-year history of bell sets, however, a possible

alternative to rule-based design emerges: perhaps sets were not designed but

replicated. On present evidence, the history of bell casting began about 1500 b.c.

with tiny clapper bells. The example shown in figure 2.14, measuring 7.7 cen-

timeters high, comes from Erlitou, a site in the middle Yellow River Valley, the

traditional heartland of Chinese civilization. Similar bells from slightly later

sites have been found at the necks of buried chariot horses and dogs, so in func-

tion they resemble the bell worn by the Persian camel in figure 2.2. These clap-

per bells were not musical instruments, but they already had the almond-

shaped cross section that was later to prove musically important, not just for its

two-tone capability but also, as we will see, for tone color, and hence for the

appeal of bells to musicians. Presumably it was from these modest objects that

all later bells, including Marquis Yi’s, inherited the almond-shaped section.

When we trace the millennium of bell manufacture that led from the

Erlitou clapper bell to Marquis Yi’s tuned set of mallet-struck bells, we discover

that the first five hundred years of research and development in bell design took

place in south China, in the middle and lower Yangzi region. This is a consider-

able surprise, for the classical texts on which Chinese history has traditionally

been based scarcely mention the late second millennium cultures of the south.

Archaeology nevertheless makes it clear that the Yangzi region was home to cul-

tures no less civilized than their northern contemporaries. Southerners proba-

bly learned the art of bronze casting from the north, and with it the manufac-

ture of small clapper bells, but they quickly modified the northern bells to

produce more sophisticated and vastly larger instruments.'^

The first modification was to eliminate the clapper: the bell was enlarged,

turned upside down, and converted into a mallet-struck bell with a stem for

mounting ( fig. 2.15 ). Perhaps the change was made so that the player could

choose his strike point; perhaps someone had noticed that to obtain the nicest

sound from an almond-shaped bell it should be struck dead center. The bell in

figure 2.15, which dates from about 1300 b.c., owes nothing to the Erlitou bell

except its cross section ( if indeed that). It is 45.3 centimeters high and weighs

22.6 kilograms, greater size giving it a greater volume of sound. In the next few

centuries, stemmed bells were made in large numbers throughout the middle

and lower Yangzi region, and some of them were enormous. An example
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Fig. 2.15 Bell of the type nao from

Xin’gan, Jiangxi Province.

Thirteenth century b.c. Bronze.

Fleight 45.3 cm, weight 22.6 kg.

After China Pictorial 1992, 5:32.

Fig. 2.16 Nao from Ningxiang,

Hunan Province. Twelfth or

eleventh century b.c. Bronze.

Height 71 cm, weight 67.25 kg.

After Konan-sho 1981: pi. 27.

unearthed in Ningxiang County in northern Hunan Province, from perhaps the

twelfth or eleventh century b.c., measures 71 centimeters in height and weighs

67.25 kilograms ( hg. 2.16 ). Another find in the same county yielded the heaviest

bell so far known from ancient China, more than a meter high and 221.5 kilo-

grams in weight.^ Bronze casting on such a scale required experienced casters,

well-equipped foundries, and a prodigious investment in mining and metallurgy.

Although much smaller bells of the same stemmed type have occasionally

been found in the north, there they seem to have been curiosities of no great

importance to ritual or music. Sets of three are common, but it is not clear

whether the sets had pitches spaced at musical intervals.^ The bells seldom have

much decoration, and they are rather rare; they certainly were not standard

tomb furnishings. By contrast, the large and lavishly decorated bells so abun-

dant in the south must have served a vital function, but we know far too little

about the cultures of the Yangzi region to guess what that function was.

Southern bells are often found singly. In instances when two or more have been

found together, their sizes vary erratically and their decoration is not matched,

and since they do not obviously form musical sets, archaeologists have generally

not bothered to measure their pitches. The bell in figure 2.15 comes from a

tomb that contained three others, all different; the bell in figure 2.16 was found

in a pit with four others, again all different. For neither group have pitches been

reported.
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At first glance we might suppose that, like most bells outside China, these

isolated or unmatched southern bells were not musical instruments but what

we might broadly classify as signaling instruments. The latter term conveniently

embraces most of the roles that bells have played in the West, roles summarized

for instance in Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Bells” : Poe writes about sleigh bells, wed-

ding bells, alarm bells, and funeral bells, but he does not mention bells that play

music. Bells have never been standard melodic instruments in Western orches-

tras— Beethoven symphonies do not use bells— and the reason is surely to be

found in acoustics. Western bells are circular in cross section, and circular bells

have a cloudy, unfocused tone; their pitches are not very well defined. Circular

bells also have a lingering sound. In a church bell— a signaling instrument— a

lingering sound is an advantage; in music it is rather like a piano with no

damper pedal. Unfocused pitch and slow attenuation do not particularly invite

musical use.'

But these are acoustic properties of circular bells. Bells of almond-shaped

section have properties more likely to attract the interest of musicians. They are

instruments of well-focused, definite pitch, and they also have faster attenua-

tion than circular bells; their sound dies away fairly quickly. If we ask whether

southern bells were signaling instruments or musical instruments, the answer

surely must be: at first they were signaling instruments, but they were signaling

instruments that happened to have well-defined musical pitches, so at some

point someone decided to use one of them with an ensemble, and at that

moment, that one bell became a musical instrument. For a single bell to

become a musical instrument, the bell did not have to be tuned; the rest of the

ensemble tuned to the bell. One bell could not play a melody, of course, but its

one sonorous A-tone might still have been very useful. The timpani in

Beethoven’s orchestra do not play melodies; they supply only two notes, but

Beethoven uses them constantly. The musical function of the first southern

bells could have been something similar. The spectacular development that led

eventually to Marquis Yi’s set must have taken place at least partly because of

the acoustic properties of the almond-shaped cross section.

Let us try to construct a scenario for the adoption of bells into the ensem-

ble and their conversion from signaling instruments into musical instruments.

The scenario has to be speculation, because the crucial steps are events that

archaeology will never be able to pin down, but the steps have a certain musical

logic. The first bell that was adopted into the ensemble was probably used only

for one tone, for its A-tone. The performer would not be able to use the B-tone,

at least not in the same piece of music with the A-tone, until the bronze caster

had managed to tune the a-b interval, and the caster would have no reason to

try to tune the a-b interval in a signaling instrument. The caster would not

become interested in that interval until bells were being used for music.

Thus the first step in the scenario is, one bell was adopted into an ensem-
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Fig. 2.17 Nao from Ningxiang,

Hunan Province. Twelfth or

eleventh century b.c. Bronze.

Height 54 cm, weight 28.5 kg. After

Wenwu 1997, 12; color pi. 2:1.

Fig. 2.18 Nao from Ningxiang,

Hunan Province (one of the nine

shown in fig. 2.19 ). Twelfth or

eleventh century b.c. Bronze.

Height 50 cm, weight 24 kg. After

Zhongguo wenwu jinghua 1997:

no. 48.

ble, and the other instruments tuned to it. Then someone chanced upon

another hell that happened to produce a tone at a pleasing musical interval

away from the first. If there were lots of bells around— and in the south there

certainly were— sooner or later someone would find two that were separated

by a major third, or a fifth, or some other musically useful interval. So we can

imagine that musicians assembled sets of bells just by hunting around for bells

that worked together— not necessarily big sets at first, perhaps just two or

three, like timpani. The incentive for doing so must have come from music

played by already existing ensembles of other instruments, music that was

based on well-defined scales.

But if musicians were doing this— not casting sets of bells but assembling

sets of bells— then we must reconsider those apparently unmatched groups of

southern bells found together. The two bells shown in figures 2.17 and 2.18 were

found along with eight others, a total of ten bells buried together in one pit ( fig,

2.19 ). The sizes of the ten bells vary irregularly, and there are differences of dec-

oration, but appearances are deceiving. In this case, finally, the archaeologists

took pitch measurements, and the measurements reveal that the A-tones of the

bells are spaced at musical intervals; in fact, they are spaced very accurately at

semitone intervals. Whatever their appearance, the ten bells are not a random

assortment. They may not have been cast as a set, but they constitute a musical

instrument nonetheless. They are the earliest evidence for the chromatic scale
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Fig. 2.19 Nine of ten iiao

unearthed together in 1993 in

Ningxiang, Hunan Province (the

tenth is the bell shown in fig. 2.17).

Twelfth or eleventh century b.c.

Bronze. Heights from 36.5 to 53.5

cm, weights from 9.5 to 31 kg. The

bell shown in figure 2.16 is one of

five found together in a pit in 1959;

the ten bells unearthed in 1993

were in a pit located twenty meters

away from the 1959 find.

Photograph by Robert Bagley.

in China and the earliest evidence for bell music anywhere in the world.*^

The step from heterogeneous assembled sets to sets cast all at once, with

matching decoration, is not very large. The moment a musical set had been

assembled, a bronze foundry could have cast a new set by carefully copying the

old one, one bell at a time. In other words, the first set cast as a set was probably

a replica of an assembled set. The replica bells could have been given uniform

decoration without shifting their pitches appreciably; on the other hand mak-

ing their sizes vary smoothly would have been difficult. Even in Marquis Yi’s set,

the progression in size is slightly erratic. Is this a hint that the casting of tuned

sets continued the way it began, by replication of existing sets? Perhaps no

foundry was ever able to design a musical set of bells. Perhaps every set was

modeled on an earlier set, differing only by piecemeal alterations made by cast-

ers who, though they had no formula to give them the magnitude of the

changes, at least had enough experience to know in which direction the dimen-

sions of a bell should be changed to shift the pitch or the a-b interval in the

direction desired.'^

Like the first assembled sets, the first replicated sets probably did not have

musically usable B-tones. With three well-tuned exceptions, the B-tones of the

bells in figure 2.19 are randomly pitched. Eventually, however, some caster

stumbled on a way of shaping a bell that tuned the a-b interval (he might have

been trying to improve the tone color of the A-tone by shifting its harmonics).
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Fig. 2.20 Bell of the type

yongzhoiig, one of two found

together in Xiangtan, Hunan

Province. Eleventh or tenth cen-

tury B.c. Bronze. Height 48 cm,

weight 21.5 kg. After Otsu 1985: pi.

10. Detail with rubbing of decora-

tion and B-tone marker below

after Weinvu 1966, 4:3.

His discovery cut in half the cost of these expensive instruments, giving two

notes for the price of one.

When the B-tone came into regular use, bells were modified in a telltale

way to make them easier to play. The bell of figure 2.20, dating from about 1000

B.C., exhibits two important changes. First, a little bird appears in sunken line

near one corner of the bell. Surely this is a B-tone marker, a marker for the

strike point of the B-tone
(
perhaps it is a bird because birds sing). The second

change was to give the bell a small loop at the base of the stem so that it could

be turned upside down and hung at a slant. The bells in figure 2.19 were

mounted mouth upward, as shown, and in that position their strike points were

not very conveniently presented to the player. Once B-tones as well as A-tones

were in use, the arrangement must have been even less convenient. For a player

who needed to strike accurately to sound one tone or the other but not both, it

must have been more practical to have bells suspended at a slant, like Marquis

Yi’s; in figures 2.1 and 2.3, the middle-tier bells tilt toward the players on one

side, the lower-tier bells tilt toward the players on the other side. The loop on

the stem of the bell in figure 2.20 allowed the bell to be suspended in just this

way, with its strike points tilted toward the player."’

The developments described so far seem to have taken place in the south

between about 1500 b.c. and 1000 b.c. It is not clear that there was any bell

music in the north at this early period. By the tenth century, however, sets of

southern bells had reached the Zhou empire in the north. Found in tombs and

hoards in the Wei and Yellow River Valleys, they bear decoration quite unlike

that of the bronze vessels found with them; they are obvious imports, purely

southern in style. We know nothing of the transaction that brought them to the

north, but it seems likely that such unfamiliar instruments were accompanied

by musicians who knew how to play them and thus by whatever music those

musicians were accustomed to play. It is possible also that experienced southern

bell founders came to the Zhou court. Copies of the imports were soon being

made locally, and it is clear that within a generation or two bell music had been

adopted into northern ritual, for the copies soon acquired Zhou decoration and
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Fig. 2.21 Zhong Yi yongzhong,

the fifth of a set of eight bells

unearthed at Fufeng Qijiacun in

the Wei River Valley, Shaanxi

Province. Late Western Zhou, ca.

800 B.c. Bronze. Height 32.5 cm,

weight 8.5 kg. Zhong Yi is the

owner named in the inscription.

After Shaanxi chutu ShangZhou

qingtongqi 1980: vol. 2, pi. 146.

Zhou inscriptions (fig. 2.21). The inscriptions enable us to visualize Zhou bells

in use, something that we cannot do in the case of their uninscribed southern

forebears. Ritual feasts of food and wine were offered by Zhou lords to their

ancestors using bronze vessels, and while the ancestors feasted, ritual music—
perhaps southern music— was played for them on bronze bells."

In the period between the tenth-century arrival of bell sets in the north

and the fifth-century manufacture of Marquis Yi’s set in the south, the gradual

improvement and enlargement of bell sets can be followed in broad outline in

northern archaeological finds." If there were parallel developments in the

south, as seems likely, archaeology has not so far given us much trace of them.

In some features, such as the layout of their decoration, the distribution of their

pitches, and the musical terminology of their inscriptions. Marquis Yi’s bells

seem indebted to or at least in touch with northern developments. Yet it is

difficult to escape the suspicion that they owe something also to ancestors

nearer home. Their decoration is unmistakably local, and their long tone-

defining inscriptions give us tantalizing glimpses of a sophisticated musical cul-

ture in the southern state of Chu. We must hope that archaeology will someday

tell us much more about the history of bell sets in the south.

MUSICAL SCALES

Let us turn now to the question of what sort of music Marquis Yi’s bells played.

Bell music is likely to have been ensemble music, if only because the first sets of

bells were too small to play melodies unassisted, but beyond this we cannot say

very much. Ancient musicians may never have had any occasion to commit

their repertoire to writing, and in the absence of anything resembling a musical

score, Zeng instruments cannot tell us much about Zeng music ( archaeologists

of the future could not reconstruct Beethoven’s Ninth by examining the instru-

ments of the Vienna Philharmonic). Replicas have been made of all the instru-

ments in Marquis Yi’s tomb, and the Hubei Provincial Museum has formed an

ensemble to play the replicas, but the ensemble has no ancient music to per-

form. It is fascinating to watch and listen to, but it cannot give us much more

than an idea of the ancient ensemble’s sound quality.

Nevertheless the uniquely rich evidence from Marquis Yi’s tomb does tell

us a good deal about musical scales. When bells are found in playable condi-

tion, acoustical physicists can measure their pitches; the bell in figure 2.21, for

example, is one of a playable set of eight. Sets from the eighth century b.c. gen-

erally supply four notes per octave; by the sixth century sets were made that can

supply five or six or even seven notes per octave; and Marquis Yi’s set, from the

fifth century b.c., plays all twelve notes of the chromatic octave. These pitch

measurements are very suggestive; they hint at changes in music, or at least in
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Fig. 2.22 Thirty-two chime stones

(limestone; replicas), gold-inlaid

bronze rack, and mallet from the

tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng.

Height 109 cm, width 215 cm.

Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian. (See

fig. 2.23; see also Checklist no. 4.)

the musical role of bells. But they do not translate automatically into informa-

tion about musical scales. Knowing the pitches available in a set of bells tells us

what notes the bells could contribute to the music of the ensemble, but it does

not tell us what scale that music was based on. It is thus extremely interesting

that the Zeng bell and chime-stone inscriptions identify for us the scale that

Marquis Yi’s music actually employed. Whatever notes were available on the

various instruments of the Zeng ensemble, the inscriptions give us good reason

to believe that its music was based principally on one particular hve-note scale,

the anhemitonic pentatonic scale.

This ponderous name describes something very simple. A pentatonic scale

is any scale with five notes per octave; the word “anhemitonic” singles out a

pentatonic scale in which the five notes have a particular spacing, the spacing of

the black keys on a piano. A piano keyboard has five black keys per octave, and

as it happens, the black keys form a pentatonic scale exactly like the one that

was used in the state of Zeng. ( The scales most familiar to us from our own

music are seven-note scales: the piano has seven white keys per octave, and if

those are played starting on c and ascending, the result is a c-major scale. ) Of

course, pentatonic music is not confined to the black keys of the piano. Any key,

white or black, can be taken as the starting point for any scale; transposed to

another starting point, the scale represented by the black keys remains an

anhemitonic pentatonic scale as long as the intervals are not changed. Our

seven-note major scales are described by the familiar syllables do-re-mi-fa-sol-

la-ti-do; the pentatonic scale used in Zeng was do-re-mi-sol-la-do. We can at
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Fig. 2.23a Four chime stones from

the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng.

Calcareous limestone. Lengths

from 29.8 to 45.3 cm. Hubei

Provincial Museum. Photograph

by John Tsantes.

Fig. 2.23b Chime stone from the

tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng

( second from the left on the upper

bar of the rack in fig. 2.22), show-

ing inscriptions on side and lower

edge. Length 40 cm. The inscrip-

tion on the side reads “Do of zhiio-

Guxian [the pitch standard a semi-

tone below Guxianj.” Hubei

Provincial Museum. Photograph

by lohn Tsantes.

this point dispense with the word “anhemitonic” on the understanding that the

only pentatonic scales of concern to us are scales spaced like the black keys on a

piano.

The inscriptions of Marquis Yi’s bells show in several different ways that

pentatonic scales were basic to Zeng musical thinking, but the most elegant

piece of evidence comes not from the bells but from the chime stones ( fig.

2.22). These were suspended on a bronze rack and played with two mallets,

probably by one performer. The rack is visible in figure 1.3, at the far end of the

chamber, parallel to the short arm of the bell stand ( it is 109 centimeters high,

less than half the height of the bell stand). The stones were not found in

playable condition (modern replicas have an attractive ringing sound), but

their inscriptions tell us their pitches (figs. 2.23a, b). The set spans three and a

half octaves in an unbroken chromatic sequence; in other words, it includes all

twelve notes of the octave.

The stones were found suspended on the rack, as in figure 2.22. When they

were not being played, however, they were kept in a set of three custom-made

boxes that were also found in the tomb. The boxes have fitted, numbered slots

to show which stone goes where, and if we return the stones to the boxes, we
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Fig. 2.24 Drawing of one of three

lacquered wood boxes for chime

stones from the tomb of Marquis

Yi of Zeng. Length 81.2 cm, height

32 cm, width 24 cm. After Huang

Xiangpeng 1996, Hubei: 261. The

box and its lid were each hewn

from a single piece of wood, then

lacquered black. ( See also

Checklist no. 4.)

discover that the first box ( fig. 2.24) contains a pentatonic set starting on c; the

second box contains a pentatonic set that starts half an octave away on F-sharp,

which means that it does not share any notes with the first set; and the third

box contains the rest of the notes needed to fill out the chromatic scale.

Moreover— using a terminology to be introduced in a moment— the three

boxes are labeled “c,” “p-sharp,” and “extras.” The set of chime stones was thus

conceived as two nonoverlapping pentatonic sets plus the extra notes needed to

fill out the chromatic scale. Why bother to fill out the chromatic scale? Because

the musician could then play a pentatonic scale starting on any note, not just c

or F-sharp. In fact, when the tomb was opened, thirty-two of the forty-one

stones were displayed on the rack, as seen in figure 2.22, and the stones on the

top bar supplied a pentatonic scale starting on b, the stones on the bottom bar a

pentatonic scale starting on g. (Some of the notes needed for the scale on g had

already been used for the scale on b, so the lower bar of the rack was filled out

with stones irrelevant to both b and g.) Obviously the chime-stone player

selected different stones and set up the chime differently whenever he wanted to

play a tune using a different pentatonic scale.

Nothing tells us so much about Zeng music as this set of chime stones.

Sometimes the player used a pentatonic scale starting on c, sometimes he used a

pentatonic scale starting on F-sharp, sometimes he used a scale starting on some
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other note, but since he had to set up the chime stones differently to play

different scales, he must not have been switching from one scale to another in

the middle of a tune. If he had been content with two pentatonic scales for all

the music he played, he would have had no need for a set of forty-one chime

stones; the c and F-sharp sets could have been permanently displayed on the

rack. If on the other hand he had required several different pentatonic scales in

the course of a single piece of music, it would have been easy enough to build a

rack that would hold all forty-one chime stones simultaneously. Thus he appar-

ently did not need to modulate between tonalities ( though we cannot exclude

shifts between the scales on the upper and lower bars of the rack), but he clearly

did wish to be able to transpose, if only to accommodate the vocal compass of

singers. As we will see, the same concern for transposing is evident in the bell

inscriptions. It suggests the interesting possibility that chromatic division of the

octave was arrived at by instrument makers— makers of chime stones, for

instance— told to provide for all possible transpositions of the pentatonic scale.

Knowing that Marquis Yi listened to pentatonic music in which modula-

tion between tonalities played little role does not, unfortunately, bring us very

close to knowing what Zeng music sounded like. A great many different tunes

can be played on the black keys of a piano. But to be able to say anything at all

about music two thousand five hundred years old is remarkable.

THE TONE-DEFINING INSCRIPTIONS

If we return now to the set of bells, we might suppose that it has twelve notes to

the octave for the same reason as the chime stones— because the marquis of

Zeng wanted his bells to be able to play complete melodies in all the different

pentatonic tonalities. But a number of considerations suggest otherwise. For

one thing, bells were vastly more expensive than other instruments; the dense

scaling of Marquis Yi’s set represents unparalleled extravagance. For another,

unlike the set of chime stones, the bells could not be rearranged to suit the

needs of the moment; whatever their versatility in the abstract, their physical

arrangement gives clear priority to pentatonic scales on c. Finally, and most

importantly, the gold-inlaid inscriptions remind us that the bells were meant to

be seen as well as heard. Even without their inscriptions they would have awed

any visiting ambassador. Sets of bells from other tombs occasionally have tone

distributions so erratic as to suggest that spectacular display was their chief or

indeed sole function (for example hg. 2.25). The visual impact of Marquis Yi’s

hells must have been at least as important to him as their audible contribution

to his music, and that impact undoubtedly was focused and given some very

specihc meaning by the tone-defining inscriptions.

To examine these inscriptions we should begin with the bells in the upper
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Fig. 2.25 Group of thirty-six bells

from Tomb 2 ( displayed on a mod-

ern stand; the suspension devices

are also modern ). Bronze, lac-

quered wood. The largest bell is

96.3 cm high and weighs 79.5 kg;

the smallest is 30 cm high and

weighs 4.5 kg. Suizhou City

Museum, Hubei Province.

Photograph by John Tsantes. (See

also Checklist no. 2.

)

tier, the bells that seem not to have been played, for their inscriptions are the

simplest. Figures 2.26 and 2.27 show the front and back of an upper-tier bell. On

the front, the two strike points are labeled with solmization syllables: the A-tone

of the bell is labeled so/-flat, the B-tone is la. On the back, nothing is said about

the B-tone, but we are told something interesting about the A-tone: it is “do of

Guxian.” How should we interpret this? Do, as in do-re-mi, is the first note of

the scale; let us guess that Guxian is the name of a scale, the name of the pitch

that the scale begins on ( it is, in fact, the label of the chime-stone box that con-

tains the pentatonic set on c). On that hypothesis, an inscription that says “this

is the first note of the scale when the starting pitch is Guxian” would seem to

mean “the A-tone of this bell is the pitch Guxian.” In other words, the bell is a

pitch standard.

Nine bells on the upper tier have A-tone inscriptions like this one,

differing only in starting-pitch name, and if we arrange the nine bells in order

of size and transcribe their inscriptions, we obtain a sequence of nine equally

spaced pitch standards. The inscriptions say “this is do when the starting pitch

is Wuyi, this is do when the starting pitch is Huangzhong, this is do when the

starting pitch is Taicou,” and so on; all nine are listed in figure 2.28. It looks as

though these nine bells were intended to form a display of the pitch standards

of the state of Zeng, and if we measure their A-tones, or if we simply consult the

solmization syllables on their strike points, we will discover that the nine stan-

dards are spaced at whole-tone intervals ( intervals of two semitones): they span

an octave and a half. We might imagine that when a chorus in the state of Zeng

warmed up, the chorus master banged on the first bell and shouted “Wuyi!”
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Fig. 2.26 Bell U2-5, front view

( A- and B-tone labels soZ-flat and

la). Bronze. Height 34.3 cm. Hubei

Provincial Museum. Photograph

by John Tsantes.

Fig. 2.27 Bell U2-5, back view

( A-tone definition “do of

Guxian”). Hubei Provincial

Museum. Photograph by John

Tsantes.

whereupon the chorus sang '‘do-re-mi-sol-la-do”; then he shouted

“Huangzhong!” and the chorus sang “do-re-mi-sol-la-do” again, starting a

whole tone higher.

The inscriptions of the bells lower down, the bells that were played, have

the same basic structure: they define tones using the same formula, combining

a pitch standard with a solmization syllable. But these definitions are longer,

and they differ in several ways. First, definitions are given not just for A-tones

but also for B-tones: figure 2.13 is a B-tone definition. Second, the inscriptions

give several definitions for each tone. The definition in figure 2.13 says “this is mi

when the starting pitch is w, it is re when the starting pitch is x, it is do when

the starting pitch is y, and it is sol when the starting pitch is z.” That is rather

like saying “in c-major this bell supplies the first note of the scale, in F-major it

supplies the fifth,” and so on. A musician would say that we are being told how

this particular note functions in different tonalities. Or to look at it another

way, we are being told how to transpose.

But there is a surprise here. The translation just given said “when the start-

ing pitch is w, X, Y, z” because these starting pitches, the pitch standards named

in figure 2.13, are not the pitch standards of the state of Zeng, they are the pitch

standards of the state of Chu. Moreover the state of Chu uses twelve pitch stan-

dards at semitone intervals, not nine pitch standards at whole-tone intervals

(see fig. 2.28). When we go through all the inscriptions on all the bells, what we

find is this: with a single exception, all the bells in two of the middle-tier subsets
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use the Chu pitch standards. The exception uses the Zeng standards, as do all

the bells of the third subset and most of the bells on the bottom tier. And the

inscriptions that use the Zeng standards have an astonishing feature: whenever

we come to a bell which produces a tone that coincides with one of the Zeng

pitch standards, the inscription defines the tone using the Zeng standard— and

then it pauses to tell us what that Zeng standard is called in Chu. In other

words, it says “this is do on such-and-such a Zeng pitch standard,” and then it

tells us the Chu name for that standard. It is as though Zeng terminology has to

be footnoted! Occasionally the footnotes tell us what the Zeng standard is called

in other states too, including the Zhou state in the north, but it is only the states

of Zeng and Chu that clearly have extended sets of pitch standards.'’

The inscription in figure 2.29 contains one of these extraordinary foot-

notes. It begins with a perfectly normal A-tone definition using a Zeng pitch

standard: it says “this is do when the starting pitch is Suibin.” Then it adds:

“Suibin s name in Chu is Pinghuang, in Shen its name is Yize.” With that pecu-

liar bit of international relations out of the way, it continues: “this is mi when

the starting pitch is Taicou, it is two major thirds above do when the starting

pitch is Wuyi, it is a major third above re when the starting pitch is

Huangzhong.”

Fig. 2.28 Pitch standards of Zeng

and Chu, as inferred from the

tone-defining inscriptions of

Marquis Yi’s bells.

Pitch standards of the state of Zeng Pitch standards of the state of Chu

Spaced at intervals of two semitones Spaced at one-semitone intervals,

over an octave and a half, starting with starting with Luzhong ( ~C), which

Wuyi (~F#). was probably also called Guxian.

Xuanzhong ~C
z/iou-Guxian

Muyin
,
.Muzhong
z/iou-Muzhong

Yingyin Shouzhong
z/n;o-Shouzhong

Yingzi ~F# Xinzhons
z/mo-Xinzhong

Hanyin Wenwang
z/mo-Wenwang

Suibin Pinghuang
z/mo-Pinhuang

Guxian ~C ,
. Luzhong [=Guxian]

Taicou

Huangzhong

Wuyi ~F#
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Fig. 2.29 Bell Li-2, A-tone

definition. After Rao and Zeng

1985: pi. 13.

The reader who hnds these inscriptions bewildering should draw comfort

from the knowledge that the experts are no less bewildered. What is going on

here? Who wrote these inscriptions, and for what purpose, and to whom were

they addressed? No one knows. Sooner or later every significant question that

we might ask about this set of bells— the history of its assembly from smaller

sets, the intentions of its designers (was a chromatic scale their objective, or was

it the accidental by-product of some other concern? )
— leacis us back to the

problem of the inscriptions, for which no one has a solution. But one point

seems to stand out. Clearly the marquis of Zeng wished to exhibit the relation-

ship between Zeng musical terminology and Chu musical terminology in a

spectacular way. Why? Surely not for any reason connected with music making.
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His musicians did not need to be told, in beautiful gold-inlaid calligraphy, the

Chu names for Zeng pitch standards.

Perhaps the most plausible guess is that the significance of the inscriptions,

and thus of the bells themselves, lay somewhere in the realm of extramusical

associations of musical scales, perhaps in associations inspired by the seemingly

magical connection between music and mathematics. In the West, tradition

credits Pythagoras (sixth century b.c.) with discovering the role of number in

music. If a string under tension is plucked, a note of some particular pitch is

heard; if half the length of the same string under the same tension is plucked,

it sounds an octave above the first note; if two-thirds the length is plucked, it

sounds a perfect fifth above the first note; and so on. Mysteriously, the most

pleasing consonances are given by the simplest numerical ratios. This observa-

tion impressed European thinkers from Pythagoras and Plato all the way down

to Kepler. It was long supposed, for instance, that the radii of the orbits of the

planets should form simple numerical ratios, and that the movement of the

planets should produce music. Astronomers today no longer believe in the

music of the spheres, but physicists are still intrigued by the connection between

nature and mathematics. In his celebrated lectures on physics, Richard Feynman

remarks that outside geometry Pythagoras’s discovery was the first occasion

when numbers were found to be intrinsic in any natural phenomenon.''*

Though we cannot be certain that the relationships we associate with

Pythagoras were known at Marquis Yi’s court, the theoretical sophistication of

his musicians taken together with their experience of highly developed stringed

instruments would seem to make it likely. By the first century b.c. we have

abundant evidence that Chinese thinkers were impressed by the numerical reg-

ularities of musical scales.'^ Philosophical texts of that time say for instance that

the ideal system of weights and measures should be based on the pitches of rit-

ual bells; the basic unit of length should be the length of the pitch pipe that

played the same note as a certain bell. Numerology of this sort opens up the

possibility of connecting musical scales with almost anything. Since the Zeng

inscriptions make equations between the pitch standards of different states, we

might guess that their meaning was somehow connected with the interstate

political order. Some philosophically inclined music theorist, some Zeng equiv-

alent of Pythagoras, must have talked the marquis of Zeng into spending a for-

tune on embedding a political message in an absolutely unique set of bells. But

just what that message was escapes us.

Curiously, no set of two-tone bells, good or bad, is known more than a

century after Marquis Yi’s time. On present evidence, his bells represent the cli-

max of a millennium-long tradition of bell founding that was rapidly approach-

ing its demise. Perhaps the catastrophic wars of the late Zhou period destroyed

foundries and expertise; or perhaps the two-tone bell was deliberately rejected

by casters who found the B-tone inferior in tone c]uality or too difficult to tune.
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For whatever reason, bells made in later times did not exploit the two-tone phe-

nomenon, nor do they seem to have been of particularly high musical quality.'*’

Bells were regarded as essential to the performance of Confucian ritual through-

out later Chinese history, but no set that has come down to us from any period

approaches Marquis Yi’s in acoustic sophistication or artistic splendor.'"^
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Notes
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draft of this essay and for helpful musical

discussions.

1. For bells in the ancient Near East, see Price

1983: 57-65 and Appendix a; for bells, bell music,

and carillons in Europe, ibid.: Chapters 4-8.

2. Because it corresponds exactly to the system

employed in the Zeng inscriptions, I use here

what is called a movable-do solmization system.

In fixed-do solmization, the syllables do-re-mi,

etc. are treated instead as absolute pitches, equiv-

alent to c-D-E, etc.

3. Eor detailed discussion, see Falkenhausen and

Rossing 1995: 448-79.

4. On early Bronze Age archaeology, see Loewe

and Shaughnessy 1999: Chapter 3; for the Yangzi

region in particular, see Loewe and Shaughnessy

1999: 171-75, 208-12.

5. Wenwii 1986, 2: 44-45; Ma Chengyuan 1997: 133

( no. 142; there incorrectly dated to Eastern

Zhou).

6. Tone measurements for one set of two bells

and eight sets of three are reported by Huang

Xiangpeng 1996, Henan: 69-78. Eight of the nine

sets are from Anyang. None of the nine seems to

have any very musical tuning, lending support to

Falkenhausen’s view that northern bell sets were

only jangling noisemakers ( Falkenhausen 1993b:

228-29). Though Li Chunyi tentatively identifies

musical intervals in a few northern sets, he men-

tions also that none of the bells he discusses

shows any trace of fine-tuning by grinding on

the interior wall, an observation that seems to

argue against a concern for specific pitches (Li

Chunyi 1996: 116, 118-21).

7. The acoustic behavior of the various kinds of

circular bells (church bells, carillon bells, hand-

bells) is a complex subject. See Pierce 1983: 89, 91,

183-85; and tor more detail, Falkenhausen and

Rossing 1995: 448-53.

8. All the A-tones he in the octave immediately

above middle c; three pitches are duplicated. The

excavation report ( Wenwu 1997, 12: 16-27)

excludes the bell shown in figure 2.17 from the

musical set on the ground that it is too different

from the others in decoration ( hence its absence

from figure 2.19 ), but this is illogical; the tenth

bell is perfectly in tune with the others, and its

musical utility depends on its pitch, not its

decoration.

9. Note Lehr’s speculation that early Dutch caril-

lon makers began by copying older bells selected

for their attractive tone (Lehr 1987; 37), and see

also the comments on scaling in Falkenhausen

and Rossing 1995: 469-70. It must be added that

replication of existing bells could not have been a

strictly mechanical business: since molten bronze

shrinks on solidification, the bronze founder

would have had to compensate in some way for

the shrinkage if his copy was to match the origi-

nal in pitch.

10. For the suggestion that the changes illustrated

by the bell of figure 2.20 were prompted by use of

the B-tone, see Falkenhausen 1993b: 153-54.

11. On the transmission of southern bells to the

north, see Loewe and Shaughnessy 1999: 427-30.

On inscriptional evidence for the role of music

in Western Zhou ritual, see Falkenhausen 1993a:

146-52.

12. Falkenhausen and Rossing 1995: 465-79.

13. Interestingly, Marquis Yi’s chime stones are

labeled using Chu standards, not Zeng standards.

14. Feynman et al. 1963: Section 50-1. On the

philosophical ideas attached to musical scales in

the West, see Sadie 1980, s.v. “music of the

spheres.”

15. See DeWoskin 1982, especially Chapters 4 and

5. ( Mentions of the Zeng bells in this book rely

on an inaccurate preliminary report and should

not be trusted.

)

16. See Falkenhausen and Rossing 1998.
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:haeologists have recently discovered the ancestors of modern

millennium b.c. exhibit provincial variety as well as foreign influences

(fig. 3.1). These findings deeply affect our understanding of China’s earliest-

known musical culture.

The se is the largest zither, and, with about twenty-five strings, the one

with the widest compass. Its flat, rectangular box is often elaborately decorated,

and examples recovered from Marquis Yi’s tomb are among the most sumptu-

ous (figs. 3.2, 3.3). Although prominent in classical literature, the instrument

virtually disappeared by the beginning of the first millennium a.d.

The qin is much smaller. It, too, was frequently mentioned in classical lit-

erature, but it gained even more prestige following the end of the Han dynasty

(206 B.c. -A.D. 220) and became the favorite instrument of the gentleman-

scholar. Its late-Bronze Age, ten-stringed ancestor (figs. 3.4a, b) shows that the

instrument underwent major changes during the first centuries a.d. Since then,

the instrument has remained essentially unchanged.

The zhu is a long, slim instrument with about five strings ( fig. 3.5).

Pictorial representations from the Han dynasty show that the strings were

struck with a stick rather than plucked. It was rarely mentioned in classical lit-

erature and completely disappeared thereafter. All the above three types have

been recovered from the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng at Leigudun, Suizhou,

Hubei Province.

The fourth type, not included among the marquis’s instruments, has been

found only along the eastern coastal provinces (see fig. 3.11 ). It resembles the

zheng that is still played today, with about fourteen strings spanning a long

curved board.

Chinese zithers. Four types of instruments dating back to the late first
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Preceding page: detail from

lacquered coffin showing fabulous

creature playing a zhu. Mawangdui

Tomb 1, Changsha, Hunan

Province. Ca. 168 b.c. After

Fu Juyou and Chen Songchang

1992: 11.

Before discussing the ancient instruments, we should note some general

characteristics of Chinese stringed instruments. First, the strings of ancient

instruments stretch along a wide soundboard— a fact that defines them as

zithers.' Second, present-day zithers ( “classical instruments” ) acquired their

shape during the first half of the first millennium a.d. and have changed little

until this century. And third, Chinese zithers use two methods of fine-tuning:

adjustments of string lengths by movable bridges such as in the se ( fig. 3.3 ) or of

string tensions by tuning pegs such as in the qin (see fig. 3.4a).

Bridge tuning is used on the se (see figs. 3.3, 3.6.3). First the strings are

stretched between fixed bridges until they acquire similar pitches.’ Then a mov-

able bridge is inserted under each string to shorten its vibrating length and raise

its pitches. Peg tuning is seen on the classical qin (see fig. 3.8.4). Its seven strings

have approximately the same length and tension but different thickness made

up of 48, 54, 64, 72, 81, 96, and 108 silk threads.'' This graduated set yields a

pentatonic scale, which is fine-tuned by pegs.

Chinese tuning pegs differ radically from Western ones."' On violins and

guitars the string meets the peg, called a “lateral peg,” at a right angle and winds

around its periphery. But on the qin, each string is tied to a twisted, thick cord

that passes through a channel along the axis of the peg, called an “axial peg”

(see fig. 3.9.ie). While in the channel, the cord exits a side opening, loops

around the outside of the peg, and returns to the channel through the same

hole. This arrangement binds the peg to the lower end of the cord, while the top

end is fixed against the bridge. When the peg is turned, the cord twists more

tightly, and its effective length shortens. This pulls the string, increases its ten-

sion, and raises the pitch.

rtlE SE

Fig. 3.1 Map showing distribution

of different types of zithers and

tuning keys from archaeological

contexts in China. Map by Li

Xiating, redrawn by Gene Thorp.

The first extant se was unearthed in 1935 near Changsha, Hunan Province, and

more than seventy have since been found in controlled excavations." Marquis

Yi’s tomb alone yielded twelve. All instruments consist of a hollow rectangular

box with a slightly vaulted top and a flat board covering the underside. The lat-

ter has one fist-sized hole at each end. These facilitate the attachment of strings

and act as sound holes, familiar from Western instruments ( such as the round

hole on guitars or /-hole on violins), where they serve to extend the resonating

properties of the hollow box. Here, the effect may be less prominent since the

top surface— the soundboard vibrated by tbe strings— is thicker than on

Western instruments ( ca. 15-25 mm versus 5 mm I.'’ As a result, the se probably

vibrated less and radiated weaker sound.

Se-zithers can be up to 2.1 meters in length, but the dimensions of those

found in the tomb of Marquis Yi (see figs. 3.2, 3.3) are more typical. Because of
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Fig. 3.2 Twenty-five-stringed

se-zither, with two details of

painted designs along the sides,

from the tomb of Marquis Yi of

Zeng, Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Fifth century b.c.

Carved lacquered wood. Length

r67 cm, width 43 cm, depth 12 cm.

Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian. (See

also Checklist no. 8.

)

detail a (top)

detaU b (bottom)

Pf;

their large sizes, the instruments were often made from several pieces of wood,

joined together by carpentry techniques such as dovetailing or the use of dowels

or bamboo staples.^ Ancient se-zithers often had extensive carved relief and lac-

quered decorations. Finds from Marquis Yi’s tomb are prime examples ( see figs.

3.2, 3.3, details). One end shows a pair of eyelike motifs surrounded by a mass of

intertwined snakes carved in high relief. The entire instrument is then covered

with lacquer in red, black, and other colors.** The sides display alternating blocks

of geometric and bird motifs, similar to those on the zhu from the same tomb.

Some se-zithers are painted with figurative motifs that link them with Chu

shamanistic rituals. One example comes from Changtaiguan, Xinyang, Henan

Province, but only fragments of the painted motifs have survived (see fig. i.io).

The size and amount of decoration on a se appear to be related to the rank of its

owner. Marquis Yi was buried with twelve sumptiously decorated se, whereas a

low-ranking official buried at Liuchengqiao, Changsha, Hunan Province, mer-

ited only a single small, undecorated se covered with black lacquer (fig. 3.6.2).
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Fig. 3.3 Twenty-five-stringed

se-zither, with wooden bridges and

detail of carved end, from the

tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng,

Leigudun, Suizhou, Ffubei

Province. Fifth century b.c.

Carved lacquered wood. Length

r6j.3 cm, width 42.2 cm, depth rr.r

cm. Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by John Tsantes.

( See also Checklist no. 9.

)

Some poor tombs had only nonfunctional se with small, solid ( and presumably

mute) bodies.'”

Se-zithers mostly had from twenty-three to twenty-six strings, but occa-

sionally as few as nineteen or twenty-one." The strings of the se span the

soundboard, emerging from holes behind the long, fixed bridge seen at the

right ( uncarved ) end of the zither. Each string passes over a movable bridge

shaped like an inverted v and continues on to one of three short bridges fixed

near the left end ( see figs. 3.3, 3.6.3). The short bridges are at different distances

from the long bridge, the two outer ones being slightly nearer to it than the

middle one. The strings descend into the interior through holes behind the

short bridges, pass around the left (carved) edge, and up again to the top, where

they are tied to string anchors (se Most se have four anchors (see figs. 3.2,

3.3, 3. 6.1-3), but some may have as few as two and as many as five.'^ The three-

sectioned bridge separates the strings into three sets, often divided as 9-7-9,

8-7-8, 9-6-9, or 7-5-7. Each string is tuned by sliding the movable bridge

along the soundboard. A se player would kneel and pluck the strings at one end.
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Fig. 3.4a Ten-stringed q//i-zither

and replica tuning pegs, from the

tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng,

Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Fifth century b.c.

Carved lacquered wood. Length 67

cm, width 19 cm, depth 11.4 cm.

Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by John Tsantes.

( See also Checklist no. 14.

)

Fig. 3.4b View of qiit with top and

bottom separated and replica

tuning pegs in place.

Photograph by John Tsantes.

Fig. 3.5 (opposite) Five-stringed

z/in-zither, with two details, from

the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng,

Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Fifth century b.c.

Carved lacquered wood. Length 115

cm, width 7 cm, depth 4 cm. Hubei

Provincial Museum.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian.

( See also Checklist no. 15.

)

keeping the end with the string anchors to his left (see fig. 1.6).

Of Marquis Yi’s se-zithers only the bodies survived, but a complete set of

strings and movable bridges was found in situ on a se from the early-second-cen-

tury B.c. in Tomb 1 at Mawangdui, Changsha, Hunan Province (see fig. 3.6.3).''*

This instrument has three pieces of thin cloth wrapped around the strings near

the anchors to serve as vibration dampers. Since the intact strings provide infor-

mation on both thickness and length, they furnish crucial evidence on pitches.

Each of the three sets of strings delimited by the short fixed bridges show strings

with graduated gauges. Moreover, the placement of the movable bridges yields

progressive sequences of string lengths. The outer sets 1 and 3 (see fig. 3.6.3) are

identical, with the thinnest and shortest string placed nearest the player and the

thickest and longest string farthest away. The middle set consists of much thicker

strings, with the thinnest equal to the thickest in sets 1 and 3. With gradually

increasing lengths and diameters, the strings of the outer sets must have given

descending scales in the direction away from the player. Without information on

tensions, however, one cannot determine the exact scales, but those of the outer
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detail a

sets would have been quite similar. Since the movable bridges under tbe middle

set had been disturbed, the pitches are uncertain, but the tessitura must have

been lower than for the outer sets, because its strings are thicker and longer. Li

Chunyi proposes a pentatonic scale ( fig. 3.7). Although details remain unclear, it

is nevertheless obvious that the strings in sets 1 and 3 offered the possibility of

playing treble tunes in unison.'^ Playing strings in set 3 followed by set 2 allowed

tunes that extend from treble to bass registers. Most likely, the same arrangement

was used on other ancient se, since the strings were always divided into three sets

with matching numbers in the outer sets.

Some aspects of the ses scale structure are also evident on the set of sixty-

five bells from Marquis Yi’s tomb. It contains several cbimes, each providing a

contiguous system of pitches (see Chapter 2). The middle tier contains three

chimes that ascend from a pitch near middle c. Two of these chimes (mi and

M2) have nearly identical pitch sequences. The third (M3) is considered to be

the upper continuation of the base chimes on the lower tier ( li and l2). The

upper tier has two sets ( U2 and U3 ) that, when combined, also ascend from the

vicinity of middle c.'^ In all, the sixty- five-bell set contains four independent

treble chimes, one of which provides the upper extension of the single base

chime. Viewed in this way, it has an obvious similarity to the scale arrange-

ments of the se (see fig. 3.7).
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Fig. 3.6 Types of sc-zithers and

their early depictions. All se are

drawn to scale at bottom and

linked to vertical time line at right.

.1 Se from the tomb of Marquis Yi

of Zeng (fig. 3.2 above). Fifth cen-

tury B.c. Twenty-five strings.

Length 167 cm. After Fluang

Xiangpeng 1996, Hubei: 275.

.2 Se from Liuchengqiao Tomb 1,

Changsha, Hunan Province. Late

sixth or fifth century b.c. Twenty-

four strings. Length 104 cm. After

Li Chunyi 1996: 431, fig. 256:2.

.3 Se from Mawangdui Tomb 1,

Changsha, Hunan Province. Ca.

168 B.c. Twenty-five strings.

Length 116 cm. After Li Chunyi

1996: 436.

.4 Tile relief from Dingjiayaodian,

Chengdu, Sichuan Province, a.d.

first to second century. After

Rudolph and Wen 1951: fig. 77.

.5 Stone figure from E’mei Xian,

Sichuan Province, a.d. first to sec-

ond century. Height 57 cm. After

Chinese Cultural Foundation 1987:

137, pi. 44.

.6 Tomb relief from Beizhai,

Yi’nan, Shandong Province, a.d.

second century. After Lawergren

1995-96: fig. 7.

.7 Classical se. Length, ca. 200 cm.

After Gulik 1969b: fig. 4.

The several overlapping bell chimes— like the overlapping outer string

sets on the se— allow melodies to be played in unison, or near-unison as in het-

erophony where each instrument introduces small rhythmic variations on a

basic melodic line.‘^According to Confucius, both these techniques were

employed: “The music begins in such a manner that all parts sound together [in

unison). Eventually there occurred more freedom [in the performance], but

music was still attuned, without interruption, up to the end [of the piece].”'** A

text from the third century a.d. links bells and zithers in yet another way. To

tune the bells, Zhou musicians were said to have used a jun, described as “a

board seven feet long [ca. 162 cm] having a string (or strings).”'"^ The required

pitches were produced by shortening the jun string] s). Some surviving se

exceed this length and may have served as models for the jun.

Se-zithers remained popular throughout the Han dynasty when they were

represented on stone and terra-cotta reliefs from different regions ( see figs.

3. 6.4-6). Some representations are detailed enough to show string anchors

(although their quantity may not be reliable). Their plainness and wide varia-

tion in size may also be quite representative. The instrument from Mawangdui

(see fig. 3.6.3) indicates that Han se-zithers had little decoration even in elite

contexts. The se’s sharp decline after the Han period may be due to changing

requirements of ritual music. Perhaps this twenty-five-stringed instrument

seemed unwieldy when the fourteen-stringed zheng began to gain popularity

( see discussion of the zheng below). Attempts were made to resurrect the se a

millennium later, and it lived a shadowy existence in Confucian temples. The

shape was altered, the three-sectioned bridge had disappeared, and the string-

anchors had been moved to the bottom of the box ( fig. 3.6.7 ).

THE QIN

Among the three ancient types of q/u-zithers known. Marquis Yi’s is typical in

dimensions and construction (see figs. 3.4a, b, 3.8.1 ). Compared to the se, it is

smaller and plainer. Whereas the se sound box is composed of separate pieces of

wood, the compact body of the qin was carved from a single piece of wood.

This one-piece construction allows for a thick top and a smoothly curving

outer surface. Cavities scooped out of the inside are covered by a separate bot-

tom plate about 2.1 centimeters thick. The D-shaped cavity at the rear end gives

access to tuning pegs ( see fig. 3.4b ). The qin's silhouette visibly separates into a

stout sound box with a thin neck. The whole instrument is covered with black

lacquer. Ten strings, tied to an anchor under the neck, emerge at the neck and

stretch across the body and over a wide bridge where they descend into the box

and terminate at the tuning pegs. Because the pegs served to fine-tune the

instrument, there was no need for movable bridges.
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Fig. 3.7 Comparison of tuning sys-

tems of the se and the sixty-five

bells from the tomb of Marquis Yi

of Zeng, Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province.

Most bell pitches fall near the indi-

cated notes, but some are as much

as a quarter-tone off

(Falkenhausen 1993b: 396-99).

Arrows are drawn from high to

low pitch for each scale or chime.

51 and S3 are notes sounded by the

outer sets of strings on the se;

52 indicates notes sounded by tbe

middle set. i.i, 1,2 are notes

sounded by bells in the lower tier;

Ml, M2, M3 are notes sounded by

bells in the middle tier; ui, U2, 03

are notes .sounded by bells in the

upper tier.

Slightly later instruments of this kind were first excavated in 1973 from

Tomb 3 at Mawangdui, adjacent to Tomb 1, which yielded the se discussed above

(see fig. 3.8.3). Two others have since been recovered (see fig. 3.8.2 for one exam-

ple).^” These four surviving ancient qin all come from fifth- through second-

century contexts in Chu territory in south central China. This may not neces-

sarily reflect their actual distribution in ancient China, but merely indicates the

regions where tomb constructions and/or soil and climate conditions favored

the survival of objects made of wood. The number of strings on the ancient

qin-zithers varies slightly, but the most common is seven, the same as on the

classical qin. Their very thick soundboards (ca. 48 mm on Marquis Yi’s) also

anticipate the classical qin (ca. 32 mm).^’ Their string counts, thick sound-

boards, and the use of tuning pegs for fine-tuning all indicate that these ancient

instruments are ancestors of the later classical qin.

There are, however, noteworthy differences between the ancient and the

classical qin. The former are smaller, 67-82 centimeters in length compared to

the later qitis approximately 120 centimeters. The shape is different: the classical
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qin is basically trapezoidal with the narrow end on the player’s left ( drawn

reversed in fig. 3.8.5); the ancient qin has a broad box on the right and a narrow

neck on the left. Such a combination of neck and body is reminiscent of the

lute, a type of instrument unknown in China at this early period. Lutes flour-

ished in West Asia, where they first appeared in Mesopotamia circa 2300 b.c.

Their distribution expanded over time, and we find them in Sogdia from the

fourth to third century b.c.^^ Other Western stringed instruments also flour-

ished just beyond China’s northwestern border. A harp, clearly inspired by West

Asian sources but with idiosyncratic details, was excavated at Pazyryk, a

nomadic cemetery in southern Siberia from the fourth century b.c.“^ Recently, a

similar harp was unearthed at Zaghunlug, Charchiin, Xinjiang Province.’'* The

Xinjiang harp, the Pazyryk harp, and a third example from Olbia in the north-

ern Black Sea area^^ belong to a type of Central Asian harp that had reached the

western fringes of China in the first millennium b.c. A comparable Central

Asian presence of lutes might well have influenced the shape of the ancient qin.

This possibility is at odds with classical texts but is worth considering in view of

current archaeological evidence.

The strings of ancient r/in-zithers have not survived, but impressions of

strings left on bronze tuning keys excavated from the tomb of the Nanyue Wang

( died ca. 129 b.c. ) in Guangzhou, Guangdong Province, show that the strings

were probably of graduated thickness.’*’ At Mawangdui, the surviving twenty-

five silk strings of the se also reveal graduated diameters, between 0.6 and 1.9

millimeters.’^ Such graduated strings were a natural development of silk manu-

facture in which threads were made by combining thin strands. Silk strings are

mentioned in texts dating from circa 600 b.c., where about two hundred char-

acters appear for silk, including one for instrument strings.’**

The survival of four wooden tuning pegs inside the sound box of Marquis

Yi’s qin presents the earliest evidence for the use of tuning pegs on a stringed

instrument in China ( see figs. 3.4b ). These pegs were made from a circular tube,

part of which was cut and shaped to form a flat surface (fig. 3.9.1a). The cut

enabled a firm grip on the peg, as does any noncircular shape. The peg on the

instrument from Mawangdui (see figs. 3.8.3,3.9.1b) is an octagonal, truncated

pyramid with a central channel and a hole on one side. The tomb of Nanyue

Wang yielded eleven bronze pegs
(
possibly for several instruments ) with a more

sophisticated shape. These pegs narrow to a waist at the level of the hole on the

side, presumably to accommodate a cord encircling the peg (see fig. 3.9.1c). It is

similar to the peg from Linzi, Shandong Province (see fig. 3. 9. id).

Apparently the use and location of tuning pegs on the ancient qin required

the deployment of an additional accessory, a tuning key. Many keys survived

because they were made of bronze and have been catalogued and collected for a

long time as ornamental fittings by Chinese archaeologists and Western muse-

ums ignorant of their true function. Their association with tuning pegs exca-
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Fig. 3.8 Types of (j//;-zithers and

their early depiction. All qhi are

drawn to scale at bottom and are

linked to vertical time line at right.

.1 Qin from the tomb of Marquis

Yi of Zeng (fig. 3.4a above). Fifth

century b.c. Ten strings. Carved

lacquered wood. Length 67 cm.

After Li Chunyi 1996: 449, fig. 266.

.2 Qin from Wulipai Tomb 3,

Changsha, Hunan Province. Third

century b.c. Lacquered wood.

Possibly nine strings. Length 79.5

cm. After Li Chunyi 1996: 451, fig.

267.

.3 Qin from Mawangdui Tomb 3,

Changsha, Hunan Province.

Second century b.c. Seven strings.

Lacquered wood. Length 82.4 cm.

After Li Chunyi 1996: 452, fig. 268.

.4 Classical qin said to have been

made by Prince Lu in 1644. Ming

dynasty (1368-1644). Seven

strings. Lacquered wood, jade.

Length 120 cm. Metropolitan

Museum of Art, New York

( 1999-93 )•

.5 Ji Kang playing the qin. Detail

from molded brick tomb tile at

Xishanqiao, Nanjing, Jiangsu

Province, a.d. 380-420. After Spiro

1990: 4, 47.

vated in 1983 from Nanyiie Wang’s tomb in Guangzhou finally allowed them to

be properly identified. All keys consist of a shaft with a socket at one end and a

handle at the other. The sockets have square cavities that fit the pegs. The han-

dle is sculpturally modeled, often showing animals in combat or predator-vic-

tim relationships, such as a bird biting the rear of a feline
(
possibly a leopard

)

that bites a snake, a raptor clutching a small animal, or a feline biting a large

bird (figs. 3.9.3a, d, f ). Less aggressive figures include a seated goat, a bear, a

goat-man, a coiled wolflike animal, and a crouching animal ( see figs. 3.9.3b, c, e,

g, h ). Tuning keys made during the Warring States Period (
480-221 b.c. ) are

usually square on the outside (see figs. 3.9.2a, 3.9.3a-e), but some from the Han

dynasty are circular with square sockets ( figs. 3.9.2g, 3.9.3f ).

Many of the motifs on tuning keys are closely associated with the art of

the Eurasian steppes in north and northwest China.’*^ In particular, predator-

victim motifs are common in the art of north China and Central Asia, and the

goat, bear, and wolf are native to northeastern China. The human-headed goat

(see fig. 3-9.3e), a common motif at Persepolis in ancient Iran, suggests more

distant connections. Since the motifs are manifestly northern or even foreign,

but the only surviving instruments that used such keys were all from the south,

we suspect that tuning keys and pegs might have been introduced with north-

ern qi/z-zithers that had been brought south, or may reflect the south’s direct

contact with peoples who lived in regions far to China’s north and west.^" To

date, only a handful of tuning keys has been securely identified from three

vastly disparate sites in south and north China, while the majority are of

unknown provenance ( see figs. 3.1, 3.9.3b, g, h ).

The archaeological evidence presents a gross disparity between the num-

bers of qzn-zithers (only four) and se-zithers (about seventy) in the southern

state of Chu.’^' A similar preference for the se is revealed in a southern literary

work from the fourth or third century b.c., the Chii Ci (Elegies of Chu). It

mentions zithers six times, and each time it is the se.^~ On the other hand,

northern texts give equal weight to both se and qin: the Shi Jing (Classic of

poetry) mentions the se eleven times and the qin nine times, pairing the instru-

ments eight times.” This seems to indicate that the qin flourished mainly in the

north while the se was appreciated both north and south. This, with the qz/z’s

lutelike shape and its steppe-inspired tuning keys, supports a northern origin

for the instrument. The recent identification of one or two tuning pegs recov-

ered in the 1950s from the Warring States site in Fenshuiling, Changzhi, Shanxi

Province, gives credence to this supposition (see fig. 3.9.3b).” This is an impor-

tant discovery because these tuning keys are close contemporaries of Marquis

Yi’s ten-stringed qin and thus provides the first excavated evidence for the exis-

tence of similar instruments in north China at that time. More definite conclu-

sions must await additional archaeological data. During the Han dynasty, terri-

torial segregation of the se and qin had probably disappeared. Sets of string
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Fig. 3.9 Qin tuning pegs and keys.

.1 Types of qin tuning pegs

(ancient to modern) drawn to the

same scale, (a) Wooden peg with

circular cross section for qin of

figure 3.4a above. ( b ) Bone peg

with octagonal cross section for

qin of figure 3.8.3 above. ( c ), ( d

)

Bronze pegs with square heads

and circular bases, for qin-zithers

buried with tuning keys in figs.

3.9.3g, h. (e) Classical qin peg with

circular cross section. Drawings by

Bo Lawergren.

.2 Cross sections of sockets on two

tuning keys (figs. 3.9.3a, f ) and

three pegs (figs. 3.9.ia-c) drawn to

the same scale, showing how the

keys might have fitted the pegs.

.3 Bronze tuning keys, (a) Bird,

feline, and snake; provenance

unknown; fifth century b.c.;

height 8.2 cm; Freer Gallery of Art,

Smithsonian Institution, F1916.454.

( b ) Seated goat; excavated from

Fenshuiling, Changzhi, Shanxi

Province; fifth century b.c.; height

8.4 cm; after photograph courtesy

Zhang Deguang, Shanxi Institute

of Archaeology, (c) Crouching

bear; reported provenance, Jincun,

Luoyang, Henan Province; fourth

century b.c.; height 9.2 cm; Freer

Gallery of Art, Smithsonian

Institution, F1951.7. (d) Raptor

with bear cub; provenance

unknown; fourth century b.c.;

height 7.7 cm; Therese and Erwin

Harris collection, (e) Goat-man;

provenance unknown; third cen-

tury B.C.; height 10.9 cm; Therese

and Erwin Harris collection.

(f ) Eeline and large bird; prove-

nance unknown; third to second

century b.c.; height 15.5 cm; collec-

tion of Shelby White and Leon

Levy.
( g) Coiled wolflike animal;

excavated from tomb of Nanyue

Wang, Guangzhou, Guangdong

Province; ca. 122 b.c.; height 16 cm;

after Guangzhoushi 1991; 93, fig.

62:1. (h) Crouching animal; exca-

vated from Linzi, Shandong

Province; second century b.c.;

height 13.3 cm; after Ziboshi 1997:

41, fig. 31:2-

anchors for sc-zithers recovered from sites in the far north and south indicate

that the instrument was widespread.^^

Ancient qin-zithers have been excavated only from Chu territory, but

instruments in the north were probably similar, although the music played on

them could have been different (see Chapter i). After the Han dynasty, the Chu

order was forgotten. The se nearly disappeared while the qin flourished, its

design greatly modified to produce the classical instrument we know today. The

earliest visual representation of a classical qin appears on a tomb tile from circa

A.D. 400 (see fig. 3.8.5), which depicts Ji Kang ( a.d. 223-62), one of the leg-

endary reclusive qin players in the instrument’s history.^® Since then the main

features of the classical qin have remained essentially unchanged to this day.

THE ZHU

The third type of zither found in Marquis Yi’s tomb is long, slim, and elabo-

rately decorated (see figs. 3.5, 3.10). The wide part of the body is hollow and the

narrow neck solid. The strings are guided around the zither in much the same

way as on the se, but neither movable bridges nor tuning pegs have been

found.^^ Almost the entire surface is covered with bird and geometric designs,

similar to those on the se, painted in red and black lacquer (fig. 3.2 details).

Designs under the neck show human-headed figures among intertwined

snakes, like the ones on Marquis Yi’s coffin ( compare figs. 3.5 detail a, 1.4 detail,

and discussion of Checklist no. 1 ). Three more instruments, all five stringed,

have recently been excavated from a richly furnished tomb at Wangchengpo,

Changsha, Hunan Province (see fig. 3.10.2).^^A small nonfunctional example

intended for burial has also been recovered ( see fig. 3.10.3 ).

The identity and function of the marquis’s five-stringed instrument, the

first excavated of its kind, have been the cause of much discussion but little

agreement among Chinese scholars. In an early investigation, Huang Xiangpeng

identified it with the tuning instrument discussed above called a but in an

examination of the newly excavated ( and identical ) instruments from

Changsha he has called them zhu*^' In the discussion of the zhu in his com-

pendium on ancient Chinese musical instruments, Li Chunyi did not include

the marquis’s instrument, preferring to leave it unidentified.'^' The Han diction-

ary Shuowen jiezi from circa a.d. 100 describes a five-stringed zhn with bamboo

body,"*^ the latter probably an extrapolation from the use of the bamboo radical

in the character for zhu. The Jin Tang Shu (Old history of the Tang dynasty)

from A.D. 740-785 describes the zhu as being struck with a bamboo stick. But

these late observations are unreliable, since the zhu had probably already disap-

peared by the end of the Han dynasty ( a.d. 220 ). Texts from the Ming dynasty

( 1368-1644) call the zhu a bowed instrument, but bowing was not practiced
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Fig. 3.10 Types of z/i«-zithers and

their early depiction (ca. 500

B.c.-A.D. 1 ). All zhii drawn to scale

at bottom and linked to vertical

time line at right.

.1 Zhii from the tomb of Marquis

Yi of Zeng ( fig. 3.5 above). Fifth

century b.c. Five strings. Carved

lacquered wood. Length 115 cm.

After Li Chunyi 1996: 459, fig. 272.

.2 Zhu from Wangchengpo,

Changsha, Hunan Province.

Second century b.c. Five strings.

Lacquered wood. Length 117.5 cm.

After Kaogu 1994, 8; 722, fig. 3.

.3 Zhu (funerary). Mawangdui

Tomb 3, Changsha, Hunan

Province. Second century b.c. Five

strings. Lacquered wood. Length 31

cm. After Li Chunyi 1996: 456, fig.

270:2.

.4 Detail from lacquered coffin

showing fabulous creature playing

a zhu. Mawangdui Tomb 1,

Changsha, Hunan Province. Ca.

168 B.c. After Hunan 1973: pi. 21; Li

Chunyi 1996: 457, fig. 271: 1.

.5 Detail from lacquered wood

cosmetics case showing man play-

ing a zhu. Lianyungang, Haizhou,

Jiangsu Province. Second to first

century b.c. After Kaogu 1975, 3:

173. fig- 4:1-

.6 Detail from brick relief from

Xinye, Henan Province. Late first

century b.c. After Huang

Xiangpeng 1996, Henan: 195.

before circa a.d. 750, when it was used on the zhazheng or yazheng ( a type of

zither). This bow employed a rigid stick rather than a bundle of hair.

Like the zhu of the Han texts, Marquis Yi’s zither also has five strings. The

placement of the holes indicates that the strings were so closely spaced that

plucking them would have been difficult and they may indeed have been struck

with a stick. A passage in the Zhanguoce (Discourse of the Warring States) from

480 to 280 B.C. reads: “Linzi is so wealthy and well supplied that all of its inhabi-

tants play the yu-mouth organ, strum [gu] the sc- zither, strike [ji] the zhu-

zither, or pluck [tan] the q in- zither.” This passage, written at the zenith of the

zhus popularity, describes three different playing methods for zithers that seem

to correspond with the three examples in the tomb of Marquis Yi. Represen-

tations from the second and first century b.c. suggest the zhu might actually

have been struck with a stick (figs. 3.10.4-6). Moreover sticklike objects were

found near the zhu from Changsha ( see fig. 3.10.2).'*^ When playing the instru-

ment, the musician would hold the neck of the instrument in the left hand,

point it away from his or her body, and strike it with a stick held in the right

hand. As illustrated, the fingers of the left hand could have pressed down on the

strings to shorten them. But string lengths would have changed relatively little,

producing perhaps only one or two steps above the open string pitch. Two illus-

trations (see figs. 3.10.4, 3.10.6) suggest that the instrument probably had mov-

able bridges (at least by Han times), but none can be conclusively associated

with a surviving zhu.

THE ZHENG

Three fragmentary examples of a different type of zither have recently been

excavated from sites in southeast China (fig. 3.11.1-4 ),'*'’ but the type was not

included in Marquis Yi’s ensembles. This suggests that it was a strictly provin-

cial instrument during the marquis’s time and had not spread much beyond its

southeastern home. This instrument has a long and slightly trapezoidal body

sharply curved at both ends. The body is scooped out to provide a shallow cav-

ity. A rebated groove along the rim of the cavity was probably meant to receive

a thin board to close it, but no such board has survived. The strings are fewer

than on the se— twelve to thirteen— and are not divided into three separate

bundles. The poor preservation of these instruments means that many details

(such as the nature of bridges and string suspensions) are unclear, but it is

likely that they were tuned by movable bridges, though none has been found. In

their current surviving form, even fixed bridges are absent. One is certainly

needed at the wide end near the two rows of holes. On instruments recovered

from Guixi Xian in fiangxi Province (see figs. 3.11.1, 2) the rows contain seven

and six large round holes, two centimeters in diameter, that correspond to a
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single row of thirteen small holes at the narrow end. An instrument from Wu
Xian, Jiangsu Province (see fig. 3.11.3 ), has two rows of six large, square holes

that match twelve small holes at the other end. Narrow side walls rise above the

soundboard near the double rows of holes, revealing tiny holes that may have

served as string attachments. These instruments appear plain and undecorated,

except for the zheng from Wu Xian, which has traces of lacquer at the side walls.

A pair of similar instruments is shown inside the small bronze model of a

house excavated from a fifth-century b.c. tomb in Shaoxing, Zhejiang Province

( fig. 3.11.5; see also fig. 1.11 ). These miniature figures share details with the exca-

vated zithers, having long bodies, curved ends, and raised side walls. The zithers

rest on the players’ knees with the bent end almost touching the floor. The same

features are still present on the zheng a millennium later ( fig. 3.11.6 )
— identical

shape and number of strings ( about fourteen on the modern compared to

twelve or thirteen on the ancient instrument ). Apparently, they are one and the

same instrument caught at different moments in China’s history.

The origin of the zheng as recorded in classical texts disagrees with the
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Fig. 3.11 Types of z/;e>!g- zithers

and their early depiction. All zhetig

drawn to scale at bottom and

linked to vertical time line at right.

.1 Zheng from cliff burials Tomb 2

at Guixi Xian, Jiangxi Province.

Fifth century b.c. Thirteen strings.

Wood. Length 166 cm. After

Wenwu 1980, 11: 13-14, figs. 22:1,

23:1; and Liu Lesheng 1992:

200-201.

archaeological evidence. Texts claim that the zheng was invented during the Qin

dynasty (221-206 b.c.). But the excavated prototypes come from sites in south-

east China dating from the hfth century b.c. in the ancient territory of Yue. It is

possible that the zheng was unknown in the north before the Qin conquest of

Yue in 222 b.c. The rise of popular music during the Qin dynasty prompted

musicians to look for a louder and more portable zither ( unlike the se), and the

provincial zheng htted the bill.'‘^

.2 Zheng from Guixi Xian Tomb 3,

Jiangxi Province. Fifth century

B.c. Thirteen strings. Wood.

Length 174 cm ( damaged ). After

Wenwu 1980, 11: 13-14, figs. 22:2,

23:2.

.3 Zheng from Changqiao, Wu

Xian, Jiangsu Province. Fifth cen-

tury B.c. Twelve strings. Wood

with traces of lacquer. Length 132.8

cm. Huang Xiangpeng 1996,

Jiangsu/Shanghai: 248-51.

.4 Zheng (funerary) from

Luobowan Tomb 1, Gui Xian,

Guangxi Province. Second to first

century b.c. Wood. Length 42.4 cm

(damaged). Li Chunyi 1996: 456,

fig. 270:1.

.5 Drawing of musicians inside

bronze model of a house from

Tomb 306, Shaoxing, Zhejiang

Province. Fifth century b.c. (See

also fig. 1.11.)

.6 Classical zheng with thirteen to

fourteen strings, from painting

attributed to Zhou Wenju (ca. a.d.

970). Ink and color on silk. After

the Art Institute of Chicago EI1171

and 50.1370; Kishibe 1956: 105.
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Notes
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mental references.

1. Hornbostel and Sachs 1961: 22. Some older

Western literature inaccurately calls the qin a lute

(for example Gulik 1969a, Gulik 1969b).

2. Open string pitches are discussed in Mok 1978:

48-49.

3. Sachs 1977: 187.

4. Lawergren 1997a compares the two in detail.

5. Hunan 1973: 104; Mok 1978: 63. See also note 31

below.

6. On the twelve se from Suizhou, the sound-

board ranged between 15 and 25 millimeters in

thickness (Hubei 1989: 160, table 20).

7. See Li Chunyi 1996: 426; Hubei 1989: 161, fig. 73.

8. For a discussion of the possible meaning of

these motifs, see Checklist no. 1; of lacquer paint-

ing techniques, see So 1997.

9. See Li Chunyi 1996: 441-42, table no.

10. Ibid.: fig. 254.

11. Ibid.: 427, table 106.

12. Early anchors were wood and later ones

bronze. The latter often survive without their

wooden instruments { see So and Bunker 1995:

no. 72).

13. Li Chunyi 1996: 426, table 105.

14. String properties are described in Hunan 1973:

102-6; Mok 1978: 46-51; Lawergren 1997a: fig. 5.

15. This capacity was exploited on Ming se, which

were played by simultaneously plucking strings

an octave apart ( Chen 1975: 157).

16. Chime ui seems to be a combination of dis-

parate chimes ( Falkenhausen 1993b: 249). For

another interpretation of the musical character

of the upper-tier bells, see Chapter 2.

17. Heterophony is common in non-European

ensemble music. It permeates the world’s first

notated ensemble scores, including those from

'fang dynasty China (composed before a.d. 841 ).

See Picken 1981: 17-18.

18. Kaufmann 1976: 59, n. 92. The term “har-

mony” in Kaufmann would be better translated

“attuned.”

19. Needham et al. 1962: 185.

20. The instrument from Wulipai, Changsha,

Hunan Province, was excavated in 1980 (Hunan

kaogujikan 1982, 1: 34, fig. 5); another from Tomb

1 at Guodian, Jingmen, Hubei Province, was

excavated in 1993 ( Yung 1998: 13, fig. 4; excavation

reported in Wenwu 1997, 7: 35-48).

21. Thickness measured at the round sound hole

of the qin in figure 3.8.4.

22. Karomatov et al. 1987: nos. 96 and 98.

23. Lawergren 1990, Lawergren 1997b.

24. Huang Xiangpeng 1996, Xinjiang: 13.

25. Bachmann 1994: figs. 1-3, 7, 9, 16, 17.

26. Guangzhoushi 1991: pi. 47:3; discussed in

Lawergren 1997a. The instrument from

Guangzhou has disintegrated ( possibly more

than one). It was most likely a qin, since the pegs

fit the sequence illustrated in figure 3.9.1 and they

fit the key (see fig. 3.9.3g) from the same site.

27. See note 14 above.

28. Lindqvist 1991: 216.

29. So and Bunker 1995: nos. 70 and 71. A tuning

key in the Copenhagen National Museum

(B4407) is identical in design to the Freer exam-

ple illustrated as figure 3.9.3a, but it is 59 percent

larger.

30. See article by Major in Cook and Major 1999:

121-44.

31. Merely counting se in Hubei (total of fifty-

one) and Henan (total of twelve) Provinces as

published in Huang Xiangpeng 1996, Hubei and

Henan volumes.

32. Hung et al. 1974: 126-27.

33. Hawkes 1985: 102, 113, 198, 228, 235. Gopal

Sukhu kindly checked the zithers in the Chu Ci

and obtained word counts from Jiang Liangfu

1985.

34. The author is grateful to Jenny F. So for

bringing this possible identification to his atten-

tion, and to Li Xiating and Zhang Deguang of
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the Shanxi Institute ot Archaeology tor pursuing

it and supplying the photograph and dimensions

on which the current drawing is based. The ram-

shaped tuning peg was recorded merely as an

“ornamental fitting” with no illustration or

dimensions in the original archaeological report

(see Kaogii xtiebao 1957, 1: 105). A second similar

object from the same site, now kept in the

National Museum of History in Beijing, and

identified as an ornamental fitting, may also

prove to be a tuning key ( ibid.: 115, pi. 5:7).

35. Hebei 1980: pis. 50:2, 50:3, 50:5, 50:6, 85:3;

Guangzhoushi 1991: pis. 15:2, 15:3, 48:1.

36. See Chapter 1. For the best discussions of the

qiii and its lore, see Gulik 1969a, Gulik 1969b.

37. Bridges were supposedly recovered with the

instruments in figure 3.10.2 from Wangchengpo,

Changsha, Hunan Province, although they could

also belong to sc-zithers found in the same tomb

(Zhongguo wenwubao 28 July 1996: 3). Close

examination of the original painting ot figure

3.10.4 in the Hunan Provincial Museum revealed

a single bridge. For another Western Han picto-

rial illustration of a zhu with a bridge, see figure

3.10.6.

38. Zhongguo wenwubao, 28 July 1996: 3.

39. Huang Xiangpeng 1992; also see Needham et

al. 1962: 185 for characterization of the jiin. I owe

this summary of current Chinese scholarly

debate over the identification of this instrument

to Jenny F. So.

40. Huang Xiangpeng 1994.

41. Li Chunyi 1996: 455-60.

42. See also Picken 1962: 41, where tjuk is equiva-

lent to zhu.

43. Picken 1965: 83.

44. Quoted in Crump 1996: 169, with zither terms

expanded by John S. Major.

45. Kaogu 1994, 8: 724; Zhongguo wenwubao, 28

July 1996: 3. Close examination of one of these

zhu by the author during a visit to Changsha in

July 1999 revealed thin and shallow impressions

on the top edge of the instrument’s body. It these

marks were left by the striking stick, their direc-

tions were consistent with the playing positions

given in figures 3.10.4-6, where the player’s right

elbow is shown near the top of the zhu. The

author is grateful for the generous cooperation

of the staff of the Hunan Provincial Museum and

the Changsha Municipal Museum that allowed

him to study this instrument.

46. Wenwu 1980, 11: 1-25; Huang Xiangpeng 1996,

Jiangsu: 248-51, pi. 1:13.

47. Gulik 1951: 13-15.
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FOUR Winds

FENG GUANGSHENG

HREE TYPES of wind instruments were discovered in the central and

{chi), panpipes (xiao/paixiao), and mouth organ (sheng). The central

chamber representing the marquis’s ceremonial hall yielded two transverse

flutes, two panpipes, and four mouth organs, which formed part of his court

ensemble. The eastern chamber, representing his residential quarters, contained

two mouth organs played with the se- and qzn-zithers ( see Chapter 3 ) and a

small drum (see Checklist no. 16), which together make up the marquis’s cham-

ber ensemble (see Chapter 1).

Musically these wind instruments played important roles in the two

ensembles because of their special acoustic qualities and their ability to comple-

ment other instruments. The percussion (bells and stone chimes) and plucked-

string instruments (zithers) share the same acoustic characteristics— once the

sound is produced, it immediately begins to decay, moving audibly from a

strong and loud beginning to a weak and soft ending. The decaying process of

the plucked-string instruments is especially swift. By contrast, because the

wind-instrument player’s breath controls the volume and length of the sounds

emitted, it is possible to produce sustained notes that go from strong to weak

(or vice versa), and long or short notes. This characteristic of wind instruments

enables them to supply the audio links between notes and provide overall

coherence to musical performances that included percussion and plucked-

string instruments. “Start with metal and stone [percussion]; move [the music]

along with silk [string] and bamboo [wind]” notes the Zhou Yii (Narratives of

Zhou), second chapter of the Guo Yu (Narratives of the states) dating from the

fourth to the third century b.c., indicating an early awareness of the qualities

distinguishing wind and percussion instruments.

eastern chambers of Marquis Yi’s tomb ( figs. 4.1- 4.3 ): transverse flute
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Fig. 4.1a, b Two transverse flutes

(chi). From the central chamber of

the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng,

Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered bamboo. Lengths 29.3

cm (above), 30.2 cm (below).

Hubei Provincial Museum.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian.

( See also Checklist nos. 12, 13.)

ORIGIN AND EXTRAMUSICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Fig. 4.2

Thirteen-pipe

panpipes

{xiao/paixiao).

From the central

chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of

Zeng, Leigudun,

Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Fifth century

B.c. Lacquered bamboo.

Lengths of pipes 22.80-5.20

cm, diameters of pipes

0.85-0.55 cm, maximum width

11.70 cm. Hubei Provincial

Museum. Photograph by John

Tsantes. ( See also Checklist no. 11.

)

Among musical instruments, the invention of wind instru-

ments might have occurred simply and naturally. Ancient

people were probably inspired by the natural sounds pro-

duced by friction caused by air moving across surfaces. Hollow

materials such as bamboo, reed, and certain animal bones that

produce sounds were readily available. Apart from human breath, no

other accessory was needed. It is not surprising, then, that some of the

earliest instruments known were wind instruments. The bone flute exca-

vated from the Neolithic sites at Jiahu, Wuyang, Henan Province (fig. 4.4), and

the bone whistles from Hemudu, Yuyao, Zhejiang Province (fig. 4.5), were pro-

duced eight thousand and seven thousand years ago respectively.' Moreover,

myths relating to the origins of music are also connected with wind instru-

ments. One legend describes the Yellow Emperor ( Huangdi, one of China’s five

mythical kings) ordering his master musician. Ling Lun, to make pitch pipes

out of bamboo. In Greek mythology, panpipes were invented when Pan, the

shepherd god, tried with his music to win the hand of Syrinx, goddess of the

forest and rivers.

As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, Bronze Age China (ca. 2000-500 b.c.)

held ritual and music in high esteem, and musical instruments occupied a spe-

cial place in politics and society. As symbols of rank and power, musical instru-

ments were greatly valued by the ruling elite. As important ceremonial regalia

for ritual worship of heaven and earth, gods and ghosts, at state banquets, and

to entertain prestigious guests, rulers, and ministers, they were widely used and

regarded as almost sacred or magical instruments. The combination of a croco-

dile-skinned wooden drum and a large chime stone recovered from a late

Neolithic tomb at Taosi, Xiangfen County, Shanxi Province ( ca. third millen-

nium B.c.) shows that musical instruments were already status indicators at this
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Page 86: detail of pictorial brick

showing panpipes player from

Dangyang, Hubei Province.

Eastern Han (a.d. 25-220). After

Huang Xiangpeng 1996, Hubei:

168.

early period." During subsequent millennia, these associa

tions became more formalized. Percussion instruments,

such as the bell and stone chimes, and the drum, became

embodiments of princely prestige and religious power

( see Chapter 2); while wind and string instruments

were considered appropriate for both nobleman and

commoner.

By the late first millennium b.c., the concept of he

(attunement in musical performance) was already well

developed (see Chapter 1). It was believed that musical

attunement could give rise to spiritual oneness, leading

ultimately to harmony among people and government.

In the Xiao Ya, He Ren Si ( Minor odes of the Shi Jing

[Classic of poetry] ), a compilation of poems dating

from ca. 1000 to 600 b.c. ), verses such as “The

elder brothers play the xun [ocarina] and the

younger brothers play the chi [flute]” suggest

that these instruments performing together

symbolized harmonious brotherly relation-

ships. The Chinese character he was also the

ancient name for an instrument composed of

bundled pipes, identified as a primitive form

of panpipes or mouth organ ( discussed

below). For ancient musicians, the pursuit and

expectations of attunement among wind and other

Fig. 4.3 Eighteen-pipe mouth

organ (sheng) with seven surviv-

ing pipes and two reeds. From the

tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng,

Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province. Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered gourd and bamboo.

Height of gourd body 22.0 cm,

diameter of opening for pipes

0.8-1. 1 cm. Hubei Provincial

Museum. Photograph by John

Tsantes. (See also Checklist

no. 10.)
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Fig. 4.4 Bone flute, one of sixteen

from Jiahu, Wuyang, Henan

Province. Late Neolithic period,

ca. 6000 B.c. Length 22.2 cm.

Photograph courtesy of Feng

Guangsheng.

instruments was even greater than today’s musicians. In the marquis’s court

ensemble, both the bell and stone chimes were fixed-pitch instruments, and

last-minute retunings could be very difficult (see Chapter 2). The challenge to

wind-instrument makers and musicians would be to design and play instru-

ments that enabled them to perform as one with the bell and stone chimes.

Another important role played by wind instruments was “sound prognos-

tication,” a kind of divination. Perhaps inspired by a deep understanding of the

scientific principles behind wind instruments, the concepts of “wind” and “air”

were employed in ancient China to predict social, military, and meteorological

events. In the Lii Shu ( Treatise on pitches) from the Shi Ji ( Records of the grand

historian) written by Sima Qian (ca. 145-90 b.c.), a passage records that pitch

pipes were played to predict the outcome before King Wu of Zhou declared war

against Zhou, the last king of Shang. The Eastern Han scholar Zheng Xuan

( A.D. 127-200) annotates the above:

Fig. 4.5 Bone whistles from

Hemudu, Yuyao, Zhejiang

Province. Late Neolithic period,

ca. 5000 B.c. Lengths 5.7-10.5 cm.

Photograph courtesy of Feng

Guangsheng.

Military treatises state that on the day an offensive is launched, the ruler gives a set

of bow and arrows to the commander, while soldiers hoist the flag. The com-

mander draws the bow and shouts at the top of his voice, and the musicians sound

the pitch pipes. Shaiig [re, the second note in a pentatonic scale] means victory and

the army is strong; ;ffc [mi, the third note] means rebelliousness and loss of morale

in the army; gong [do, the first note] means harmony and close bonds among the

soldiers; zheng [sol, the fourth note] means impatient and angry commanders with

exhausted soldiers; yu [la, the fifth note] means a weak army with few brave and

intelligent soldiers.
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The different tones produced by pitch pipes were thought to be capable of

predicting the destiny of the state, reflecting the morality of the people and the

morale of the army. “Sound prognostication” gave a magical meaning to ancient

China’s wind instruments. Marquis Yi’s wind instruments, dating to the fifth

century b.c., appeared at the height of China’s Bronze Age musical history,

against a complex backdrop of several millennia of development.

THE TRANSVERSE FLUTE (CHI)

Fig. 4.6 Drawing of transverse

flutes (chi) shown in figs. 4.1a, b.

After Huang Xiangpeng 1996,

Hubei: 289.

The flute is one of the simplest, oldest, and most popular instruments in China.

It was particularly common in central and southern China throughout the first

millennium b.c. A passage in the Xiang Shui (Xiang River) chapter of the Shni

}ing Zhu ( Classic of rivers; sixth century a.d. )
— “The northeast of Mount Jun

faces Mount Bian, where the chi bamboo grows in abundance”— suggests that

ancient residents of south China were experienced harvesters of materials for

making flutes. The statement also implies that flute production was a skilled

craft. The Biograpiiy ofFan Ju chapter in the Shi Ji records that “Wu Zixu

arrived at Lingshui with no means for food. He drummed on his belly, played

the flute [chi], and went begging in the marketplace.” Fan Ju’s story shows that

flutes were popular among the ordinary populace. The origins of the Chinese

flute remained a mystery until the discovery of sixteen bone flutes dating from

circa 6000 b.c. from the Neolithic site at Jiahu, Wuyang, Henan Province (see

fig. 4.4). The two flutes from Marquis Yi’s tomb at Leigudun, Suizhou, also

helped to clarify further questions.

Part of his court ensemble, the marquis’s flutes are stopped, single-pipe

instruments held horizontally (see figs. 4.1a, b, 4.6). To date, these are the only

two surviving stopped flutes from the first millennium b.c. The two flutes are
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THE PANPIPES (XIAO/PAIXIAO)

similar. Each is made of a single section of

bamboo {Pleioblastus maculatus). One end

is closed with a stopper and the other end is

closed by the tissue that grows naturally at

the node.^ Each has seven holes: one hole for

blowing into and one for the air to escape,

placed in line at opposite ends. Eive addi-

tional holes for fingering are evenly spaced in a

row rotated ninety degrees around

the surface from the other two. A musician would use both

hands to hold the flute horizontally, with palms facing the body

( not down ) and fingers on the finger holes.

Because of its construction (with both ends stopped) and the

position in which it was held, some Chinese scholars have preferred to

call this type of flute chi to distinguish it from the later Chinese flute di,

which has only one stopped end.‘‘ Other scholars consider the chi and di to be

from the same family of instruments because the old Chinese pronunciations

of these names are similar.^ In fact, comparison of the methods employed in

making the ancient chi of the marquis’s time and the di of the subsequent Han

dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) does reveal a relationship between them. On

Marquis Yi’s chi, the section where the fingering holes are placed was skinned

and leveled to a narrow strip, a feature also found in di flutes recovered from

Han dynasty contexts (see fig. 4.6).® Even today, traces of this feature are still vis-

ible on bamboo instruments used by minority peoples in southern China, such

as the Beichulu, Wageluo, and the Dongdongkui tribes.^ This indicates that the

chi of the first millennium b.c. was actually the di of the Han dynasty and the

ancestor of the modern Chinese flute.

Fig. 4.7 Stone panpipes from Xiasi

Tomb 1, Xichuan, Henan Province.

Sixth century b.c. Lengths 3-15

cm. Photograph courtesy of Feng

Guangsheng.

Of all the musical instruments recovered from Marquis Yi’s tomb, the one that

has the greatest global significance is the panpipes {xiao; modern, paixiao), for

it is an instrument that transcends all historical, geographical, and national

boundaries.

Like the flute, the panpipes probably also had very early beginnings. In

oracle-bone script of the Shang dynasty from around 1300 to 1050 b.c., the char-

acter for he ( attunement ) resembles a bunch of bamboo pipes tied together

with a string. This has been interpreted as a pictographic rendition of a primi-

tive form of the panpipes, making it possibly the earliest evidence for the exis-

tence of this instrument. The earliest textual reference to the xiao is found in

the poem You Gu, from the Zhou Song (Hymns of Zhou) in the Shi Jing: “Well
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prepared they began to play, raising the xiao and the guan [pipes] in readiness.”

In archaeological excavations, however, finds of panpipes have been rare. One

of the earliest representations of the instrument, showing a figure playing pan-

pipes, appears on an Anatolian relief (ca. 700 b.c. ) in the collection of the

Louvre in Paris.*^ In China parts of possibly four bamboo panpipes, loosely scat-

tered among the grave goods, were excavated from the tomb of a nobleman of

the Huang state dating before 648 b.c. at Baoxiangsi, Guangshan, Henan

Province. An example of panpipes with thirteen stone pipes was recovered from

a Chu tomb of the late sixth century b.c. at Xiasi, Xichuan ( fig. 4.7 ), also in

Henan Province.*^ Marquis Yi’s panpipes are the only other and the best pre-

served ones known from this period.

Each of the two panpipes that formed part of Marquis Yi’s court ensemble

is composed of thirteen bamboo pipes arranged in increasing diameters and

Fig. 4.8 Drawing of thirteen-pipe

panpipes (xiao) from the tomb of

Marquis Yi of Zeng, shown in

figure 4.2. After Huang Xiangpeng

1996, Hubei; 287.
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lengths (see fig. 4.2). The bamboo used is of the variety Pleioblastus maculatus.

One end of the pipes is stopped by the tissue at the bamboo’s node. All thirteen

pipes are tied with strings and three thin strips of bamboo. The pipes are lac-

quered black and decorated with angular volutes and twisted rope patterns in

delicate red and yellow lines (fig. 4.8). The painted twisted-rope design suggests

an earlier, more primitive method of binding the pipes with actual ropes. Most

panpipes were designed to be held with both hands,'” with the open ends of the

pipes pressing against the lower lip of the player. The shaping of the player’s lips

is similar to that of a flute player, as he or she slides the panpipes along the

lips to blow across the different pipes. Judging by Han dynasty depictions, the

bass pipes can be on either the left or right, perhaps according to the player’s

preference. The sixteen-pipe bamboo instruments from the Tang dynasty

(6r8-907) kept in the Japanese imperial treasure house, the Shosbin at Nara,

have beveled openings. The marquis’s panpipes have straight openings, suggest-

ing that they may not have performed fast-moving melodies, since the straight

edge of the pipes would have injured the lower lip if they were moved swiftly

back and forth.

The Yi Ji chapter of the ShangShu (Classic of historical documents) from

the first millennium b.c., describes the sound of the xiao, “When the melody of

Shao [played on the] xiao nears the climax, the phoenix arrives to join the cele-

bration,” implying that the music of the panpipes was so beautiful that even the

fabulous phoenix was attracted to it. It is possible that the first panpipes were

originally designed to attract birds. As they evolved from a hunting device to a

musical instrument, they became an important part of court and religious cere-

monies. In the Zhou dynasty ( 1050-221 b.c. ), there was a series of six perform-

ances known as “Music and Dance of the Six Dynasties” ( the legendary Yellow

Emperor, two sage kings Yao and Shun, and the Xia, Shang, and Zhou dynas-

ties ). Of the six, the Shao of Shun and the Da Xia of the Xia dynasty ( ?— ca.

1600 B.c. ) supposedly used panpipes as the lead instrument, a sign of their

importance in Zhou music. An entry in the Chunqiu Zuo Zhuan (Spring and

autumn annals, dating from 722 to 468 b.c. ), notes that Prince Jizha of Wu,

after watching a performance of the Shao in the state of Lu, commented that it

represented “the height of perfection, as all-encompassing as the heavens and as

rich as the earth.” As mentioned in Chapter 1, Confucius was reportedly so

moved by a performance of the Shao that for three months he “did not notice

the taste of the food he ate,” so overwhelmed was he by the beauty of its music.

Although ancient records indicate that panpipes were popular during the

Zhou dynasty, the instrument became especially widespread in the subsequent

Han dynasty. It was a key instrument in gu cinii, the military music of the Han

through Wei and Jin periods (206 b.c.- a.d. 420), that included the drum, bell,

panpipes, and flute. On Han dynasty pictorial representations, panpipes players

seem always to be the most numerous in equestrian or other ensembles. The
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music they played was for processions to celebrate military victories. During the

Han dynasty, panpipes were also popular among the common people. The Hau

Shu ( History of Han, biography of Zhou Bo ) records that in Zhou Bo’s early

years of poverty, he earned his living by playing the panpipes at funerals. During

the Eastern Han period ( a.d. 25-220), maltose peddlers also reportedly played

panpipes to attract customers.

Evidence of panpipes in later periods can be seen in wall paintings in

Buddhist caves. Of all the wind instruments portrayed in the wall paintings

from the Han through Song periods at Kucha, Xinjiang Province, the panpipes

appear most often." In the Mogao Caves at Dunhuang, Gansu Province, more

than three hundred panpipes are portrayed on wall paintings dating from the

fifth through the fourteenth century." The earlier examples resemble the pan-

pipes from Marquis Yi’s tomb. From the eighth century on, especially the tenth

through the fourteenth century, most panpipes were rectangular with long

pipes arranged symmetrically on both edges. After the Song dynasty ( a.d.

960-1279), panpipes disappeared from popular contexts and were used mainly

in court music. In modern China, they are used as the emblem for music.

Panpipes are also remarkable for having a wide geographic distribution

throughout the world. They were introduced from China to Korea, Japan, and

Thailand during the Tang dynasty. They were also the most ancient and widely

used musical instrument in Europe. Today, English Punch-and-Judy shows still

use them for background music. In Romania and Hungary, panpipes ( called

nai) are common, popular folk instruments. It is interesting that panpipes in

ancient China were also once called nai. This may be the result of migration of

the Huns (Xiongnu) from China’s northwestern frontiers to the Hungarian

plains during the first centuries a.d. Panpipes are also popular among the

Indians of South America, with the best-known examples found on the Andean

plateau. They are known as antara in Peru, rondador in Ecuador, and siku in

Bolivia. In Africa, there is a type of instrument that consists of a number of

single-tone flutes tied together, which can also be considered as part of the

panpipes family."

THE MOUTH ORGAN {SI IENG)

The only wind instrument included in both court and chamber ensembles

buried with Marquis Yi is the mouth organ (sheug). It is a reeded wind instru-

ment, more complex than most wind instruments, consisting of a hollow body

usually made of gourd or wood with a blowpipe extending from it (see fig. 4.3).

Additional pipes, usually each with a bamboo reed inside, are inserted into

holes made in the body. Since the mouth organ’s sound is produced by the

vibration of the reeds inside each pipe, these can be regarded as the instru-
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Fig. 4.9 Drawing of eighteen-pipe

mouth organ {sheitg) from the

tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng,

shown in figure 4.3. After Huang

Xiangpeng 1996, Hubei: 285.

ment’s heart and soul. Based on studies of graphs in

oracle-bone script, the mouth organ came into being

during the Shang dynasty, some three thousand years

ago.''^ The majority of excavated instruments came

from the ancient territory of the Chu state in Hubei

and Hunan Provinces. Others came from sites in

Yunnan and Guizhou Provinces in southwestern

China. So far, the earliest mouth organs have been

recovered from a Chu tomb of the sixth century b.c. at

Zhaoxiang, Dangyang, Hubei Province.'*’

Development of the mouth organ can be followed

from two perspectives: its material and the number of

pipes. On early instruments, a hollow gourd was used

for the body; on later instruments, wood replaced

gourd for the body. From the sixth and fifth centuries

B.C., the gourd body of the mouth organ was made

with a mold— a young gourd was inserted into a tubu-

lar mold forcing its upper section to grow long and

narrow. Its lower section, allowed to grow naturally,

would be full and rounded. After the gourd was har-

vested, the tubular section would be cut across the top

to form the pipe for blowing, and the spherical lower

section would become its air chamber. Using a com-

plete gourd had the advantage of creating the pipe and

air chamber out of a single piece, precluding any leak-

age of air, a potential problem if the two parts were

separate and had to be joined together. The disadvan-

tage was that it took a long time for the gourd to grow

into the desired shape. The six mouth organs from

Marquis Yi’s tomb all have one-piece, mold-grown

gourd bodies. The individual reeded pipes were made of bamboo, each with

fingering and air holes and a reed [Arundo donax L . ) inserted into its base (fig.

4.9). Noteworthy is a bronze, gourd-shaped mouth organ excavated from Tomb

24 (second to third century b.c.) at Lijiashan, Jiangchuan, Yunnan Province." It

reproduces the shape of a naturally grown gourd in metal, suggesting that apart

from the mold-grown technique, more primitive mouth organs might have

been made from the natural fruit.

Gourd molding persisted through the fourth century b.c. when a new

method used a combination of turned wood for the blow pipe and gourd for

the air chamber. Of the six mouth organs excavated from Tomb i ( fourth cen-

tury B.c.) at Tianxingguan, liangling, Hubei Province, four were made in one

piece and two were made by joining gourd and wood.'" The Freer Gallery of Art
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Fig. 4.10 Remains of gourd body

and separate wood blow pipe of

mouth organ (shetig) from

Changsha, Hunan Province.

Fourth century b.c. Freer Gallery

of Art Study Collection,

Smithsonian Institution, FSC-x-22.

of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., has an example of a two-

piece mouth organ, recovered from Changsha, Hunan Province, in the 1930s,

constructed of a wood blow pipe with a gourd body that probably dates to this

period ( fig. 4.10). The two-piece construction was more convenient, because the

instrument maker could take any fully grown gourd to make its body without

having to wait for it to grow into the required shape in its mold. But if the blow

pipe and the body were improperly joined, its sound would be compromised.

Mouth organs whose bodies were made entirely of wood also first

appeared during the fourth century b.c. All were nonfunctional, however, and

made only for burial.''^ These funerary instruments foreshaciowed the all-wood

mouth organs of the subsequent centuries, such as a large example from the

second century b.c. found in Tomb 1 at Mawangdui, Changsha, Hunan

Province, in which both tube and body were made of wood.'® The latter two

types— combining wood and gourd, and all of wood— are still made today.

However, local tribes in modern-day southern China continue to use gourd

only for the body. Although mouth organs with bronze bodies also appeared

during the last centuries b.c. in Yunnan Province,'’ the type was not wide-

spread. It was not until several decades ago that metal mouth organs came to be

mass produced.

On the matter of the number of reeded pipes used in the mouth organ,

archaeological evidence does not agree with historical records. According to the

Shuowen Jiezi, an etymological dictionary by the Han scholar Xu Shen (ca. a.d.

30-124), the small mouth organ {sheng) had thirteen pipes while the large

mouth organ (yii) had thirty-six. In Guo Pu’s annotation of the Er Ya, a lexicon

of classical terms compiled in the second century b.c., the sheng had thirteen or

nineteen pipes. To date, all excavated mouth organs from Chu sites have even-

numbered pipes: a sixteen-pipe mouth organ from Tomb 5 (sixth century b.c.)

at Caojiagang, Dangyang, Hubei Provinced^ twelve, fourteen, and eighteen

pipes on Marquis Yi’s instruments (see fig. 4.3);'’ ten on the shengs from Tomb

394 at Yutaishan and Tomb 1 at Zaolinpu;''* and eight on the instrument from

Tomb 4 at Liujiawan, all fourth-century b.c. burials in fiangling, Hubei
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Province.^^ On all these instruments, the pipes are inserted in the body in two

parallel rows, with the holes of one row in line with those of the second. The

same is true of the twenty-two-pipe mouth organ from Tomb i (second century

B.c. ) at Mawangdui, Changsha, Hunan Province.^ However, the seven pipes of

the bronze mouth organ from Lijiashan in Yunnan Province are arranged in

two staggered rows, three in front and four in the rear.^^ In summary, it is

apparent that the smaller mouth organ {sheng) with fewer pipes preceded the

larger yii with more pipes.

Ancient mouth organs used bamboo reeds, which emitted relatively soft

sounds. This enables us to understand why Duke Huan of Qi ( fifth century

B.c. ) reportedly wanted an ensemble of three hundred players. In ensemble

playing, the philosopher Han Pei (ca. 280-233 b.c.) notes that theyu is the

leader among the five categories of instruments: “Thus the yii begins and the

bells and se follow; the yu sounds, and the remaining instruments play in tune

with it” (Han Feizi), indicating the central role of the mouth organ. This may

explain why it was the only wind instrument represented in the marquis’s

chamber ensemble.

The mouth organ is an instrument that has continued to be used and

improved upon in China from its early beginnings down to the present day. It is

found mainly in China and neighboring countries in Southeast Asia.

Professional musicians in modern China prefer a wide range of new and

improved models, while more primitive versions remain deeply rooted in folk

music and are particularly popular among minority peoples such as the Yi, Wa,

Lahu, Lili, and Miao tribes in southern China.*^^
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FIVE
I

The Zeng Hou Yi Finds in the

History of Chinese Music

LOTHAR VON FALKENHAUSEN

WHAT, IF ANYTHING, was new about the music represented by the

instruments and inscriptions from the tomb of Marquis Yi of Zeng

(Zeng Hou Yi; died ca. 433 b.c.) at Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei

Province? And how much of the rich and sophisticated music performed at

Marquis Yi’s court survived into later times? These questions can be explored

from several angles.

ENSEMBLES AND GENRES

Musical instruments found archaeologically in China almost always constituted

part of the ritual paraphernalia by which members of the ruling elite displayed

their rank and privileges.’ It is very likely that other kinds of music, less closely

tied to politics, existed during the Neolithic (ca. 7000-2000 b.c. ) and the

Bronze Age ( 2000-500 b.c. ), but they have left few traces. The musical instru-

ment assemblage from Marquis Yi’s tomb is exceptional in part because it

affords a glimpse into the diversity of musical genres in elite settings during the

final centuries of the Zhou dynasty (1050-221 b.c.).^ The bell chimes, stone

chimes (or lithophones), mouth organs, flutes, panpipes, zithers, and drums

constituting Marquis Yi’s ritual ensemble were deployed, together with sets of

bronze sacrificial vessels, in the tomb’s central chamber, which corresponds to

the main ceremonial courtyard or hall of his palace. The tomb’s eastern cham-

ber, equivalent to the marquis’s private residential quarters, contains another,

smaller assemblage of mouth organs, zithers, and a tambourinelike drum,

which were probably used for a very different form of musical entertainment

(see Chapter 1).
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Preceding page; set of sixteen

jade chime stones on gilt wood

rack used for Confiician ritual

performances at the Qing imperial

palace. Qing dynasty {1644-1911).

Palace Museum, Beijing.

After Huang Xiangpeng 1996,

Beijing: 26.

Throughout the history of Chinese music, musical entertainment was

closely linked to folk music and dance, which were highly diverse, if we can

trust the testimony of early texts. The Shi Jing {Classic of poetry) from circa

1000-600 B.c. for instance, preserves the texts of 160 poems, folk songs, and rit-

ual hymns from fifteen different places in the Zhou kingdom, allegedly repre-

senting different styles of music performed at the royal court.^ As the tunes have

long been lost, we no longer know what the musical differences were.

Zhou ritual music differed from folk music and the musical entertainment

of noblemen and rulers in being quite uniform. Archaeological evidence

confirms that its musical instruments were the same throughout the Zhou cul-

tural sphere. In time, such music became increasingly staid and sterile. Much to

the dismay of their court ritualists, rulers during the turbulent Warring States

Period ( ca. 480-221 b.c.
)
preferred the quicker pace, jaunty rhythms, and ever-

changing variety of folk music. This loss of interest in the traditional ritual

music accompanied the demise of the Zhou aristocratic order, to which the rit-

uals were inextricably connected. The ever-widening gap between ritual music

and musical entertainment is one overarching theme in the complex history of

music in China during the imperial era (221 b.c.-a.d. 1911

Among the various new genres of music mentioned in written sources,

some— such as the intimate and deeply intellectual qiu-zither music practiced

by scholars^— seem to have emerged from indigenous roots ( for a different

view of the qm, see Chapters 1, 3 ). Others were introduced from outside the

Chinese cultural sphere, most notably Central Asia. These exotic musical styles

completely changed the sound of Chinese music, as foreign performers brought

new instruments such as lutes, harps, and, later on, oboes and fiddles. In a

process extending over many centuries, exotic and indigenous elements merged

into the various genres of traditional Chinese folk music existing today. The

music and dance of minority peoples continue to occupy a place of special

importance on the Chinese musical scene. In the regional music styles of con-

temporary China one cannot confidently distinguish features of Bronze Age

origin from later accretions; hence the musical entertainment genres intimated

by the instruments from Marquis Yi’s residential chamber are probably beyond

any hope of recovery.

In investigating later Chinese music for possible traces of what was per-

formed at Marquis Yi’s court, we are thus constrained to focus on ritual music,

which is generally perceived as conservative. And indeed, even in late imperial

times, the constellation of instruments in musical ensembles performing at for-

mal occasions strongly resembled that of the Zhou ritual ensemble. Wliether

the music bore any resemblance to that heard at Marquis Yi’s court is, however,

quite uncertain in view of the many changes that occurred during the interven-

ing centuries.

Assemblages of musical instruments excavated from tombs datable to the
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Fig. 5.1 Scene of a musical ensem-

ble accompanying acrobats.

Excavated in 1969 from Tomb 1 at

Wuyingshan, Ji’nan, Shandong

Province. Painted terra-cotta.

Second to first century b.c. After

Wenhiia Dageming 1972: 125.

late Warring States, Qin (221-206 b.c.), and Han (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) periods

reflect the shift in musical tastes from ritual to entertainment. They conse-

quently tend to resemble the ensemble found in Marquis Yi’s residential cham-

ber. Wliile most kinds of instruments from the Zhou court ensemble remained

in use, there was a steep decline in the number and technological sophistication

of bell chimes and stone chimes, which had been the most prestigious and

rank-specific instruments. Their use, moreover, may no longer have been lim-

ited to ritual occasions. This is suggested by textual evidence as well as by Han

dynasty pictorial and sculptural representations that illustrate bells, drums,

zithers, and mouth organs accompanying acrobatic stunts at banquets ( fig.

5.1 ).'^ So little of the orthodox ritual music of the Zhou was extant by Han times

that its court specialists had to re-create the dynasty’s ritual music entirely

anew, their efforts guided by the intention to preserve the spirit of the Zhou

tradition. Such music was probably limited to the imperial court, where a spe-

cial “Office of Music” oversaw both ritual and nonritual music, retaining a siz-

able staff of musicians and technicians.'

The next significant rupture occurred in a.d. 316, when invading tribes

from the north conquered the capital of the Western fin dynasty (a.d. 265-316).

The imperial court musicians fled south, leaving their instruments behind.*^ The

subsequent reconstruction of ritual music under the Southern Dynasties (a.d.
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317-589 ) appears to have been in large measure based on the classical texts,

which are notoriously vague on details of musical practice. Frequent reforms of

court music during later dynasties were similarly informed not by musical con-

siderations but mostly by divergent understandings of the scriptures. Thus by

the time of the Tang dynasty ( a.d. 618-907), ritual court music probably had

become quite different from Flan or earlier practices.

During the Song dynasty (a.d. 960-1279) conscious attempts were made

to revive the ritual music of the Zhou tradition.® During this period Confucian

learning had increasingly assumed the characteristics of a religious cult, com-

plete with temples and sacrifices to Confucius, for which scholars sought to re-

create the grand and edifying music enjoyed by the Master during his own life-

time. Alongside textual sources, these scholars began to consider archaeological

evidence. The discovery in a.d. 1104 of a set of Eastern Zhou period (771-221

B.c.) bo bells from the state of Song (regarded as auspicious because the reign-

ing dynasty happened to bear the same name as that ancient state) became the

touchstone for a major project of casting new bell chimes at the imperial

court. Dispersed during later regimes, some of these bells are still in existence

( fig. 5.2). Comparison with Bronze Age specimens reveals that, while they

resemble Eastern Zhou bells in shape and ornamentation, their numbers and,

more importantly, their acoustic and musical characteristics differ vastly from

those prototypes. While such instruments and the ensembles to which they

belonged must have evoked to their public the appearance and atmosphere of

ancient rituals, it is unlikely that the music performed bore significant similar-

ity to that played by Marquis Yi’s ritual ensemble.

The ritual music performed during court ceremonies and in Confucian

temples under subsequent dynasties derived from the Song reconstructions.

One innovation was the use of cylindrical bells in the imperial palaces and tem-

ples of the Qing dynasty (a.d. 1644-1911), which may have been designed under

the influence of Jesuit missionaries." Qing ritual music was still performed in

the early twentieth century. It was stately and dignified, as suited the contexts of

its performance. But unlike the music played on the instrumental assemblages

from Leigudun, it did not emanate from a living musical tradition. We may

assume that the authentic Zhou ritual music, however much it may have bored

some of its listeners in the Warring States Period, was incomparably more var-

ied, complex, vibrant, spontaneous, and emotionally charged.

Present-day performances on instruments of the ritual ensemble in China,

such as at Confucius’s hometown of Qufu, Shandong Province, seem quite

removed from Qing practice. That music uncannily reflects the influence of

artificial Soviet-style folk music of the 1950s. In Taiwan, a version of Confucian

ritual music is being kept alive as a form of folklore. Traditional Chinese-style

ritual music may also still be heard in Korea, where the reconstructed ritual

music of the neo-Confucian scholars has been cultivated since the turn of the
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Fig. 5-2 Bronze bell (hangers

damaged and missing). Northern

Song dynasty, twelfth century.

Height 24.1 cm. Collection of the

Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore

(54.2185).

twelfth century a.d.'“ Over the centuries, a separate and highly idiosyncratic

tradition of performance has arisen, which, though influenced by indigenous

Korean traditions, may preserve features of Song or earlier ritual music that

were subsequently lost in China ( hg. 5.3).

TIMBRE AND TUNING

A central concern throughout the history of traditional Chinese music was the

sound effects specihc to the materials from which each kind of musical instru-
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Fig. 5.3 Ritual ensemble in

performance during a Confucian

ritual at the Songgyonggwan

Confucian Academy in Seoul,

South Korea, August 1984.

Photograph by Lothar von

Falkenhausen.

ment was made. The Zhou Li ( Rites of Zhou; third century b.c.) classifies

instruments under categories known as the “Eight Sonorous Substances” ( ha

yin): metal (bells), stone (chime stones), clay (ocarinas), leather (drums), silk

(zithers), wood (wooden percussion instruments), gourd (mouth organs), and

bamboo (flutes).’^ This list determined the combination of instruments in rit-

ual ensembles during the Song and later dynasties. Its historical validity is prob-

lematic, however.

In the first place, archaeological discoveries show that instruments were by

no means always made of the material under which they were classified. For

instance, flutes could be made of bone, wood, or even stone, rather than of

bamboo. Second, the material by which an instrument is classified does not

always actually determine the instrument’s timbre. A mouth organ, for exam-

ple, renders the timbre of its pipes, not its gourd-shaped resonating body.

Third, none of the known assemblages of instruments so far discovered by

archaeologists contain all of the “Eight Sonorous Substances.” The ensemble

from the central chamber in Marquis Yi’s tomb, the richest known to date, only

comprises six of the eight, lacking clay and wood. Clay ocarinas have been

found in Neolithic and Bronze Age contexts, but never together with other

instruments; they seem to have been played on their own rather than forming

part of ritual ensembles. As for wood, the Shi Jing mentions two terms that have

been traditionally understood to denote wooden striking-basins and tiger-

shaped scraping instruments. That none have ever been found archaeologically

may be accidental, but it is also possible that these objects were mere display

props, which the Zhou Li authors construed as musical instruments for the sake

of their schematization. In the absence of early depictions, one might even
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speculate that instruments of the wood category were not made until sometime

after the Han dynasty.

It appears that the authors of the ritual classics arrived at the “Eight

Sonorous Substances” by arbitrarily collating all references to musical instru-

ments in the Shi Jing regardless of their disparate contexts. The set of eight was

intellectually attractive because it could be correlated with a host of other stan-

dardized phenomena; by means of such speculations, late Eastern Zhou and

Han thinkers believed they could explain the functioning of the cosmos.

Though ahistorical and artificial, the material-based classification is useful

for highlighting an aesthetic concern central to Chinese ritual music. When we

examine the development of instrumental ensembles through time, it becomes

obvious that the relative importance of timbre was particularly great in the ear-

liest period. Musical ensembles from the Neolithic Period until approximately

the ninth century b.c. were dominated by percussion instruments,'^ whose

musical effect relied principally on their crashing souncis. By contrast, the pitch

of their notes may have been of comparatively little importance, with such

parameters as melody and musical scales playing but a limited role. Alongside

rhythm, timbre may have effectively contributed to the rousing quality of early

Chinese music.

After the middle of the Western Zhou period ( 1050-771 b.c. ), the empha-

sis in ritual music gradually shifted from timbre to an increased concern with

melody and exact tuning. By Marquis Yi’s time, timbric effects had become sub-

ordinated to the melodic flow of musical pieces, and a great deal of attention

was paid to coordinating the pitch of different kinds of instruments. Of course,

some instruments were inherently more amenable than others to exact tuning

and the playing of melodies. Consequently, wind and string instruments

assumed the leading role in defining the shape and pitch of musical pieces,

while drums and other percussion instruments provided rhythmic and timbric

accompaniment and, when necessary, enhancement of volume. Bell and stone

chimes occupied an intermediary position on this continuum of melodic and

accompanying instruments. Although they had originally been percussion

instruments mainly appreciated for their specific timbric quality (as is explicit

in some Western Zhou bell inscriptions), they developed into fully melodic

instruments as the number of components in each chime increased.*'’

A concern with increasingly exact tuning is evident from frequency meas-

urements on bell chimes. Western Zhou chimes are seriously out of tune; this is

obvious from their lack of internal consistency, even though we do not know

what mathematical tuning standard their casters used. Over time, however, tun-

ing became much more exact, especially in Marquis Yi’s bell chimes; but even

they, while admirable for their high degree of consistency, are far from perfect.

Certainly this development reflected technical progress specific to the produc-

tion of bell chimes, which are more difficult to tune than most other kinds of
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instruments. But the increased importance of exact tuning is also intimated in

the tone-defining inscriptions on Marquis Yi’s bells and by the discovery of sets

of pitch pipes for use in unifying the pitch in musical ensembles from fourth

and second century b.c. contexts.'^

The abandonment of two-toned bells during the Warring States Period

may similarly have had to do with the impossibility of tuning such bells exactly,

for whenever one adjusted the pitch of one of the two tones, the other would

also change uncontrollably (discussed in Chapter 2). The chimes of one-tone

bells in use after the fourth century b.c. were much easier to tune and to play

than the technologically more sophisticated two-tone bell chimes, especially

those from Marquis Yi’s tomb. Sets of bell chimes had by then lost their

status-defining function, and their musical importance in ritual ensembles

also diminished.

During the imperial era, especially after the neo-Confucian revival under

the Song dynasty, the preoccupation with exact tuning often overshadowed the

performance of ritual music. This inspired some important scientific work

whose resulting insights were applied to the manufacture of musical instru-

ments, such as in the casting of the Qing bell chimes. Efforts at improving the

sound of traditional ensembles have continued into the modern era. Chinese as

well as Western connoisseurs have been critical that some melodic instru-

ments— especially mouth organs and zithers— are not loud enough to stand

out against the percussive accompaniment and that the piercing sound of high-

pitched flutes sometimes disagreeably dominates the acoustic effect. In attempt-

ing to create a more balanced sound, contemporary performers have changed

the number of instruments and introduced “improved” versions by using new

materials and adopting certain Western features.'® The result, albeit acoustically

pleasing to modern listeners whose preferences are, even in China, conditioned

by exposure to Western-style music, is far removed from historical precedent.

Of course, it is unlikely that the Bronze Age listeners perceived the imbal-

ances criticized by modern audiences. What they did hear is not entirely certain

since the exact numbers of instruments in Bronze Age ensembles are unknown.

This is true even of Marquis Yi’s ensemble, both because the central chamber of

the tomb appears to have been broken into before excavation and because the

number of instruments buried in tombs may not have been the same as that

used by the living.

MELODY, TEMPO, AND RHYTHM

We know very little about the melodies played by musical ensembles during

Marquis Yi’s time. Like almost all traditional music in China today, however, the

ritual music appears to have been based on pentatonic sets, consisting of the
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notes do, re, mi, sol, la. This much is evident from the tone distribution in those

musical instruments from the Bronze Age that can still be subjected to acoustic

measurement. That chime stones and panpipes were exclusively pentatonic

seems incontrovertible because such instruments feature one distinct compo-

nent for each intended note. In bell chimes, at least during the hve centuries

down to Marquis Yi’s time, each bell was designed to produce two tones. Tone-

distribution patterns are somewhat more complicated, but they also invariably

feature a pentatonic core. More complex tone distributions such as those on

Marquis Yi’s bells should probably be interpreted as enabling the performance,

not of melodies using more than five notes per octave, but of pentatonic

melodies in several tonalities [xuangong)}'^

Another reason for the presence in Marquis Yi’s chimes of more tones

than were needed for the performance of pentatonic music may have been that

a complete inventory of notes was deemed desirable for cosmological reasons.

Similar extramusical considerations may also explain the tone distribution in

Song dynasty and later chimes of sixteen bells, which were designed to produce

a chromatic gamut of notes over one and a half octaves, even though the

melodies played on them were invariably pentatonic.

Both Marquis Yi’s bell inscriptions and the very scanty descriptions of

musical pieces in texts from the Eastern Zhou period suggest that instrumental

pieces progressed unisono, with the same tones played simultaneously in

different octaves. Each instrument played whatever tones it could of a given

tune, with some versatile instruments possibly adding nonpentatonic embel-

lishments; repetitions were played by different combinations of instruments,

thus adding richness and variation. On the other hand, there was probably little

attempt to combine harmonically related tones, and almost certainly no notion

of polyphony or counterpoint. The latter two features remain largely absent

from present-day traditional Chinese music as well.

While something can thus be said about timbre and scales, the crucial

dimensions of tempo and rhythm in Marquis Yi’s court music remain entirely

elusive. The music performed in Korea and China on traditional ritual ensem-

bles in the twentieth century is stately, measured, and may seem to nonspecialist

Western listeners almost unbearably slow and monotonous, but this may not

have been true during earlier times. Some modern scholars have offered tenta-

tive reconstructions of Zhou musical pieces based on the song shapes of the Shi

}ing or on alleged structural similarities to a type of court music of the Tang

dynasty still played today in Japan, gagaku, another genre of music notable for its

extreme slowness;"" but these are not easily verifiable. Possible parallels to other

surviving folk or other musical traditions, especially in Southeast Asia (such as

the Indonesian gamelan ) remain to be explored. At present, however, little can

be known with any certainty about the sound of ritual music in pre-imperial

China, severely constraining the possibility of comparison with later music.
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NOTATION AND MUSICAL THEORY

Fig. 5.4 Example of do-re-mi nota-

tion; portion of the score for the

Shao music sung at dawn of the

New Year’s Day, as fixed in 1796.

From Qingchno xu wenxian

tongkao 199 (after Xue Zongming

1981: 104).
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Unlike Western staff notation, the shape of a melody is not visually apparent in

any of the numerous traditional systems of musical notation from China.

Those systems consist of sequences of symbols, usually modified forms of

Chinese characters (fig. 5.4), that render the notes of a melody and sometimes,

as in the case of zither music, also include stipulations on how to play each

note."' In contrast, rhythm is virtually never indicated; neither usually is the

pitch range at which a given note is to be played. Though players would seem to

have considerable leeway for individual interpretation, in practice, the way they

handle aspects not indicated by the notation usually follows conventions

absorbed in the course of musical training.

The earliest existing musical notations in China were found in a cache of

medieval manuscripts in a Buddhist cave temple at Dunhuang, Gansu Province.

They date to the Tang dynasty. It is certain, however, that some form of nota-

tion of musical pieces existed much earlier, since “tone compositions”

{shengqii

)

for “seven songs from Henan dating to the Zhou” and for “seventy-

five folk-ballads dating to the Zhou” are listed in the

I ^ ^ inventory of the Han imperial library;"^ none of these

^ ^ ^ has, however, been preserved, and we know nothing

about the notation system used. The only instance of a

possible musical notation from antiquity is of the per-

cussion accompaniment of the ritual game of toiihu in

the Li Ji ( Records on ritual ) compiled from earlier

sources during the first century a.d."^ It contains only

two symbols “O ,” the exact significance of which is

unknown; they may indicate either a rhythmic pattern

or the alternation of two drums ( fig. 5.5 ).

In view of the sophistication of the musical assem-

blage from Marquis Yi’s tomb, it seems likely that a

method, or methods, for writing down musical pieces

existed in the fifth century b.c. The names of the notes

recorded in the inscriptions on Marquis Yi’s bells

( twelve notes per octave, with additional indications of

pitch differentiation) could have served such a purpose

quite effectively. In fact one of the many musical nota-

tion systems current during the Qing dynasty, the so-

called “'do-re[-mi
]
notation” igoiigshangpu), consists of

note names in small print underneath each word of a

song."'' Its usage in antiquity is not yet attested, however.

Since archaeological work in China has brought to light

increasing numbers of early manuscripts with texts of
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Fig. 5.5 Notation for the drum

accompaniment to the ritual game

of touhu. From Li }i Zhuslui

(Shisanjing zhushu ed.) 58:

lob-iia.

many different kinds, we may be cautiously optimistic that pertinent evidence

could emerge some day.

To complete our comparison of the music played at Marquis Yi’s court

with the ritual music of later dynasties, we must briefly look at musical theory.

Early Chinese music-related texts typically either give sweeping and vague

expositions on moral and aesthetic issues or become preoccupied with cosmo-

logical correlations ( see Chapter i).^^ By contrast at Leigudun, information per-

tinent to theory is provided on the musical instruments themselves. As noted in

Chapter 2, the inscriptions on Marquis Yi’s bells name the two notes playable

on each bell in relation to fixed pitch standards. An approximate Western anal-

ogy would be the definition of a tone as “do with respect to e, re with respect to

D, mi with respect to c,” and so forth; in some instances, the inscriptions give

up to six such expressions for the same tone. As in traditional Western music

theory, there are twelve notes per octave, complemented by a twelve- part set of

twelve pitch standards. The musical theory reflected in Marquis Yi’s bell

inscriptions differs from the slightly later accounts in the Chinese classics in

that the two dimensions of each tone— note and pitch standard— are kept

clearly apart as two separate dimensions of each tone; later on, the two were

increasingly confounded ( as were the do-re-mi and c-d-e gamuts in the West)."'’

Moreover, Marquis Yi’s bell inscriptions show for the first time that each

state used a different set of names for the pitch standards ( though not for the

notes, apparently). The fixing of pitch standards is known to have been a matter

of governmental decree in traditional China— one of the actions by which a

dynasty declared its legitimacy. Marquis Yi’s bell inscriptions correlate the pitch

standards of at least five states, most prominently those of Zeng and its power-
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ful neighbor, the kingdom of Chu. The Zeng pitch standards are similar to

those transmitted in the late Eastern Zhou and Han period classical texts, which

may have been those of the Zhou royal court. In contrast, Chu used a different

nomenclature ( see fig. 2.28). This may reflect the fact that the ruling house of

Zeng belonged to the same clan as the Zhou royal family, whereas Chu was bent

on emphasizing its rivalry with the Zhou. For all its political significance, the

use of these different pitch-standard nomenclatures probably made very little

difference musically or acoustically.

Marquis Yi’s bell inscriptions bear witness to a strong interest on the part

of Zeng musical theorists in patterned correlations. Their intended function is

somewhat mysterious. They could not have served for the players’ reference

during performance, since the most detailed tone names are inscribed on the

back sides of the bells, not visible to the performing musicians. Their main

importance was likely an intellectual one, perhaps aimed at furnishing acousti-

cally verifiable information of cosmological relevance. In other words, theory

was at best marginally relevant to musical performance. If theory applied at all,

it was only to ritual music, which as we have seen already occupied a special

position in the musical universe at the time. Musical entertainment, by con-

trast, was in all likelihood untouched by theory of any kind. Similar disjunc-

tions between theory and practice, and between music regarded as correct and

music perceived as enjoyable (see Chapter 1), were to continue to characterize

Chinese music throughout its later history.
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Chronology

Neolithic Period ca. 7000-2000 B.c.

Bronze Age ca. 2000-500 B.c.

Shang dynasty ca. 1600-1050 B.c.

Zhou dynasty 1050-221 B.c.

Western Zhou 1050-771 B.c.

Eastern Zhou 771-221 B.c.

Warring States Period 480-221 B.c.

Qin dynasty 221-206 B.c.

Han dynasty 206 B.C.-A.D. 220

Western Jin dynasty A.D. 265-316

Tang dynasty A.D. 618-907

Song dynasty A.D. 960-1279

Northern Song A.D. 960-1127

Map showing major sites, cities,

and relative locations of ancient

states.
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Checklist

All the objects listed here were

excavated from two adjacent tombs in

Leigudun, Suizhou, Hubei Province,

People’s Republic of China.

Detail of painted designs on the

inner coffin of Marquis Yi of Zeng

(see Checklist no. i).
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1 Inner of two nested

coffins

From the east chamber of the tomb

of Mare]uis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century e.c.

Lacquered wood

Height 132 cm; width 125-27 cm; depth

250 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as fig. 1.4)

Photographs of details by Hao Qinjian

The inner coffin that held the remains of

Marquis Yi is made of heavy timber planks

skillfully joined together and covered with

layers of lacquer. The base layer of lacquer is

red, with the figures outlined in black.

The entire surface of the coffin is covered

with an intricate and bewildering pattern of

intertwined birds, reptiles, and ambiguous

anthropomorphic forms. Reptilian figures

include snakes singly and in intertwined

double-helix pairs; plumed snakes; “drag-

ons” ( i.e. snakes with legs); double-headed

snakes; and their variants. Birds are vari-

ously plumed, long-tailed, long-billed,

short-billed, hook-billed, and even four-

legged; some appear to grip reptilian crea-

tures (often intertwined snakes) in their

beaks (detail b). Most of these figures are

relatively small, but at the foot end of the

coffin are two much larger, elaborately

plumed birds. Each stands on the backs of

quadrupeds that may represent the Green

Dragon of the East and the White Tiger of

the West. Snakes, a lizard or salamander,

and a fish surround them ( detail a )

.

detail a

Interspersed among all these reptiles and

birds are anthropomorphic images with

masklike faces (or wearing masks), elabo-

rate headdresses, and sketchily drawn bod-

ies, characterized by long arms and legs in

wavy patterns that suggest empty, trailing

sleeves and trouserlegs rather than actual

limbs (see detail b). In some cases their legs

metamorphose into intertwined serpents.

Though roughly anthropomorphic, these

images almost certainly represent nonhu-

man beings of some kind, whether gods

(di), spirits {shen), immortals {xian), ghosts

(giii), or perhaps even human shamans in

an altered state of consciousness, possessed

by their familiar spirits.

The bird-and-serpent motif is a visual

allusion to the Chinese belief in dualistic

phenomena such as yang-yin, hot-cold, and

heaven-earth. The impression of these pic-

torial areas on Marquis Yi’s coffin is that of

an energy field of qi, pulsating with

contending yin and yang forces and popu-

lated with otherworldly beings that seem to

emerge, quantumlike, from the flux. It is

impossible to know in detail what these

images meant to their contemporaries,

but the sense of cosmic energy seems

unmistakable.

The two sides of the coffin, divided into

pictorial panels, display a more structured

scheme than that found on the ends. Some

show bird-and-reptile motifs similar to

those on the coffin ends (see details a, b).

Each side has one panel containing four

squares, each divided into a central square

surrounded symmetrically by four trapezi-

ums (see fig. 1.4). These figures are related

to schematic cosmographic diagrams on silk

documents excavated from Changsha,

Hunan Province.' Here, they seem to be

stylized depictions of a center surrounded

by the four directions. The eight squares on

the two sides, plus a similar one at the foot

end of the coffin, make a total of nine

schematic squares, recalling the nine
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Left, detail b

Right, detail c

provinces or continents into which the

ancient Chinese believed the world was

divided/ If this interpretation is correct, the

square figures would perhaps have been

intended as a kind of map to orient the

deceased in the afterlife.^

Flanking the panels of four squares on

each side of the coffin, as if guarding them,

are a total of ten anthropomorphic figures

(six in one panel, four in the other). They

wear elaborate headdresses and masks ( or

have oversized masklike heads) and elabo-

rate costumes; two are shown with wings,

feathers, and birdlike tails, conventional

attributes of immortals. Each holds a

double-headed halberd ige) and stands in

the formal, displayed posture of guards

( detail c). But their vigorous stance also

suggests that they may be performers of a

war dance like that described by the

Confucian philosopher Xunzi in the third

century b.c., in which court gentlemen

danced with shields, battle-axes, and ritual

implements decorated with feathers and

yaktails, while being accompanied by stone

chimes and flutes. Whatever their identity,

these figures must represent supernatural

beings of some sort, or humans taking the

roles of such beings, comparable to other

Chu images of gods and supernatural

beings as depicted on the famous “Chu Silk

Manuscript” recovered from Changsha. One

other iconographic feature, found only on

the coffin’s west side, remains a mystery:

four reptilian birds, perhaps cormorants,

above the six “guards.” The birds are shown

fully frontal, in an almost heraldic posture,

standing on their tail feathers (detail c).

The extravagant and complex decoration

of Marquis Yi’s inner coffin bespeaks a

world of religious beliefs and practice that,

while inaccessible to us in detail, gives us an

impression of the reverent awe for the god-

and spirit-haunted universe that underlay

the funerary practices of early China.

Notes

1. Fu luyou and Chen Songchang 1992: 145,

2. See Major 1984.

3. It has long ago been suggested that texts in tombs

were intended as maps to the other world ( Hulsewe

1965).
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2 Group of thirty-six

bells, modern stand and

suspension devices

From Tomb 2 at Leigudun, Suizhou,

Hubei Province

Late fifth century b.c.

Bronze, lacquered wood

Height of largest bell 96.3 cm,

of smallest bell 30 cm;

weight of largest bell 79.5 kg,

of smallest bell 4.5 kg

Suizhou City Museum, Hubei Province

(Illustrated in the text as fig. 2.25)

The tones produced by these bells seem

to be scattered randomly over the four

octaves between the lowest bell and the

highest. They often cluster with four or

more in the space of a single semitone.'

Lacking any substantial stretch of tones

spaced at well-timed musical intervals, the

set may never have been used in musical

performance. If it was, only a few carefully

selected bells could have been played in any

one piece of music. Eight bells are substan-

tially larger than the other twenty-eight and

are differently decorated; a gap of about half

an octave separates the large bells from the

small ones. The eight large bells themselves

fall into two distinct groups of four bells

each, discussed separately on the following

pages.

Note

1. See Falkenhausen and Rossing 1995: 467.
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detail

Bell no. 92 from Tomb 2 at Leigudun, with a

detail of the decoration near the mouth.

Height 80 cm, weight 38.4 kg.

Photograph of bell by Hao Qinjian; photograph of

detail by lohn Tsantes.

The bell has an octagonal stem with a loop

for suspension. The rows of blunt spikes

that project from the upper part of the body

are a regular feature of Zhou bells. It has

sometimes been argued that the spikes have

an acoustic function, but their omission

from the twenty-eight small bells in this

tomb (see Bell no. 88) and also from one of

the subsets in Marquis Yi’s tomb ( hg. 2.8)

argues that some casters, at least, did not

consider them essential. The surface decora-

tion is mostly a kind of gritty texturing

derived from dragon interlace designs; it

was cast from pattern blocks that allowed a

small unit of decoration to be replicated

indefinitely. A decipherable motif appears

only in the irregular panel of decoration

near the mouth, where a staring animal face

with bulging nose and lozenge-shaped eyes

can be made out at the top center of the

panel.
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detail Bell no. 93 from Tomb 2 at Leigudun, with a detail

of the decoration near the mouth.

Height 87.5 cm, weight 46.75 kg.

Photographs of bell and detail by Hao Qinjian.

Four of the eight large bells resemble this

one; four resemble tbe bell shown in detail

a. The principal difference between the two

groups is the decoration in the panel near

the mouth. In this bell the top center of the

panel contains not an animal face but a

human or semihuman figure posed

frontally. The figure holds writhing snakes

and seems to sit astride some sort of animal,

but this animal and the remainder of the

design are very difficult to decipher. A single

pattern block appears to have supplied this

panel for the front and back of all four bells.

In other words, the panel was replicated

from a single original, and it therefore does

not vary in size from one bell to the next

though the bells themselves do vary. The

extremely unusual ciesign might be con-

nected in some way with the decoration

painted on a lacquered-wood, five-stringed

instrument from Marquis Yi’s tomb, which

includes human figures flanked by snakes

(see fig. 3.5 detail a). Marquis Yi’s red lac-

quer coffin is painted with a wild jumble of

similar designs (see fig. 1.4 detail).
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detail

Bell no. 88, one of twenty-eight small bells from

Tomb 2 at Leigudun, with detail of decoration.

Height 42.8 cm, weight 8.6 kg.

Photograph of bell by Hao Qinjian; photograph of

detail by lohn Tsantes.

Less well cast than the large bells, the small

bells range from 30 cm to 43.5 cm high ( five

of them were found inside one of the large

bells). Their most interesting feature is the

decoration of the upper part of the body,

which has panels of five low circular bosses

in place ot the usual rows of spikes. This

unusual feature is otherwise known only

from the bell which the Chu king cast for

Marquis Yi ( fig. 2.4). Perhaps that bell had

such prestige that it was taken as a model by

the casters of these smaller and cruder

items.
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3A Mallet, one of six

for playing the middle-tier

bells

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered wood

Length 62 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as fig. 2.5a

)

Detail, painted designs on

head of mallet.

Photograph by John Tsantes.

Detail, painted designs on

one section of pole.

Photograph by Hao Qinjian.

3B Pole, one of two

for playing the lower-tier

bells

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century B.c.

Lacquered wood

Length 215 cm; diameter 6.6 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as fig. 2.5b)
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4 Thirty-two chime stones

(replicas), rack, and mallet

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Limestone, gold-inlaid bronze rack

Total length of rack 215 cm;

height 109 cm

Flubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as fig. 2.22 )

Detail, painted designs on head

of mallet.

Photograph by John Tsantes.

The stones are a variety of limestone. Two

mallets that might have been used to play

them were found at the other end of the

chamber, next to the large drum. In the

tomb, the rack was set up with the two sup-

porting animals oriented toward the south;

the player would have sat behind the rack,

between it and the north wall of the cham-

ber. Each bar of the rack has positions for

sixteen stones, i.e., just over three octaves of

a pentatonic scale. The stones were found

suspended on the rack with the do and sol

stones on each bar grouped together at the

player’s left, the re, mi, and la stones at the

player’s right, perhaps because this arrange-

ment in some way facilitated playing, per-

haps for some theoretical reason. The stones

bear tone-defining inscriptions that specify

their pitches ( see figs. 2.23a, b); they are also

numbered in pitch sequence. Their inscrip-

tions do not mention Marquis Yi, but his

name does appear on the tongue of one of

the bronze animals that support the rack.

Fig. 2.24 is a drawing of one of the three

wooden boxes in which the chime stones

were kept when they were not being played.

The slots in the box have numbers corre-

sponding to the sequence numbers on the

chime stones. The inscription on the lid

reads “Guxian shi shi you san zai ci [Guxian

stones, thirteen are within].” Guxian is the

name of a reference pitch approximately

equal to c. The lid of the second box bears

the inscription “Xinzhong yu shaoyuzeng

zhi fan shi shi you si zai ci [Xinzhong stones

and the upper-octave yiizeng stone, fourteen

are within].” Xinzhong is the name of a ref-

erence pitch approximately equal to F-sharp,

and the box has numbered slots for thirteen

stones belonging to the pentatonic scale on

F-sharp. The fourteenth slot is for a stone

with the pitch [Xinzhong zhi] yuzeng, which

belongs neither to the F-sharp nor to the c

pentatonic scale; it is one of the additional

notes needed to fill out the chromatic scale.

The third box held all the other notes

needed to fill out the chromatic scale, along

with the very largest stones of the c and f-

sharp scales. The same size as the other two,

it is labeled “Jianyin shi shi you si zai ci

[Intermediate-note stones, fourteen are

within].”
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5 Drum base, with replica

drum and pole, part of

court ensemble

i

f

i

;

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century B.c.

Bronze inlaid with turquoise,

lacquered wood

Overall height 365 cm; diameter of

drum at drumheads 74 cm; height of

base 54 cm; diameter of base 80 cm;

weight of base 192.1 kg

Ffubei Provincial Museum

Photographs by Pan Biiigyuan,

The drum measures 106 centimeters end

to end. It is supported on a wooden pole

that puts the center of the drum about 1.7

meters above floor level. The pole, held in a

bronze base, passes through the drum and

extends 1.5 meters above it. Its tip is lac-

quered black, the rest of the pole and the

drum itself lacquered red. The drumheads,

which have not survived, were secured by

rows of bamboo tacks. Two drumsticks evi-

dently meant for this drum are sixty-four

centimeters long and lacquered black.

The base takes the form of a flurry of

dragons, sixteen large ones varied in size

and type and at least as many small ones

clinging to or biting them. It was made in

twenty-four pieces cast separately and then

soldered together. The bronze has tarnished

and the turquoise inlay has mostly fallen

out; the original color would have been a

spectacular combination of blue and gold.

The inscription “Zeng Hou Yi zuo chi

[Marquis Yi of Zeng made this, cherish]” is

cast on the horizontal lip of the socket for

the wooden pole.
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6 Flat drum, part of

court ensemble

(in fragments, with replica)

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered wood, bone tacks

Diameter at drumheads 42 cm; distance

from drumhead to drumhead 12.5 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

Photographs by John Tsantes

The drum was made from twelve pieces

of wood, probably glued together; it was

found in pieces. The drumheads were

stretched over the body and fastened with

bone tacks. The portions of the drumheads

stretched over the body were painted with

red lact]Lier, on which patterns were applied

in black; the rest of the drum was painted

with black lacquer, onto which patterns of

interlocked Ts were painted in red. Two

wooden pegs in the body may have attached

the drum to a stand of some kind.
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7 Duck-shaped box

From the west chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century B.c.

Lacquered wood

Fleight 16.5 cm; width 12.5 cm;

length 20.1 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as fig. 1.8)

This duck-shaped box is made of joined

and carved wood covered with black and

red lacquer. The head and neck form a sepa-

rate piece. Its hollow interior is accessible by

a lid on the back. The lacquered patterns

suggest the duck’s plumage without actually

imitating it naturalistically.

Fowl and poultry figure often in southern

Chinese cuisine during the Zhou dynasty

( 1050-221 B.c. ). The poem Zhao Hun

(Summons of the soul) in the Chu Ci

( Elegies of Chu ) refers to “geese cooked in

sour sauce, casseroled duck, fried flesh of

the great crane”; and scenes of duck hunting

are common on pictorial bronzes of the

period. The plump body of the box suggests

a domestic duck rather than a wild one.

There is no reason to suppose that this con-

tainer’s shape has any special symbolic

significance other than its association with

food offerings and banquets.

Two musical scenes are painted on its

sides. One of these depicts a drummer and a

dancer (see fig. 1.8 detail b). The drummer,

appearing more deerlike than human,

wields two rounded drumsticks to beat a

pole-drum mounted on the back of an ani-

mal-shaped base ( compare Checklist no. 5 ).

Both figures wear tall, flat-topped hats. The

dancer wears a sword and a tunic or jacket,

its long trailing sleeves floating in the air as

he or she appears to move animatedly with

legs akimbo, arms raised and waving, to the

beat of the drum.

The scene on the opposite side of the con-

tainer shows a chime of two bells, hung

from a beam held in the mouths of two

four-legged animals that seem to combine

avian, feline, and reptilian features (see fig.

1.8, detail a). One bell is being struck with a

long pole (compare Checklist no. 3B ) held

by a bird-headed (or bird-masked) human-

like figure. These two panels may be vastly

abbreviated representations of ritual music

and dance that would have been performed

at banquets to the music of Marquis Yi’s

bells and drums in his palace.
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8 Twenty-five-stringed se-

zither, part of both court

and chamber ensembles

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Carved lacquered wood

Length 167 cm; width 43 cm;

height 12 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

(Illustrated in the text as fig. 3.2)

Like many zithers in the tomb of Marquis

Yi, this se is extensively ornamented with

figurative and geometric motifs. On the left

is a mass of entwined snakes, a veritable

swarm of vipers (compare fig. 3-3 detail).

The sides display double rows of overlap-

ping birds, every second one inverted (see

fig. 3.2 detail a ). This pattern of birds also

decorates the five-stringed zhu ( see fig. 3.5

detail b). The contrasting colors of black,

yellow, and silvery gray on red create an

exquisite brocadelike effect.

Four wooden string anchors and three

short fixed bridges are located at one end.

The fixed bridges divide the twenty-five

strings into three sets of 9-7-9. Each string

was tuned by placing and adjusting a mov-

able bridge under it along the surface of the

instrument. The highest-pitched string in

each set was closest to the player, the other

strings gradually descending in pitch away

from him or her. The set of strings farthest

was identical to the nearest set, while the

middle set held seven bass strings. To pluck

the strings, the player sat at the long side

with the string anchors to his or her left.
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9 Twenty-five-stringed se-

zither with wooden

bridges, part of both court

and chamber ensembles

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Carved lacquered wood

Length 167.3 on; width 42.2 cm; depth

11.1 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as fig. 3.3)

The size and decorative motifs on this se

are virtually identical to figure 3.2. Only the

arrangement of its twenty-five strings differ:

they are grouped into three sets of 8-8-9.
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10 Eighteen-pipe mouth

organ ( sheng), part of

both court and chamber

ensembles

From the eastern chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered gourd and bamboo

Height of gourd body 22.0 cm; diameter

of pipes 0.8- 1.1 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as fig. 4.3)

This mouth organ is the largest and most

elaborately decorated gourd-bodied instru-

ment of its kind known. Complex triangu-

lar, curled, and twisted braid patterns in red

and yellow against a black lacquered ground

completely cover the body and all eighteen

pipes (see fig. 4.9). None of the surviving

pipes has been preserved intact (damaged

lengths measure between 27.4 and 6.8 cen-

timeters), so no tone information is avail-

able. These seven pipes are the best pre-

served. Ten reeds for the pipes survived

relatively intact (two shown), revealing

vibrating diaphragms that range from 2.55 x

0.22 X 0.06 to 1.20 X 0.14 X 0.04 centimeters

in size.
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11 Thirteen-pipe panpipes

(xiao/paixiao)y part of

court ensemble

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered bamboo

Lengths of pipes 22.80-5.20 cm;

diameters of pipes 0.85-0.55 cm;

maximum width it.70 cm

Flubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as fig. 4.2)

This instrument, one of two panpipes

recovered with the instruments of the court

ensemble, represents the best preserved,

functional bamboo panpipes recovered

from a Bronze Age context in China. When

it was first removed from the ground, eight

of the pipes could still produce sound, indi-

cating that the pipes may have played a five-

tone scale ( with perhaps an additional

semitone ) in the key of c, with the longest

pipe beginning with sol, the fourth note of

the scale.
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12, 13 Two transverse

flutes (chi), part of court

ensemble

From the central chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered bamboo

Lengths 29.3 cm (above),

30.2 cm (below)

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as figs. 4.1a, b

)

Decorated in red and yellow geometric

patterns on a shiny brownish black lac-

quered ground, these two chi flutes are the

earliest surviving examples in bamboo

known. Experiments using replica instru-

ments show that the marquis’s flutes are

musically sound and capable of producing

do-re-mi-sol-sol#-la in the key of f#, or do-doit-

re-fa-sol-la in the key of c#, or re-re#-mi-sol-la-

ti in the key of b. This means that the flutes

can play a five-tone scale plus one addi-

tional semitone.
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14 Ten-stringed <jn!-zither,

part of chamber ensemble

From the east chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Carved lacquered wood

Length 67 cm; width 19 cm;

depth 11.4 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as figs. 3.4a, b)

Unlike the se, this instrument has a more

interesting silhouette. Besides the covering

of black lacquer, the instrument’s surface is

adorned with incised marks (see detail), not

encountered consistently on the other

ancient examples (see fig. 3.8.1). They are

unlikely to mark positions where strings

were touched. Classical q;«-zithers, on the

other hand, have finger positions marked

precisely with contrasting materials inlaid

into the top (see fig. 3.8.4). String marks left

on the bridge and near the holes suggest

that this instrument was well used before it

was buried (see detail ).
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15 Five-stringed

z^u-zither, part of

chamber ensemble

From the east chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century B.c.

Carved lacquered wood

Length 115 cm; width 7 cm; depth 4 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

( Illustrated in the text as hg. 3.5

)

Except for the top surface of its sound

box, this slender instrument is completely

decorated with designs in shiny red and

black lacquer (see detail of underside). It is

the most elaborately decorated example of

its kind known. A small opening at one end

of the sound box allows the strings to

emerge from the inside to be wound around

the single string anchor on top. Parts of the

lacquer layer on the underside have lifted

from the wood.
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i6a Flat hanging drum
( in fragments, with replica

)

From the east chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Lacquered wood, bamboo tacks, bronze

rings

Diameter at drumheads 36 cm; distance

from drumhead to drumhead 8.5 cm

Hubei Provincial Museum

Photographs by lohn Tsantes

The rings, one oriented in the plane of

the drum and two perpendicular to it, may

have served to hold the drum between the

antlers of the bronze bird shown as

Checklist no. i6b. The drum was made from

thirteen pieces of wood, varying in size,

probably glued together. It was found in

pieces. The drumheads, which did not sur-

vive, were stretched over the body of the

drum and fastened with bamboo tacks. The

body and the portions of the drumheads

fastened to it were then painted with black

lacquer, to which red lacquer patterns were

applied.
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i6b Fantastic bird

From the east chamber of the tomb

of Marquis Yi of Zeng

Fifth century b.c.

Bronze inlaid with gold and turquoise

Height 143.5 base 45 x 41.5 cm;

weight 38.4 kg

Hubei Provincial Museum

Photograph by Wang lichao

The side of the beak is inscribed “Zeng

Hou Yi zuo chi yong zhong [Marc]uis Yi of

Zeng made this, cherish and use it forever].”

The object was cast in eight pieces— body,

antlers, legs below the thighs, wings, and

base plate. The wings were then perma-

nently attached to the body by soldering. All

the other joins are mortise-and-tenon joins

that allow the object to be disassembled and

reassembled, a construction probably

inspired by carpentry (as seen in lacquered

wood figures from other tombs of the

period). Alain Thote has argued convinc-

ingly that this hgure was the stand tor the

drum shown as Checklist no. i6a.‘

Note

1. See Thote 1987.
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Glossary of Chinese Characters

Anyang Dalii

ba yin Dangyang

Baihuatan Dcio ( Tao

}

ii

Baoxiangsi di
>W

Beichulu di (gods) f
Beizhai Dingjiayaodian

Bian, Mount Dongdongkui

bo n Dunhuang

BoYa E’mei Xian

Cai (state) ErYa

Caojiagang Eiiitou

Changqiao m Fan Ju

Changsha kr}' feng M.

Changtaiguan Fenshuiling

Changzhi Fufeng

Chengdu gClgclku (Japanese)

Cheng Lian Gansu

chi ganying SM
Chu (state) ge 3k

Chu Ci gong (musical note) t
Chu Ci buzhu gongshangpu

Chunqiu Ziio Zhtian gtl (string playing technique) &
Da Xia (musical dance) Gii Chui
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Guan Zhong li Kang

gium f Ji’nan

Guangdong Jiahu

Guangshan liangchuan jijil

Guangxi Jiangling ii-fk

Guangzhou Jiangsu

Guanzi Jiangxi

gw Jin (period) t
Gui Xian fu JincLin

Guixi Xian Jingmen

Guizhou Jiu Tang Shu

Guo Pu Jizha

Guo Yu jue (musical note)

Guodian jufl

Guxian (musical pitch) Jun, Mount

Gu Zhong Kongzi (Confucius) 44
Haizhou Kucha

Han (dynasty) Lahu is-H

Han Fei (philosopher) Leigudun

Han Feizi (text) Li }i

Han River Li Ji Zhushu

Han Shu Lianyungang

he Lijiashan

He Ren Si Lili

Hemudu Ling Lun

Henan Lingshui

Hong Kong m Linzi

hu (type of ritual vessel) i Liuchengqiao

Huainanzi Liujiawan

huang JB, Lu ( prince

)

Huang (state) Lu (state)
&

Huangdi LU Shu

Huangzhong (musical pitch) Luobowan

Huan of Qi, Duke Luoyang

Hubei Mawangdui

Hunan Mengzi (Mencius) ^4
J1 (string playing technic]ue) Miao
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Ming (dynasty) 8^ Shi Jing

Mogao (caves) Shi Zhuan mn
Muyin (musical pitch) Shiii Jing Zhu

nai n Shun

Nail 1^ Shuowen Jiezi

Nanjing Sichuan

Nanyue Wang Sima Qian

nao (type of bell) Song (state and dynasty)

Ningxiang Song

paixiao Sui (dynasty) PI

Pinghuang (musical pitch) 11 Suibin (musical pitch) It
V Suizhou It'fH

Qi (state) Taicou ( musical pitch)

qiankun tan (string playing technique)

Qijiacun Tang (dynasty)

qin Taosi

Qin ( state and dynasty) Tianxingguan

Qing (dynasty) touhu

Qinshihuang benji Wa '1^

Qufu Wageluo

se Wangchengpo

se rui Wei (river)

Shaanxi Wei (state)

Shandong Wen of Wei, Duke

shang (musical note) n Wu, King of Zhou Ak(M)
Shang (dynasty) % WU (musical dance) Am
Shaug Shii/Shu Jing Wu (state)

Shanghai Wu Xian

Shanxi 0, ^ Wuhan A-^

Shao (musical dance) Wulipai

Shaoxing Wuyang

Shacpu ?}'1 Wuyi (musical pitch)

Shen (state) t Wuyingshan

shell Wu Zixu

slieiig 1 Xi, River

sheiigqu Xiyang

Shi Ji Xia (dynasty) 1
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Xi’an

xian

Xiangfen

Xiang Shui

Xiangtan

Xiao Ya 'J'#

xiao f
Xiasi

Xichuan

Xin’ gan

Xinjiang ##
Xinyang

Xinye

Xiongnu ^ jBL

Xishanqiao

Xu Shen

xiiangong

xiin in

Xunzi (text)

Ya

ya yue

Yan Yuan Mn
Yan Zhang, King of Chu

yang-yin f^-fk

Yang Zhu

Yangzi

Yao

yazheng

Yi #
Yiji

Yi’nan

Yin

Yiwenzhi

Yize (musical pitch)

yongzhong

You Gu

You Lan

yu ( musical note)

yn ( wind instrument

)

-t

Yue

Yue Ji l^ie,

Yue Jing

Yunnan

Yutaishan ^ a

Yuyang m
Yuyao

Zaolinpu

Zeng (state)

Zeng Hou Yi

“Zeng Hou Yi zuo chi”

“Zeng Hou Yi zuo chi

yong zhong”

ZImnguoce

Zhao Hun

Zhaoxiang

zhazheng

Zhejiang

zJieng (stringed instrument)

Zheng Xuan

Zheng (state)

zhi ( musical note)

Zhong Yi #A
Zhong Ziqi

Zhou (dynasty)

Zhou, King of Shang

Zhou Bo

Zhou Li

Zhou Song

Zhou Yu

zhu (plant) 4
zhu (stringed instrument)

zhun

zhuo

Zigong

Zi Xia
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Index

Note: Numbers in italics refer

to captions.

acoustics; of almond-shaped bells, 38-42, 45, 48;

of circular bells, 48

ancestor veneration, 25, 52

Baihuatan: ritual wine vessel ( hu

}

from, 20 , 20

bamboo: tacks, 126; transverse flutes, 133; used in

mouth organs, 96, 98; used in panpipes, 94

Beethoven, Ludwig von, 48, 52

Beizhai: tomb relief, 73

bells, 36-42,37, 42-44, 120-23; casting, 42-46,

51-52; chimes, 71, 73; Chu king’s, 36,37, 38, 40,

40, 123; clapper, 46; conversion from signaling

to musical instruments, 46-52; history of,

46-47; inscriptions, 36, 38-42, 40, 43, 44, 54,

56-62; musical scales played by, 52-56, 108-9;

placement in tomb 2, 17; playing of, 46; shape

and sound of, 38-42, 44, 45-46, 48; in Song

dynasty, 104; stand for, 15, 36,37, 39, 40;

stemmed, 46-47, 47, 121; surface decoration,

121-22; and tuning, 42-46; tuning system

compared to se, 69-73, 74'y Western, 36, 48; in

Western Zhou, 107; and zithers, 72-73

Bo Ya, 31, 31

bridges, see tuning methods

Bronze Age; information on music of, 13-14, 101;

instruments (ocarina), 106; qin, 65, 68

carillons, 36

carpentry techniques: inspiring bronze assembly,

137; used in se-zithers, 68

chamber ensemble, 21-22, 27-28

Changsha: first extant se, 67; mouth organ, 97.

See also Mawangdui

Changtaiguan, 27, 27; se-zither, 68

Cheng Lian, 31

chime stone rack, 15, 53, 54-55,55, 125

chime stones, 18, 53-56, 54-55, 125; boxes for,

54-55, 55, 57, 125; melodies, 109

chromatic scale in China 49-50

Chu, state of, 17; ancestor veneration in, 25; and

barbarism, 27; decorative style, 21; iconogra-

phy, 22, 119; mouth organs in, 96-98; musical

culture of, 52; qin in, 31-32, 74, 77, 79; se in, 79;

and shamanism, 27

Chu Ci (Elegies of Chu), 19-20,31-32; cuisine

mentioned in, 128; zithers mentioned in, 77

“Chu Silk Manuscript,” 119

coffins: of Marquis Yi of Zeng, 14, 15, 16, 118-19;

decoration, 27, 79; in Mawangdui Tomb 1,

zhu, 67

Confucian ritual music in Taiwan, 104

Confucian ritual performances, 102

Confucius and Confucian tradition: bells and,

62; on musical techniques, 73; music and rites

of a ruler, 23-24; and panpipes, 94; and the

qin, 30-32; theory of music, 24-25; ritual

music, 102, 104-5

cosmology, music’s role in, 29-30, 109, 111

court ensemble, 18-20

Dingjiayaodian: tile relief showing se-zither, 73

drums, 15, 126; base, 126; flat 127, 136

duck-shaped box, 20, 21, 128; scenes painted on,

27

Duke Huan of Qi, 24, 98

Duke Wen of Wei, 25, 28

“Eight Sonorous Substances,” 106-7

E’mei Xian, 73

equestrian ensembles, 94-95

Er Ya, 97

Fenshuiling: tuning pegs, 77, 79

flutes, transverse (chi), 91-92, 133

folk music and dance: exotic and indigenous

elements, 102; relation to ritual music and
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musical entertainment, 102, 109; Soviet style,

influence of, 104

Fufeng Qijiacun, 52, 52

funerary figures, 18 , 19

funerary instruments, 97

gagaku, 109

gamelan, 109

ganyiiig theory of resonance, 29

garment box, wooden, 22 , 22

Green Dragon of the East, 118

Guan Zhong, 24

Guanzi, 24, 26

Guo Pu, 97

Han dynasty, 22, 26, 29, 31-32; dictionary, 79;

Eastern Han period, 95; musical tastes in, 103;

panpipes in, 94-95; pitch standards, 112; qiii

in, 65, 77, 79; se-zither in, 73, 77; tuning keys,

77; zhu in, 65

Han Fei, 98

Han Shu, 95

harps, 75, 102

hedonism, 26

heterophony, 73

human flgures: dancers, 27, 128; drummer, 128;

funerary, 18, 19; musicians, 27-28, 93; shamans,

27

imperial era, China, 102; preoccupation with

exact tuning, 108

inscriptions, 53, 54; conflrming tomb occupant,

17; for display, 56; on drum base, 126; on fan-

tastic bird, 137; as key to musical scales, 53, 56;

as tone-defining, 56-62,58, 60, 107-8, 111-12,

125

Ji Kang, 77, 79

lincun; tuning key from, 79

Jill Tang Shu, 79

jiiih 73> 79

Kepler, Johannes, 29, 61

Korea: Confucian ritual music in, 104-5, to6;

modern perlormance of traditional ritual

music in, 109

Kucha, Xinjiang Province, 95

Li Ji, 23, 31, no

Lijiashan, 96, 98

Linzi, 75; qin tuning key, 79

Liuchengcpao, 68; se-zither, 68, 73

“Lonely Orchid” ( You Lan ), 31-32

Lunar Lodges (constellations), 22 , 22

lutes, 75, 102; in Mesopotamia, 75

mallets, 39, 41, 53, 54, 124-25

maps: for afterlife, 119; zither distribution from

archaeological contexts, 67; of sites, cities, and

ancient states, 114

Marc]uis Yi of Zeng: musical preferences of,

28-29. See also tomb of

mathematics and music, 61

Mawangdui, 18; detail showing zhu, 67; instru-

ment strings, 75; mouth organs, 97-98; qin, 74,

77; se, 73, 73; silk documents, 118-19; tuning

peg, 75. 77

military music [gu chui), 94-95

modern performances, 37, 41, 104-5, 108-9

Mogao Caves, wall paintings portraying panpipes

in, 95

motifs; animal, 79, 121; birds and snakes, 22, 68,

77, 79, 118-19, 129; dragons, 121, 126; eyelike, 68;

foreign influences on, 77; geometric, 68, 129;

human/animal, 77, 79, 79, 118-19, 122, 128;

predator-victim relationships, 77

mounting positions, of bells, 51

mouth organ isheng), 95-98; from Yunnan,

96-97, 131

music, ancient, 19-20; and good government,

23-25; in late Bronze Age thought and society,

23-30; oldest qin tune, 31; theory of, 24-25, 29,

111-12; and vice, 25-26

musical notation and theory, 110-12

musical scales, 52-56

Nanyue Wang, 75, 77, 79

nao, 49-50

Neolithic Period: music in, 101, 106-7

Ningxiang, 47, 47, 49-50

numerology and music, 29, 61

ocarinas, 106

panpipes (xiao/paixiao), 92-95; melodies, 109;

stone, 92, 93; thirteen-pipe, 93, 132

pentatonic scale, 53-54, 108-9; anhemitonic,

53-56

performers/players ot musical instruments: of

bells, 37, 41; and bell strike points, 51; of chime

stones, 55-56, 125; conventions, no; in Han

dynasty pictorial reliefs, 99 mo; modern, 37, 41,

104-5, 108-9; of panpipes, 94; of sc-zither, 129;

of war dance, 119; ot se, 69-70

Persia, relief depicting bell, 36,38, 46

philosophy: complimentary pairing concept, 22,

118; music and, 23-30, 61, 107

pitch: measurement of, 52-53; in Neolithic

period, 107; and numerology, 61; on chime

stone inscriptions, 125; standards of state of

Chu, 58-61,59, 111-12; standards of state of

Zeng, 57-61,59, 111-12
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qiii (zither), 21-22, 65,70, 73-79; ancient and

classical, 74-75, 79, 134; Confucius and, 30-32;

five-stringed, 135; oldest tune for, 31-32; origin

of, 31, 77, 79, 102; ten-stringed, 134; types of, 77

Qing; bell chimes, casting of, 108; dynasty, 102;

cylindrical bells in, 104; musical notation in,

110

ritual music: ceremonial music, 24-25, 32, 73, 128;

melody, tempo, rhythm, 108-9; reforms of in

various dynasties, 104; representation of, 128;

timbre and tuning, 105-8;

scales, musical, 52-56; and numerology, 61; pen-

tatonic, 53-56, 108-9; structure of se’s, 71, 74

se (zither), 21-22, 65, 67-73, 68-69-, Confucius

and, 31; decoration related to rank of owner,

68-69; in literature, 31; strings and moveable

bridges, 70-71; tuning system compared to

sixty-five bells, 69-70, 74; twenty-five stringed,

73, 129; twenty-five stringed, with wooden

bridges, 130

shamanism, 26-27; and coffin decoration, ii8;

and motifs on se-zithers, 68

Shang dynasty, 25-26, 94; mouth organ origin in,

96; panpipes, 92

Shao music, 94 , 110

Shi Jing {Classic of poetry), 19,30, 31-32; descrip-

tions of instruments, 106-7; modern perform-

ances based on, 109; panpipes in, 92-93; repre-

sentations of court music in, 102; se and qin

mentions in, 77

Shbsoin, Nara, 94

silk: documents, 118; instrument strings, 75

singing, 56-58

Song dynasty: bronze bell. Northern Song, 105;

panpipes in, 95; ritual music, 104-5, 108

stringed instruments, Chinese: general character-

istics of, 67

stringed instruments. Western: sound holes, 67;

tuning pegs compared to Chinese, 67

Tang dynasty, 22, 32; modern performances of

music of, 109; musical notation, no; panpipes,

94-95; ritual court music, 104

terra-cotta: reliefs, 73, 73; scene of musical ensem-

ble, 103

tomb of Marcpiis Yi of Zeng ( Zeng Hou Yi ): aer-

ial view of, 14, 15; bell display from, 57; dating

of, 17; discovery, 14-18

'Ibmb 2: discovery and contents of, 17-18; view

of, 17; group of thirty-six bells, 57

toiihii ( ritual game), no, 111

tuning, importance of, historically, 107-8

tuning methods; bridges and pegs, 67, 69, 7y,juri,

for bells, 73; keys, 75, 77; pegs on qin, 67, 79;

pegs for stringed instruments, 75; qin, 22, 31,

73> 75> 79; se-zither, 67, 69, 69, 129; types of, 66

tuning systems, comparison of for se and bells, 74

wall paintings: evidence of panpipes in, 95

Wangchengpo: zhii, 79

Warring States Period, 25, 29; bells in, 108; folk

music in, 102; musical entertainment in, 103;

tuning keys, 77

Western bells. See bells.

White Tiger of the West, 118

Wulipai: qin from Tomb 3, 77

wnxing (Five Phases), 29

Wuyingshan, 103

Xiangtan, bell from, 51

Xiasi, 92, 93

Xin’gan, bell from, 47

Xishanqiao, Nanjing, 77

Xiinzi, 24; the philosopher, 24, 119

Yangzi River Valley, 17-18; bell manufacture in,

46-47; bells found in, 47; Erlitou, Henan

Province, 46 , 46

yazheng, 80

yongzhong bell, 51, 52, 52

Yue }i, 23, 25, 29, 30

Yue Jing {Classic of music), 13

Yutaishan, 97, 99 ni9

Zaghunlug, 75

Zaolinpu, 97, 99 mo
Zeng Hou Yi, see Marquis Yi of Zeng

Zeng state: philosophy in, 22; relations with Chu

state, 36

Zhanguoce, 80

Zhaoxiang, 96

zhazheng, 80

zheng (zither), 65, 80-83, 83

Zhong Ziqi, 31,31

Zhou dynasty, 19, 26: bell music in, 51-52; cui-

sine, 128; Eastern Zhou period, 104, 109, 112;

late Western Zhou, 52; musical genres in,

101-03; panpipes music in, 94; revivals of

music of, 104; ritual music in, 24-25,32, 51-52,

73, 101-02, 128; wars of the late Zhou period

and bell casting, 61; Western Zhou music, 107

Zhon Song, 92-93

zhii (zither), 21, 65, 79-80, 80, 135
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